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This report develops a comprehensive economic optimization model for evaluating 
the economic feasibility of active solar energy systems to provide service hot 
water and combined space heating/service hot water in commercial buildings. 
The model is demonstrated in a number of case studies for office buildings and 
retail stores. Data and assumptions for use in the model are compiled for the 
selected case studies. Using these data, the model is applied to estimate 
present value net savings (or net losses) of the solar energy systems over a 
20-year life cycle. Break-even values for hot water loads, solar energy system 
costs, and current and future energy prices are also calculated to determine 
the minimum conditions under which the solar energy systems become cost effec­
tive for the selected buildings. Economic optimization paths which show the 
optimal solar collector areas and the corresponding present value of net savings 
(or net losses) associated with a range of hot water loads are developed in 
the case studies. Sensitivity analysis is conducted for key variables. The 
relationship between total life-cycle costs and the solar fraction is tested 
for selected cities to demonstrate how net savings (net losses) change as the 
solar fraction is increased. In its approach, this report is of interest to 
solar analysts ; in its results, to the solar policy, research, and building 
communities. 
Key words: 	 building economics; commercial buildings; economic analysis; 




The study on which this report is based was conducted by the Applied Economics 
Group, Center for Building Technology, National Bureau of Standards (NBS), for 
the Office of Solar Heat Technologies, Active Heating & Cooling Division, 
Washington, n.c. 20585, U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) , under Interagency 
Agreement No. E (49-1 ) - 3800, EA-77-A-01-6100, Task 9. 
This report is one of several related documents prepared under this contract . 
It i s the technical analysis report which details the economic model and the 
data , assumptions, and findings of selected case studies of solar economic 
feasibi lity. It is addressed primarily to the research and policy communities. 
Additional products include papers and article s [l-8) which were pr e pared in 
full or in part from the technical work described herein. 
It is to be stressed that, while the model is widely applicable to the 
evaluation of solar energy for commercial buildings, the feasibility results 
for the case studies are founded on a host of assumptions which are variable 
among buildings of like size, function, and geographic location, not to mention 
buildings that are different from those studied. The reader should use caution 
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The total energy use of commercial buildings in the U.S. for space heating and 
service water heating is nearly half that of residential huildings. However, 
they account for a substantially smaller part of the use of solar energy sys­
tems. Space heating and service water heating for commercial buildings is a 
large, but for the most part unrealized, potential market for solar energy. 
This report is a resource document for investigating the economic feasibility 
of commercial building applications of solar energy. It documents in detail 
an economic model for evaluating commercially used solar energy systems, and 
guides in the use of the model for economic feasibility studies. It demon­
strates the model in a number of case studies which (1) assess the cost effec­
tiveness of selected solar energy systems under representative conditions, (2) 
investigate through break-even analysis the necessary conditions for minimum 
cost effectiveness, and (3) analyze future prospects under alternative 
conditions. 
The economic evaluation model takes a life-cycle costing approach and includes 
full treatment of taxes and Federal and State incentives. It is used to deter­
mine the optimally sized solar energy system and the present value net dollar 
savings or losses for the building type, l vcation, auxiliary fuel type, and 
other specified data and assumptions. Break-even values of key parameters are 
calculated to determine the necessary conditions for solar energy to be equal 
in dollar cost effectiveness to the energy systems with which it is compared. 
Life-cycle net savings or losses corresponding to a wide range of solar frac­
tions can be calculated to determine the sensitivity of costs to system size. 
Data and assumptions can be modified to reflect changes in tax laws, financing 
terms, depreciation rules, and other conditions affecting economic feasibility. 
(The computer program used to apply the model is presented as appendix B to 
the report.) 
A s i mplif ied version of the model for the evaluation of. solar hot water systems 
is presented. The simplified model reduces the search for the optimally sized 
solar hot water system to a single deterministic equation. Analysis of this 
equation supports the construction of "universal economic optimization paths" 
which can show the optimal solar energy system size and corresponding net 
savings or losses for a range of hot water loads. This model can be used to 
extend evaluation results to a range of hot water loads. 
The evaluation of solar energy systems by mathematical programming techniques 
is explored. Although this approach is not sufficiently developed to apply as 
a principal evaluation tool for a feasibility study, the theoretical approach 
is significantly extended. 
The case studies focus on commercial buildings representative of a large share 
of the commerci al building stock, and on 13 city locations accounting for 
major variations in U.S. solar radiation and temperature characteristics and 
also reflecting regional diversity in taxes, incentives, and other economic 
parameters. 
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The selected buildings are not buildings specifically designed t o optimize 
solar gain or daylighting. They are (1) an existing three-s tory office 
building with metal curtain-wall construction, an occupancy of 300 people , 
single-glazed windows, uninsulated walls and roof, a floor area of 2,700 m2 
(30,000 ft2), equipped wlth two constant-volume air-handling systems; (2) a 
new three-story office building i dentical t o the existing building except 
that it conforms to ASHRAE 90-75 energy conservation standards and is equipped 
with two variable-volume air-handling systems and an energy economizer cycle; 
(3) an existing one-story ret ail store with metal curtain wall construction. a 
floor area of 460 m2 (5,000 ft2). an occupancy of 100 people, uninsulated 
walls and roof, and equipped with a single constant-volume air-handting sys tem; 
and (4) a new one-story retail store identical to the exist i ng store except 
that, like the new office building, it conforms to the ASHRAE 90-75 standard 
for the building envelope and is equipped with an energy-efficient vari able­
volume air-handling system. The nonsolar heating plants for these buildings 
are assumed to be conventional hot water boilers f ired alternatively by 
electricity, natural gas, and distillate fuel oil. 
The cities selected for the regt.!lnal case studies are Apalachicola, FL; 
Bismarck, ND; Boston. MA; Charleston. SC; Fort Worth, TX; Los Angeles, CA; 
Madison, WS; Miami, FL; Nashville, TN; Omaha. NE; Phoenix, AZ; Seattle, WA; and 
Washington, DC. The economic evaluation is based on a detailed analysis of the 
energy requirements of the selected buildings in the different locations esti­
mated by the BLAST loads analysi s prog am. as well as on other region-specific 
data. 
The solar energy systems are assumed to be high quality liqui d systems with 
double-glazed, flat-plate collectors. The hot water system f or the retail 
stores is assumed to be an "off-the-shelf" system. The hot water system for 
the off ice bui ldings and the combined space heating/hot water system for the 
retail stores and the office buildings are assumed to be custom designed and 
engineered. Solar energy system performance is estimated by the LASL Solar/ 
Building Load Ratio Method, which is incorporated in the economic evaluation 
model. 
The reader is cautioned that the general conclusions that can be drawn about 
solar cost effectiveness on the basis of case study results are limited. There 
is no single answer. Results are strongly dependent on a number of factors 
that are either variable over place and/or time, or uncertain, or both. such as 
climatic conditions; building and user characteristics; sys t em cost, perfor­
mance, durability, maintainability, and operating energy requirements; and 
current and projected prices of other energy sources. Furthermor~ , it should 
be realized that economic feasibility may be dependent on decision criteria 
other than the quantitative cost-effectiveness data. Reflecting the difficulty 
to generalize results, the case s tudy results are secondary, and the develop­
ment and illustration of a methodology that can be used to address the dynamics 
of solar economic pe rformance over time are primary. 
A constrained optimization analysis was used in the case studies to determine 
the size of the solar energy system which will maximize net dollar savings or 
minimize net dollar losses. Reflecting the relative prices of the different 
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energy sources, the optimal solar fractions and system sizes (constrained to 
be greater than 0) were found to be substantially larger--and solar economic 
greater--when the auxiliary system was assumed to be an electric resistance 
system rather than an oil-fired furnace. In turn, the oil-furnace resulted in 
larger solar fractions and system sizes than did the gas furnace. 
A comparison of case study results for the combined solar space heating/hot 
water system for the office buildings and retail stores showed a slightly better 
economic performance for the systems applied to the office buildings, other 
things being equal. A comparison of the results for the new and existing 
buildings showed a better economic performance for systems applied to the new 
buildings, other things again being equal. 
An analysis of the relationship between net savings and solar fraction was made 
in the case studies to determine the impact of system size on economic perfor­
mance. By providing a measure of the dollar consequences of increasing or 
decreasing system size, this kind of information is particularly valuable in 
those cases where factors other than direct energy-related costs are important 
to the decision to choose solar (e.g., the need for an alternative energy 
supply to operate the building during fuel curtailments). In some of the case 
studies, net dollar savings or losses were found to change little over a wide 
range of sizes of the solar energy system, indicating only a small cost penalty 
for selecting a solar energy system larger than the economically optimal size 
based on direct life-cycle costs. In the Phoenix case study, for example, 
economic performance of the combined system in office buildings was best for a 
system supplying between 40 percent and 50 percent of the load, but ther e was 
little change up to a size providing a solar fraction of about 75 percent. In 
some of the case studies, however, substantial dollar penalties were estimated 
for choosing the size of the solar energy system without regard to economic 
optimization. For example, in the Bismarck case study, net losses were found 
to increase rapidly as the solar fraction was raised beyond the level determined 
to be economically optimal. 
The break-even analysis allows the reader to compare current val ues of solar 
energy system costs and energy prices with the minimum calculated values neces­
sary to move solar from a net loss to a net savings outcome for the case study 
applications examined. Again taking the Bismarck case study as an example, 
the breakeven analyses showed that the price of oil for heating in the new 
office building would have to be about twice that in mid-1980 in order for 
heating by solar to be as cost effective as oil heating (given other data and 
assumptions of the case and taking into account deductions of fuel coBts 
from taxable income). Alternatively, future escalation in the price of oil 
would have to be 1.8 times the projected rate as of mid-1980. 
Based on the initially assumed data and assumptions (1978 energy prices for 
water heating and early-1980 energy prices for combined systems), solar space 
heating and water heating were found not to be cost effective in the case 
studies examined. Sensitivity analysis was used to investigate the importance 
of the parameters and the changes in the data and assumptions necessary for 
cost effectiveness. For example, the cost effectiveness of the solar hot water 
systems was found to be critically sensitive to the .amount of hot water used. 
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With h!gh~r hot water usage rates tha n those initially assumed, the solar water 
heating moved towards cost effecti venes s against electric resistance water 
heating in some of the cities, pr incipally Phoenix, Boston, Bismarck, Nashville, 
and, for small scale applications i n Los Angeles, even with the understated 1978 
energy prices and escalation rates. 
In addition to changing the parametric values for the purpose of conducting 
sensitivity analysis, the data were updated during the course of the study to 
reflect changes in projected energy prices, the size of the Federal tax credit, : 
and projected financing terms and depreciation rules. These changes affected 
the results dramatically, substantially improving the economic performance of 
the case study systems. 
The table below gives comparative examples of results based on the initial set 
of data and assumptions for the combined system analysis and for the revised 
data and assumptions, showing in some cases changes from large net losses to 
significant net savings. The cost effectiveness of solar energy is, in other 
words, shown by the case studies to change over time and events, and to vary 
with location and application. Periodic reassessment is necessary for a valid 
appraisal of its current economic status. 
Changing Solar Cost Effectiveness Over Time* 
Early-1980 Mid-1980 
Energy Prices Energy Prices 
10% Federal 15% Federal 
Tax Credit Tax Credit 
Less Favorable More Favorable 
Financing Terms Financing Terms 
City Fuel Type ($1.000) ($1,000) 
Bismarck, ND Electricity -15.8 +25.2 
Oil -17.3 +10.1 
Phoenix, AZ Electricity -13.5 + 8.1 
Oil - 18 . 8 - 2.3 
Boston, MA Electricity -18.7 +13.2 
Oil -22.0 - 7.5 
Charleston, SC Electricity -18.0 - 5.7 
Oil -20.4 - 8.0 
* Based on case study results for new 3-story office building and current and 
projected energy prices and Federal tax credits existing at two points in 
time (early 1980 and mid 1980), and projected financing terms under the Solar 




Total energy demands for space heating and service hot water in commercial 
buildings in the United States are about 40 percent as great as in residential 
buildings [9, 10]*. Yet of the approximately 100,000 solar energy systems now 
installed on buildings in this country, about 98,000 are estimated to be on 
residential buildings and less than 2,000 are on commercial buildings [11]. 
Of the total sales of solar collectors (in terms of collector surface area) 
in a recent year, 82 percent went for residential applications and only 18 
percent for nonresidential applications [12]. While commercial buildings 
provide a large potential market for solar energy systems, that market is as 
yet largely untapped. 
Paralleling the small demand for solar energy systems for commercial buildings 
is a relatively small body of economic literature on the topic. Residential 
use of solar energy for space heating and hot water appears to have received 
considerably more attention by economists and other analysts than has commer­
cial use.l Few economic studies have been made of solar energy systems for 
commercial buildings. Studies that have been conducted looked mainly at rental 
single-family housing, at small nonresidential buildings whose energy require­
ments are dominated by the building envelope, and at a single, particular 
commercial building.2 
Two factors which have probably combined to dampen the interest of the typical 
commercial building owner in solar energy are the following: (1) The size and 
complexity of many commercial buildings necessitate the use of specially 
designed and engineered solar energy systems that typically cost substantially 
more to purchase and install than most systems for residential use. (2) Con­
siderable uncertainty csually exists concerning the short- and long-term per­
formance of large commercial building systems and the effects of part-loading 
on the operation of a conventional backup energy system. 
The limited experience with solar energy systems for commercial buildings has 
meant less documentation of the thermal performance of these systems than for 
residential systems. Moreover, the great diversity of commercial buildings by 
type and energy requirement has made it much more difficult to develop general­
ized profiles of cost and performance than has been possible for residential 
buildings. 
* 	Numbers in brackets designate references listed at the end of the paper. 
(References 1 through 8 were cited in the Preface.) 
1 	 For examples of economic studies of solar energy systems for residential 
buildings, see [13-18]. 
2 For examples of economic studies of solar energy systems for commercial 
buildings, see [19,20]. 
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Another reason for the greater emphasis on resident i al use of solar energy is 
the difference in the Federal tax treatment of residential and commercial energy 
operating costs. To a commercial building owner, these costs are deductible as 
a business expense, but they are not deductible to the owner/occupant of a 
house. Hence, a dollar of fuel cost reduction constitutes a dollar of savings 
to a homeowner, but only about fifty cents of after-tax savings to many commer­
cial building owners. 
Despite the limited activity in this area, our national energy goal of reducing 
reliance on for eign oil, together with the spiralling costs of operating com­
mercial buildings, make it important to examine the economics of solar energy 
:systems for commercial buildings. To make well-informed i nvestment decisions, 
to estimate the potential of solar energy in meeting the nation's energy needs, 
and to formulate energy policy, it is important to know if solar energy systems 
for commercial buildings are cost effective under existing m~rket conditions, 
and, if not, under what conditions they might be cost effective. 
1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
This report is intended to broaden understanding of the economics of solar 
ener gy for commercial buildings. The evaluation model that is developed pro­
vides a tool for addressing many economic questi~ns facing investors and policy 
makers. Th~ compilation of dat a, discussion of assumptions, and applications 
of the model in case studies serve as guides for others who wish to make simi­
lar studies. The results and conclusions of the case studies provide indica­
tions of the current status and future potential of solar economic feasibility 
for an i 0portant share of the coODDercial building market--off ice buildings and 
retail stores of a design representative of much of the existing building 
stock. 
1.3 APPROACH 
A comprehensive economic optimization model employi ng a life-cycle costing 
approach is developed as the t ool of analysi&. This mo~el allows the determin­
ation of the least-cost combi nation of solar energy and nonrenewable energy 
necessary to meet a commercial building's energy requirements, the economic 
performance of the optimally sized solar energy system, t he minimum conditions 
for system cost effectiveness, and the sensitivity of the results to values 
of key parameters.I 
1 At the time this study was undertaken, there were no other comprehensive 
economic optimization models available for the analysis of coODDercially 
applied solar energy systems, and no detailed assessment and comparison of 
the economic analysis models contained in the larger computer simulation 
programs had been made. Now a number of the computer programs for analyzing 
the thermal performance of entire building energy systems or of solar energy 
systems alone contain relatively comprehensive subroutines for carrying out 
an economic analysis. 'ntese include SOLCOST, F-Chart, BLAST, and DOE-2. 
However, a recent evaluation of the economic models of these programs showed 
that none of them provided all of the features desired for performing this 
study. (See Ref. 54, p. 69 for a list of the economic evaluation features 
not provided by these other models.) 
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Case studies of economic feasibility are performed by applying the model to 
four types of solar-equipped commercial buildings--a new and an existing office 
building and a new and an existing retail store--representative of a large 
share of the commercial building inventory. Thirteen city locations accounting 
for major variations in U.S. solar radiation and temperature characteristics 
are selected as the basis for the regional case studies. The envelopes and 
mechanical systems of these hypothetical, representative buildings are charac­
terized in detail, and a comprehensive building energy load analysis program is 
used to estimate their energy requirements in each of the 13 different cities. 
Solar energy systems are characterized for the four types of buildings and their 
cost functions are estimated. 'l'he solar load ratio performance model is used to 
estimate the thermal contribution of the solar energy systems. 
Data and assumptions needed to use the model are compiled for the selected 
buildings, systems, and locations; and factors to consider in setting parametric 
values are discussed. Regional variations in the costs of energy and solar 
energy equipment, tax rates, and incentives are taken into account. 
Economic feasibility results are given for the case studies based on alternative 
conditions. Comparisons are made among various locations, buildings, and 
systems. 
1.4 ORGANIZATION 
The report is organized into five sections and two appendices. Section 2 
contains the economic modeling. Section 3 describes the buildings, building 
systems, geographical locations, and environmental data selected for the case 
studies. Section 4 specifies the data and assumptions used in the case studies. 
It describes the thermal analyses of the buildings and the performance model for 
evaluating the solar energy systems. It defines the cost-estimating functions 
developed for the case studies, provides tables of data for present and pro­
jected future energy prices, and describes the determination of a discount rate, 
borrowing rate, inflation rate, investment life, nonfuel operating and mainten­
ance cost, and salvage value for use in applying the economic model in the case 
studies. The applicable tax rates and governmental incentives are also provided. 
Section 5 d'!scribes the case study results. First, the results are given for 
base-case data and assumptions. An analysis is provided of the different 
factors contributing to cost-effectiveness results and comparisons are made for 
the different building types, different conventional fuel alternatives, and 
different regions. The scope of the analysis is then extended by relaxing the 
base-case conditions and testing the outcome s to other conditions. The impact 
on economic feasibility of revised energy price proj ections, more favorable 
depreciation rules, incLeased incentives, improvements in financing terms, and 
changes in the inflation rate are assessed. 
Appendix A descrih~s a mathematical programming approach to solar optimization. 
Appendix B lists and describes the computer program used to apply the economic 
evaluation model in the case studies. 
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2. ECONOMIC MODELING! 
First, for perspective, the major requirements for a comprehensive economic 

feasibility model are discussed. Then, the basic framework of the model is 

depicted graphically and explained. This is followed by the algebraic formula­

tions. Special features and variations of the basic model are then presented. 

Preliminary modeling to include trade-offs between solar energy and energy con­

servation is shown. Potential limitations of the model are discussed. In 

appendix A, the approach and results of an exploratory effort to develop mathe­

matical programming and stochastic models as alternative tools for solar 
; 

economic optimization are described. 

2.1 MODEL REQUIREMENTS 
A model with trade-off capability is needed to identify and evaluate the 
economically efficient solar energy system. The model should account for the 
significant factors affecting the economic performance of each alternative 
considered. It should account for the significant components of both short­
term and long-term costs and savings, and should treat taxes and other factors 
of concern to commercial building owners. In this study, this requirement is 
met by using a comprehensive life-cycle costing model which incorporates the 
major parameters affecting the cost effectiveness of commercial building 
investments. 
Modeling capability is needed to evaluate different types of solar energy 
systems as compared with different types of nonsolar energy systems. In this 
study, this requirement is met by incorporating into the model the necessary 
technical performance models and data, the appropriate environmental data, and 
the cost models and price data for each type of system to be considered. 
As a tool of policy analysis, the model should facilitate the impact assessment 
of alternative policies and events on solar economic feasibility. This study 
provides this feature on a microeconomic level by incorporating into the model 
the capability for sensitivity analysis and break-even analysis. It does not 
include a market penetration component to estimate aggregate commercial use of 
solar energy under different scenarios. 
2.2 BASIC FRAMEWORK2 
The economic evaluation model calculates the net life-cycle dollar savings or 
losses attributable to solar energy and determines the combination of solar 
1 A list of the symbols used in section 2 is provided at the end of section 2. 
2 The description of the model presumes familiarity of the reader with tha 
fundamentals of benefit-cost and life-cycle cost analysis. For a general 
reference to these techniques, see a benefit-cost or engineering economics 
textbook [21, 22). For a simplified guide to these techniques applied to 
solar energy and energy conservation decisions, see [23). For a more 
detailed treatment of the same topic, see [24, 25). 
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energy and conventional energy that will maximize net savings or minimize net 
losses from solar. The model does this by finding the difference (TLCS) between 
the life-cycle costs of a nonsolar energy system used alone (TLCC100%c' where 
subscript c denotes the nonsolar energy system) and a combined solar/auxiliary 
energy system (TLCCc S' where subscripts c, 
auxiliary energy syslem). That is, 
s denote the combined solar/nonsolar­
TLCS • TLCC100%c - TLCCc,s (1) 
where 
TLCS • 	 the total life-cycle savings attributable to the solar energy 
system; 
TLCC100%c • 	 the total life-cycle costs of meeting all the energy demands 
with the nonsolar energy system alone; and 
TLCCc,s a 	 the total life-cycle costs of meeting all the energy demands 
with a combined solar/auxiliary energy system. 
The model is developed for the case that the nonsolar energy system is a 
conventional type system such as a gas or oil furnace, electric resistance 
system or heat pump. To use the model to evaluate solar energy relative to, 
or in combination with, other renewable energy systems that are, like solar, 
eligible for special tax credits and other incentives, requires modification 
of the model to add those special incentives to the calculation of TLCC100%c• 
By applying the model iteratively to successively larger sizes of the solar 
energy system being considered, the trade-offs between solar and auxiliary 
energy costs can be determined. This enables the identification of the 
economically optimal size of the solar energy system. 
The life-cycle costs each of the solar energy system, the auxiliary energy 
system, and the nonsolar energy system used alone consist of system acquisition 
costs, operating and maintenance costs, repair and replacement costs,, salvage 
or resale values, financing costs, taking into account the time value of money. 
Additionally, the auxiliary energy system and the nonsolar energy system entail 
fuel costs. If the auxiliary and the nonsolar energy systems are assumed iden­
tical in that only fuel costs differ between them, like costs will cancel out 
of equation 1 and can be omitted from the evaluation. The costs are adjusted 
for the financial effects of taxes and government incen~ives at the local, 
state, and Federal levels. 
Simplifications employed in the model include the following: (1) The size of 
the solar energy collector array is assumed to be the key variable in the opti ­
mization procedure. (2) The type, capacity, and nonenergy costs of the auxil ­
iary energy system are assumed to be constant regardless of the size of the 
solar energy system. (3) Energy loads of the building are inputs to the model 
(i.e., trade-offs between energy conservation and energy supply are not inter­
nal to the model). (4) Average meteorological data are used to predict the 
economic performance of the solar energy system (i.e., the stochastic nature 
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of meteorological data ls not taken into account). (5) The time of the initial 
solar investment is given (i.e., the dynamics of optimal investment timing are 
not incorporated into the model). Each of these assumptions is discussed 
briefly below. 
The design of a solar energy system involves a large number of variables, such 
as storage type and volume, heat exchanger size, collector type, number of 
glazings and surface type, collector tilt, and collector size. Using an itera­
tive computer search procedure, such as that used in the case studies, to opti­
mize solar economic performance across all design variables would require mas­
sive computations. To reduce computational requirements, a convention widely 
used in solar optimization studies is to optimize with respect to a single 
design parameter, collector size. Using this approach, the variable costs of 
storage volume and other system components are assumed to change in direct 
proportion to the change in collector costs as the collector array is increased. 
Previous studies have investigated at least six design parameters to determine 
their effects on optimal system design and life-cycle costs. Lof and Tybout, 
in their 1970 and 1973 articles, "Solar House Heating" (26) and "Cost of House 
Heating with Solar Energy" (13), discussed the effects of the following param­
eters on system performance and cost: heat transfer coefficient of insulation 
on the storage tank, heat capacity of the col lector, angle of the collector 
tilt, number of glass plates, heat storage, and collector area . 
Lof and Tybout varied these six parameters to determine the least-cost 
combination for providing solar heating in each of eight cities in different 
climate regions. Each parameter was varied while the others were kept constant 
at levels thought at the time to be near their optimal economic values. tOf 
and Tybout found the cost of delivering energy to be more sensitive to collec­
tor area than to other variables. Also, they verified that storage tank insu­
lation and collector heat capacity have little impact on system performance and 
costs, and that collector tilt relative to latitude has only a small effect 
over a wide range of tilt angles and a wide range of latitudes. A constant 
relationship of latitude plus 10° to 20° was shown to be an appropriate tilt 
assumption in estimating solar performance. In addition, they described the 
trade-off between optical and thermal losses wit~ double-glazed versus single­
glazed collectors, showing that atmospheric conditions appear to justify 
increased optical loss to reduce thermal loss. 
In their examination of the r elationship between thermal storage capacity and 
cost, Lof and Tybout found only a moderate dependency over a wide range of 
storage sizes. However, they found that varying storage size above and below 
the optimal size has a greater effect on cost than varying the tilt angle. 
Their test results showed the optimal range for water storage to be 49-73 
kg/m2 (10-15 lbs/ft2) of collector in the three cities tested. 
This work by Lof and Tybout has been an important source of evidence for 
modeling solar economic performance as a single variable optimization problem. 
Since I.of and Tybout found that collector area has a greater effect on the 
cost of providing heat than other variables, collector area has commonly been 
the only design variable subjected to the optimization routine in determining 
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minimum cost design. A linear relationship between storage and collector area 
in solving solar system design problems has usually been assumed. For systems 
using water as the storage medium, values in the range of 49-73 kg/m2 (10-15 
lbs/ft2 of collector area have typically been used in sizing storage and in 
estimating the costs and performance of the systems. 
The results obtained by Klein, Ueckman, and Duffie (27) from simulations for 
several storage capacities in Madison generally agreed with those of Lof and 
Tybout. They used a storage capacity of approximately 73 kg/m2 (15 lb/ft2) 
to design solar systems and to predict solar performance. There is, however, 
also some evidence that the relationships among storage volume, collector area, 
and costs have not been adequately explored and that more attention to storage 
volume/collector area trade-offs may be warranted under certain conditions. 
This issue is discussed in appendix A, and mathematical programming is explored 
as a tool for optimizing system design with respect to both collector area and 
storage volume. 
A second simplification to the model is the assumption that the costs of 
equipment, repair, and maintenance for the auxiliary system are constant regard­
less of the use of solar energy in combination with it. The assumption of con­
stant equipment costs for the auxiliary system is consistent with the currently 
prevailing practice of providing a full capacity conventional backup system 
capable of meeting the entire energy load, in order to compensate for the 
stochastic nature of solar energy. If the solar/auxiliary system is then com­
pared with a nonsolar energy system identical to the auxiliary system, the 
nonenergy cost elements of both systems cancel out of the model. This simpli­
fication is used in the case studies presented in section 5. However, it can­
not be used if the purpose is to compare plant capacity trade-offs, in addition 
to energy cost trade-offs. 
A third simplifying assumption is that the energy loads of the buildings are 
constant, based on an existing or planned level of energy conservation. That 
is, the model lacks the capability of analyzing in an integrated context the 
potential trade-offs between supplying energy (via either solar or auxiliary 
means) and red~cing the energy requirements through investments in energy 
conservation. 
This limitation is to some extent compensated for in the case studies by (1) 
examining the selected buildings for two levels of energy conservation as 
represented by the new (energy conserving) and the existing ' less conserving) 
versions of the buildings, and (2) assuming a night-time temperature setback 
and a reduction in fan operation at night for all buildings examined.1 
1 While the versions of the model and computer programs used for the case 
studies do not provide for energy supply/energy conservation trade-offs, a 
theoretical framework for making these trade offs was developed in con­
j unction with this study and is described in section 2.6. Further work in 
this area is underway. 
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A fourth simplifying assumption is that stochastic variations in weather data 
can be ignored in evaluating solar economic performance. The significance of 
this simplification -- which produces deterministic rather than probabilistic 
estimates of solar performance -- depends chiefly on the sensitivity of the 
building owner to failure of the solar energy system to meet consistently a 
given percentage of his or her energy needs and costs. For example, in some 
circumstances, a building owner's objective may be a solar energy system sized 
to meet a minimum fraction of che load with a given level of confidence, rather 
than a system sized to minimize building life-cycle costs. (Stochastic 
modeling of solar energy is discussed in appendix A.) On the other hand, the 
nonstochastic model used here has the advantages of less extensive data and 
computational requirements. 
A fifth simpli fying assumption, that of a static time frame, also offers the 
advantage of greater computational ease. Its disadvantage is the f ailure to 
consider the economic consequence of alternative starting times for the solar 
investment. For example, a solar project may show a negative cash flow over 
part of the life cycle, and a positive cash flow over the remainder, in which 
case, it might be economically efficient to defer the project even if net 
life-cycle savings are currently positive. 
It would be economically efficient to defer the project to avoid the initial 
losses, unless project deferral would raise initial investment costs suffi­
ciently to increase the initial losses rather than diminish them. (This might 
occur, for example, if the choices were between investing earlier and including 
solar in a new building at a relatively low installation cost versus waiting 
and having the project be a retrofit application to the existing building at a 
relatively high installation cost.) 
The trade-off between solar energy system costs and auxiliary energy costs is 
depicted graphically in figure 2.1, where collector area (A) is measured along 
the horizontal axis, and life-cycle ($) costs are measured along the vertical 
axis. The curve labeled LCCs illustrates the costs of ·purchasing, installing, 
maintaining, and operating the solar energy system. The LCCs curve is assumed 
to increase linearly with collector area; that is, each additional unit of col­
lector is assumed to cause a uniform increase in system cost. The LCCs curve 
intersects the cost axis above the origin, reflecting the assumption of "fixed 
costs" (Fx), i.e., costs of components of the solar energy system that are 
minimum prerequisites for the functioning of even the smallest collector area. 
The curve labeled LCCc depicts the costs of the auxiliary energy system. Its 
shape reflects the assumption that the amount of reduction in conventional 
energy costs associated with a given incremental change in the size of the solar 
collector declines in size as the percentage of the load met by solar increases. 
This would be particularly descriptive of sol r space heating systems or cooling 
systems which are subject to changing seasonal demands, and, hence, exhibit 
significant excess capacity during parts of the year if they are sized to meet 
a large part of the yearly load. The J.CCc curve is shown to "bottom out" -- not 
declining to zero ~ because of the assumption that equipment and maintenance 
costs of the auxiliary system remain constant over all sizes of the solar 
energy system. 
; 
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The net cost impact of increasing solar collector area depends on the relative 
slopes of the two curves. If, for a given increase in collector area, auxil­
iary energy costs fall faster than solar energy costs rise, total life-cycle 
costs for the combined solar/auxiliary system will fall. As long as this rela­
tionship holds, total life-cycle costs of the combined energy system can be 
re ' uced by expanding the size of the solar energy system. But if, as collector 
area is increased, solar costs rise faster than auxiliary energy costs fall, 
total life-cycle costs will rise. 
This effect can be seen by summing the two curves vertically as is shown in 
figures 2.2 and 2.3. I n figure 2.2, TLCCc 8 is a U-shaped curve. It decreases 
initially, reaches a minimum value at A*, ~nd thereafter increases. Beyond A*, 
solar energy costs rise faster than auxiliary energy costs fall, causing total 
life-cycle costs to rise. At point A* the decrease in auxiliary energy costs 
just balances the increase in solar energy costs associated with an additional 
unit of collector area. 
In figure 2.3, TLCCc s is an increasing function of collector area. This curve 
describes the situat!on where solar energy costs continuous ly rise faster than 
auxiliary energy costs fall as the size of the solar energy system is expanded. 
The size of the solar energy system for which life-cycle costs are minimized is 
zero. 
The cost effect i veness of the combined system relative to a nonsolar energy 
system used alone can be depicted graphicolly by comparing the TLCCc,s curve 
with a curve showing the total life-cycle costs of a nonsolar energy system 
(TLCC100%c>· Given the assumption that the nonsolar system used alone is the 
same as the solar auxiliary system, and that the equipment and nonenergy costs 
of the auxiliary system are constant with respect to the size of the solar com­
ponent, the life-cycle cost of the nonsolar energy system can be illustrated by 
a horizontal line, TLCC100%c, intersecting the vertical axis at the same point 
as the LCCc curve. A life-cycle net savings (or net losses) curve for solar, 
TT.CS, can be derived by taking the difference between the TLCCc ,s and 'fLCC1oO%c 
curves. 
Figure 2.4 illustrates one of the possible shapes the TLCS curve may take. 
TLCS, the difference between TLCC100%c and TLCCc,s, first increases from a nega­
tive value to a positive value, reaches a positive maximum at A*, and thereafter 
decreases, again becoming negative. In the illustration, the combined solar/ 
auxiliary energy system is shown conceptually to be cost effective relative to 
the nonsolar energy system over a range of solar energy system sizes. Moreover, 
it is shown that the size of the solar energy system represented by A* of col­
lector area is economically desirable in that it maximizes TLCS. Any other 
system s ize will provide less than maximum savings over the designated life. 
Because it maximizes TLCS, A* is referred to as the "economically optimal size". 
Note that the TLCS curve reaches its maxiMum value at A* coincident with the 
minimum value of TLCCc ,s• That is, maximizing TLCS is equivalent to minimizing 
TLCCc,s• 
In figure 2.5, TLCCc s attains the same generic shape as illustrated in figure 
2.4, but unlike figu:e 2.4, it always remains above the TLCC100%c curve. This 
10 
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Figure 2.2 Determining the Cost-Minimizing Size of t he Combined Solar/ 
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Figure 2.3 Determining the Cost-Minimizing Size of the CoMbined Solar/ 
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illustrates the case in which TLCS is negative for all system sizes, and the 
investment in solar energy does not pay based on the costs included in the 
model. (There may be important, but difficult-to-quantify effects omitted 
from the life-cycle cost model, whose consideration would affect the investment 
decision.) If, in the case depicted, a solar energy system were to be installed .. 	 despite its apparent lack of cost effectiveness, the collector area designated 
A* is economically optimal in the sense that it minimizes the quantified losses 
associated with having the system. 
In figure 2.6, which corresponds to figure 2.3, the TLCCc,s curve is 
continuously increasing and always remains above the TLCC100%c curve. As a 
result, TLCS is again negative for all system sizes, and becomes increasingly 
negat ive as the system becomes larger. In this case, solar energy is uneconom­
ical based on the costs included in the model, and, furthermore, it is: not 
possible to minimize losses with a solar energy system size larger than zero.l 
2.3 ALGEBRAIC MODEL 
Using present value analysis, and taking into account capital, nlllintenance 
and 	operating costs of the solar energy system, State and Federal income tax 
deductions for business expenses related to the solar and auxiliary energy 
systems, tax credits and other incentives for utilization of solar energy in 
commercial buildings, property and sales taxes attributable to ownership of 
the solar 	energy system, salvage value and energy costs of the auxiliary 
energy system, equation 1 may be restated as follows: 
TLCS • E - [In - V - S - TC - D - W + G + P + M + R + (1 - F) •E] (2) 
equivalently, or, 
TLCS • [E•F) - (In - V - S - TC - D - W+ G + P + M+ R), 	 (3) 
where 
E • 	 present dollar value, after income ta~es, of energy costs for the nonsolar 
energy system to be used in lieu of the combined solar/auxiliary energy 
system (since the nonsolar ener~y system is assumed identical to the 
auxiliary system, E • TLCClOO%c , and 
1 	In FEDSOL, a computer code developed by th~ National Bureau of Standards for 
the National Bureau of Standards economic optimization analysis of solar 
energy systems f or Federal buildings, a minimum size constraint can be imposed 
on system si~e to prevent a solar optimization solution of zero. The Depart­
ment of Energy's "Solar in Federal Buildings" program, for which the computer 
code was prepared, does not require system cost effectiveness, but does require 
th&t system economics be con~idered (28). 
2 	If more than one type of fuel is affected by the user of solar, equation 2 or 
3 can be expanded to repeat the energy cost calculation for each fuel type 
and the results summed. 
15 
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E • 	 Pc • upw* • Q • (1-t) , (4)d,nj,ej 
Pc• 	the present price (including sales tax) per unit of fuel, stated in terms 
of the same physical unit of measure as o • 
upw* • a unifoI'l'll present worth factor based on a selected nominal 
d,nj,ej 	 discount rate, d, for n years (the length of of the study 
period), and modified to include j•l to k projected rates of 
energy price escalation, occurring in consecutive time inter­
vals, where nj represents the number ~f bears contained con­
tained in the interval over which the . - escalation rate 
occurs. For a constant rate of price escalation ( e 1) over n1 
years, 
(l+d)nl - (l+e1)nl• ;1 ( l+e1)j • (l+el) (5) 
j•l 1+4 (d-e1) (l+d)nl 
For changing rates of price escalation (e1, e2, and e3) over three intervals 
(n1, ~2, and n3), 
(6) 
where each UPWd* n e is calculated according to the equation for the above 
, jt 	1 * . 
constant rate case, Ol>Wd , , n e• 
(The 1D0del allows for three rates of three periods of price projections 
provided by DoE's Energy Inforl'll8tion Administration, the source of the energy 
price data used to apply the model. If desired, the discount rate could also 
be allowed to vary.) 
O • 	 total annual quantity of nonsolar energy purchased, taking into account the 
relevant energy load(s) (L) of the building and the efficiency of the 
nonsolar energy equipment (y), i.e., O • L/y. 
(If quantity is to be expressed in sales units of energy such as liters 
(gallons) of oil, it is, of course, also necessary to take into account the 
energy content (u) per sales unit of energy, i.e., O • L/y•u. 
t • 	 the building owner's composite Federal, state and local marginal income 
tax rate. 
F • 	 the an~ual fraction of the builJing's energy requirements met by the solar 
energy system, as estimated or predicted by a solar performance model. 
17 
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Using the solar load ratio method, the relationship between collector area (A) 
and the annual solar fraction (F) in a given climate and for a given building 
load is predicted by the following equations: 
!2 





F • 1 - b/L t lj exp (-c•A•lj/Lj) for Z1 ~ A•lj/Lj ~ Z2, (8) 

j•l 
where A • solar collector area; lj • solar radiation incident on a tilted 
collector surface in month j; Lj •domestic hot water load or combined space 
heating and domestic hot water load in month j; a, b, and c are parameters 
which depend on the type of collector and the bot water or heating coil design 
temperature; and exp is notation for the constant e, (equal approximately to 
2.718). Z1 and Z2 are the endpoints of the intervals within which the approxi­
mations of equations 7 and 8 are correct; their values differ according to 
whether the system is for doaestic hot water only or combined space beating and 
~omestic bot water. (Note: the value of F is assullll!d in the model to remain 
c~nstant over the life of the system.) 
(The economic model can be naodified to operate with other solar performance 
modela. Alternatively, the economic model can be separated from the solar 
performance llOdel and modified to receive precalcu1ated solar performance data 
as direct input.) 
In • 	 the present value of capital investment costs associated with designing, 
purchasing, and installing a solar energy system, including financing 
costs, i.e., 
In• (Fx + v•A)(a + (1-a)(UCR i,12m)(UPWd,a)), (9) 
12 
where Fx • fixed cost and v•A • variable cost times collector area for labor 
and mater ials associated with acquiring the solar energy system, including 
costs of design, purchase, and installation, i.e., 
where FxL and FxM represent the fixed costs associated with labor and materials, 
respectively; vL and vM represent the variable costs proportional to collector 
area; r is a regional labor cost adjustment factor (a single, national market 
is assuaed to exist for materials); tSL and tSM represent State sales tax rates 
applicable to labor services and materials; and A• collector area. 







unifoI'lll capital recovery factor for calculating monthly 
payments of principal and interest based on an annual loan 
rate, i, and a loan life of m years. 
·. UPWd m • 
' 
unifoI'lll present worth factor based on a 
loan life of m years. 
discount rate, d, and a 
V • the present value of resale, net of disposal costs, remaining at the end 
of the evaluation period of n years. Expressed as a function of the 
initial contract cost, 
V • s(Fx + v•A)(SPWd n>,
' 
(11) 
where s is the nominal resale value as a 
cost remaining in n years. 
fraction of the initial contract 
S • the present value of the decrease in income taxes due to State sales tax 
deductions from Federal income tax. (Because this deduction is assumed to 
accrue close to the time the system is purchased, no discounting is 
included in the formulation.) 
(12) 
TC • present value of Federal and State government tax credits. 
(13) 
where CF • Federal solar tax credit as a percent of system acquisition 
costs; SPWd,j • single present worth factor for discount rate, d, and the 
year, j, in Which the credit is taken; Cs• effective State solar tax 
credit, net of Federal income tax adjustments (see. section 4.6 for further 
explanation of the treatment of State tax credits); and UPWd g • the uni­
form present worth factor for g, the number of years over which the State 
credit le taken. 
D • the present value of the decrease in income taxes owed due to capital 
depreciation deductions from taxable income. Depreciation may be 
modeled in several different ways. Using the straight-line method, 
D • [(Fx + v•A) - S/t)(l - s )•t•t -1 
(l+z)n 
• UPWd,t (14) 
where 1 • the depreciation period, n • the length of the study period, 
and z • the rate of general price i flation. 
Using the declining balance method with switchover to straight-line 
depreciation when the annual straight-line amount exceeds the annual 




where y • the depreciation rate (e.g., 1.75) and d • the discount rate. 
(At the time the case studies were performed, the maximum accelerated 
rate on new nonresidential real property was 150 percent. For used 
nonresidential real property, the straight-line or other IRS approved 
method giving "a reasonable allowance" could be used. New residential 
rental property could, under specified conditions, be depreciated using 
the 200 percent declining balance method, while used residential property : 
was subject to the straightline method or the 125 percent declining bal­
ance method if the building's useful life was 20 years or more. Business 
equipment qualifying as IRS Code Section 1245 property could be depre­
ciated under the 200 percent declining balance method. COlllponente depre­
ciation of real property could be used to reduce the depreciation period, 
though not generally to change the depreciation method. The depreciation 
provisions wer~ changed by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. A 
revised version of the computer code now in preparation will incorporate 
the changes. For a description of past and current depreciation 
procedures, see (29, 30).) 
W • 	 the present value of the decrease in income taxes due to loan interest 
deductions, i.e., for d~i, 
W • t(l-~)(Fx + v•A) [12UCR i,12m • UPWd m++(l-12 UCR i 12m)J,, .,.. ~ 
12 	 .I. 12 
where 
i 12 • i)l2(nt+l)+ - (l+d) - 1 + ­




i ( 1 )12m- 1+­
UCR • 12 12 	 (17)1 12
• • ( i}l2m12 l"*'ff - 1 
and 
a• the life of the loan, 12• • the number of mortgage payments, and 
i • the annual loan rate. 
G • 	 the present value of capital gains taxes due at the end of the study 
period, 1.e. , 
G • s(l- _l_ ) (F + v•A) • t • SPWd 	 (18)
(l+z)n x cg ,n 
where tcg • combined State and Federal capital gains tax, and other terms 

are as defined above. 

20 
(Capital gain . taxes are modeled according to provisions in effect prior 
to passage of :1e Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981; for revised rules 
regarding capital gains and depreciation recapture tax, see (30).) 
P • 	 the present value, after income taxes of property tax payments 
attributable to the solar energy system. Expressed as a rate applied to 
the initial contract cost, 
-(~)n+l-f (l+z)n+l-f
( 1 l+d l+d 1 • 
(19) 




where tp • the effective property tax rate, n • length of study period, 
w •system deterioration or obsolescence rate, i.e., 
1-s l/nw • n(-1
l+z 1 
where s • nominal resale value as a fraction of initial cost, z • 
inflation rate), and f •number of years for which property taxes are 
deferred (a•l, if no deferral). 
M • 	 the present value, after income taxes, of yearly recurring costs of 
operating, maintaining and repairing the solar energ:r system (including 
any insurance costs net of reimbursables). Expressed as a fraction, m, 
of the initial contract costs, 
(20) 
where UPWd* n z • a modified uniform present worth factor based on a 
discount r~t~, d, n years, and .a general price inflation rate, z. 
(Energy costs (electricity) required for operating ~he motor-driven parts 
of the solar energy system are not separately identified from nonfuel 
operating and maintenance costs of the system. I f adequate estilllates of 
electricity operating costs are aiailable, this element of cost can be 
separately modeled, using the UPWd n e factor to account for 
escalation.) ' j ' j 
R • 	 the present value, after income taxes, of all maintenance, repair, and 
replacement costs that do not recur annually. 
n 
R • r Rj(SPWd j z)(l-t) (21) 
j•l , , 
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where I is the cost of maintenance, repair, and replacement in year j; and 
SPWd,j,~ •a modified single present worth factor based on discount rate, d, 
year j, and a general price inflation rate, z. 
2.4 	 USING THE MODEL TO DETERMINE NET LIFE-CYCLE SAVINGS, OPTIMAL SYSTEM SIZE, 
BREAK-EVEN VALUES, YEARS TO PAYBACK, AND SENSITIVITY 
2.4.1 Net Life-Cycle Savings and Optimal System Size 
The basic model, as represented by equations (2) through (21), calculates the 
net present value savings of a solar energy project of a given type and size. 
To deterntine which size of a given type of system is optilll81 in the sense of 
maximizing TLCS (or miniaizing net losses if TLCS is negative), the collector 
area for a given type of system can be increlllented over a wide range of values 
and the corresponding TLCS's calculated. The system size, A*, for which TLCS 
is maximuo (-TLCS is minimum) can then be identified. This operation is facili ­
tated by computer search. (The computer code developed to implement the opti ­
mization analysis employs dyn&lllic progr8Dlllling search techniques to reduce 
computing time. See appendix B.) 
The TLCS results are estimates of the economic feasibility of the solar energy 
project built to different scales, stated in terms of present value dollars. 
The TI.CS for system size A* is an estimate of the long-teTia cost effectiveness 
of the project to the cormaercial investor if it is built to the "opti11al" scale. 
A positive value for TLCS means that the solar investment is estit'lated to earn 
a return over and above the "opportunity cost of money" as indicated by the 
value of the discount rate used in the equations~ (The concept of opportunity 
cost and the discount rate are discugsed briefly in section 4.5. For addi­
tional e~planation, see (21-25).) ' negative value of TLCS indicates that the 
solar investment is estimated to be uneconoaical in terms of the direct savings 
to the collllllercial investor. 
By inspecting the entire schedule of TLCS values and collector areas (as 
represented graphically by the TLCS curve in figures 2.4 through 2.6), the 
economic penalty, in teras of decreased net savings or increased net losses, 
froot installing a system of "nonoptimal" size can be deterained. This penalty 
can be balanced against the possible benefits of a larger- or smaller-than­
optimal system th~ t are not captured by the life-cycle cost model. For example, 
expanding the solar energy system beyond the optimal size may decrease depen­
dence on conventional fuel supplies and reduce the vulnerability to fuel short­
ages and the threat of unscheduled shut-down. On the other hand, constraints 
on collector size such as a l imited available space for installation or a 
limited capital budget, may dictate a size smaller than that indicated by the 
model. 
2.4.2 Break-even Values 
The basic •odel set forth above is extended in the computer code (appendix B) 
to provide additional analytical capability. One extension is to compute the 
break-even value of key parameters whenever the TLCS for the optimally sized 





(1) solar investment costs (divided into fixed and variable cost components) 
(2) base-year fuel prices, and (3) future fuel price escalation rates. The 
break-even analysis identifies the change in the values of these parameters that 
are necessary to achieve a TLCS of zero, that is, a break-even point for the 
solar energy investment whereby the optimally sized solar energy system in com­
bination with the auxiliary system will cost the same over the life cycle as the 
nonsolar energy system. 
This i s done for each of the above three cost parameters by changing the value 

of the designated parameter in steps and reoptimizing the collector area at each 

step until TLCS approaches zero. The break-even value of the parameter and 

corresponding solar fraction and collector area are thereby obtained. 

Two interesting characteristics of the break-even solutions may be noted: 

Given the TLCS formulation in section 2.3, the factor by which fixed and vari ­

able investment costs must be reduced in order for the investment to break even 

is the inverse of the factor by which the base-year fuel price must be 

increased. Secondly, the optimal collector area and the solar fraction will be 

larger under the break-even cost conditions than under the i nitial conditions 

upon which a negative TLCS is obtained. 

The break-even analysis serves two purposes: (1) It establishes minimum 

conditions for an investment in solar to be cost effective, and thereby pro­

vides a broader basis for extrapolating study results to other cases and (2) it 

provides !~formation that may be useful for formulating solar policy. 

2.4.3 Years to Payback 
The basic algebraic model is further extended in the computer code (appendix B) 
to determine the elapsed time until the investment pays for itself. This pay­
back computation takes into account estimated escalation in energy prices, the 
opportunity cost of capital through use of the discount .rate, and all other 
parameters included in the basis model. It is a "discounted payback" measure, 
in contrast to a "simple payback" measure. Payback is, in fact, another appli ­
cation of break-even analysis where time is the parameter evaluated for its 
minimum value. 
The payback measure is provided because it is popular among business investors 
and provides useful information to those who are particularly concerned about 
the turnover rate of investment funds. It should be cautioned, however, that 
the payback m~asure is an unreliable and incomplete indicator of an investment's 
economic profitability, and an investment with a longer payback period may be 
more profitable than an investment with a shorter payback period, depending on 
comparative net returns after payback is achieved. 
2.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis 
By using alternative values for the key parameters in the model, it i s possible 
to evaluate the sensitivity of the solar investment to variati ons in those 
parameters. This process, called "sensitivity analysis," can be used to iden­
tify variables of particular economic significance, to test results for t he 
23 
consequence of estlmatf.ng error s due to uncertainty regarding data and 
assumptions, and to assess the effects of altern~tive policies and changing 
conditions. 'nle computer program developed to implement this model (appendix 
B) provides a sensitivity test of TLCS to solar collector size. 
2.5 SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR SOLAR ROT WATER ANALYSIS 
2.5.1 A New Concept 
A simplified version of the basic economic evaluation model described in 
sections 2.2 to 2.4 was developed to facilitate the solar economic analysis for 
a range of energy requirements f or hot water. The simplified version of the 
model incorporates all of the elements specified in section 2.3, but reduces 
the search for the economically optimal size of the solar hot water system to a 
single deteniainistic equation. 
This modified solar hot water model, therefore, makes it possible to identify 
the economically optimal sol ar energy system size without using the iterative 
computer search procedure. Moreover, an analysis of the resulting equation 
indicates that the solar collector area which maximizes total life-cycle savings 
(TLCS) is a linear function of the annual hot water load, and the economically 
optimal fraction of the hot water load supplied by solar is constant over a 
range of loads. nits finding suggests that the results of system optimization 
based on a given hot water load can be extended to a range of loads. This 
approach is used in the case studies to construct "universal economic optimiza­
tion paths" which generalize, to some extent, the results to similar buildings 
with larger and smaller hot water loads. The derivation and use of the paths 
are explained further below. 
2.5.2 Universal Economic Optimization Paths 
A universal economic optimization path is defined as a .locus of points 
describing the solar collector areas which maximize total life-cycle savings 
for various levels of coaaercial hot water loads. Graphically, the path shows 
the economically optimal collector ar ea as a function of the annual hot water 
load. Because geographical location affects both the thermal and economic 
performance of a solar energy system, a different path exists for different 
geographical locations. In addition, for a given climate region, an entire 
family of paths can be der ived based on different economic assUJDptions. The 
results constitute sensitivity analyses. Families of curves can be used to 
conduct quantitative assessments of the impact of alternative governmP.ntal 
actions on the economic feasibility of solar energy. 
Universal economic optimization paths are developed by combining the equation 
f rom the solar hot water perf ormance model with the total life-cycle savings 
equation, optimizing for collector area. and substituting the optimal collector 
area back into the system performance equation to find the optimal solar f rac­
tion. 'l1te lllOde is dependent upon the use of annual values of domestic hot 
water loads and solar radiation, in place of monthly values, in the solar per­
forraance equation. 'nli s is a suitable ap~roach when monthly thermal loads are 
equal or show little variation. Water suppl~ temperatures vary over a much 
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narrower range than air temperatures. Los Alamos Scientific Laborat ory (LASL) 
has confirmed that annual data can be used for analyzing systems for dom~stic 
Fx + v•A 
hot wat er, without substantial loss of accuracy [40). 
Using annual values for hot water loads and solar radiation, TLCS may be 
expressed as follows: 
TLCS • X•L(l-b exp(-c•A•I/L))-(Fx+v•A)Y - R, (22) 
where 
X • Pc (1-t) • UPw*
Y d,nj ,ej 
(23 ) 
y 
In - V ­
- (-- - ­
S - TC - D - W+ G + K 
·~ - -· -·· ·--- - .-- - -·- - .... ) (24) 
and all terTIS are as defined in section 2.3, except that, for simplicity, S, 
tax savings due to sales tax deductions, is redefined as S8 , with the distinc­
tion dropped between the sales tax due on labor versus materials; i.e., S8 • 
t • t 8 (Fx + v•A), where t 8 is the State sales tax rate; and Fx + v•A is assumed 
to aggregate labor and aaterials costs, preadjuated for the regional labor 
adjustment factor and sales tax. 
Note that only the nonlinear range of the solar load ratio function (i.e., A> 
0.8 L/I) is relevant in the TLCS maxilllization problem. If solar energy is coat 
effective, it will not pay to atop the collector area, A, short of the nonlinear 
range; that is, the maxintu1a point on the TLCS curve will always occur in the 
nonlinear range or at A-0. · 
The economically optiaal collector area (A*) can be detenained by differentiating 
equation 22 with respect to A and setting the result equal to zero . The solution 
for A* can then be expressed as follows: 
A* • L In (b•c•I•X) (25)
c•I v•Y 
'nle ~con~cally optimal annual fraction (F*) of hot water load met by solar is 
obtained by substituting A* above into the solar performance model as represented 
by the following equation: 
F • 1 - b exp (-c•A•I/L), (26) 
12 
where Lis the annual hot water load, i.e., L • ! Lj; and I is the annual 
j•l 
12 





F* • 1 - b exp (-c•A*•I/L). (27) 
By applying the economic concept of elasticity to the formulations for optimal 
collector area (eq. 25) and optimal solar fraction (eq. 27), one can observe 
the important relationships among the optimal values of these variables ~hat 
enable the optimization results for one load to be generalized to different 
loads. 
The elasticity of A* with respect to L (EA*,L) is defined as the percentage 
change in A* resulting from a given percentage change in L, expressed as a 
ratio to the percentage change in L. 
Algebraically, 
E • % b. in A* • L • 3A* (28)
A*, L % /!,. in L A* ll , 
where 3A*/3L represents the first partial derivative of A* with respect to L. 
From equations 25 and 28, we find that EA*,L • 1. Hence, for any area of 
equivalent incidence of solar radiation (i.e., holding I constant), a given 
percentage change in the annual hot water load (L) produces an equal percentage 
change in the economically optimal collector area (A*), all other factors being 
equal. 
The ratio A*•I/L remains unchanged for variations in L, and, because A*•I/L is 
constant for different hot water loads, F* is independent of L. As illustrated 
by again using the elasticity concept, 
E • % b. in F* • L .3F* • o (29)
F*,L % /!,. in L F* ll 
Since a given percentage change in the load causes no change in solar fraction, 
the economically optimal fraction is unique and independent of the hot water 
load for a given set of economic parameters and radiation values.I 
Economic optimization paths showing the optimal collector size (A*) for 
different hot-water loads (L) can be established on the basis of the results 
presented above. The optimization paths are applicable only to solar hot water 
systems in geo~raphical locations which have the same amount of annual solar 
radiation and L·O which the same technical and economic assumptions would apply. 
~·igure 2.7 illustrates a universal economic optimization path. The optimal 
collector area (A*) is measured on the horizontal axis, the annual hot-water 
load (L), on the vertical axis in the upper part of the figure. As was 
demonstrated above, A* is a linear function of L, and F* is independent of 
L; therefore, F* is constant along the optimization path. 
1 F* is independent only of those changes in the hot water load that alter 




TI.CS is measured on the vertical axis of the lower part of figure 2.7. The 
curve for total life-cycle savings (TI.CS) increases with increasing loads (L) 
and the corresponding increasing optimal collector areas (A*). 
Larger hot water loads imply that larger absolute savings can he realized by 
installing a solar system. As the load and corresponding optimal collector 
area become smaller, savings decline and at some critical level (Le in 
fig. 2.7), TLCS reaches zero. Below the critical level, TLCS is negative. 
The critical value of. L, Le• is determined as follows: 
+ R 
(30)Le '"' - . 
_ v•Y ln(b•c•_!•X) xo ­
cl V•Y 
where all parameters are as previously defined. 
Equation (30) indi cates that the value of Le in figure 2.7 depends directly upon 
the fixed cost components of the solar energy system, other things being equal. 
As fixed costs decline, Le declines. 
Several immediately practical uses of this universal path methodology are 
suggested. First, it could be an extremely valuable tool for developing 
regional guidance to the commercial building community on the optimal sizing 
and cost effectiveness of solar hot water systems . Second, the methodology 
could be used to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the sensitivity of optimal 
design with respect to selected parameters. Third, the methodology could be a 
useftJl tool for facilitating the analysis and development of efficient F.ederal 
and State solar incentive programs.I 
2.6 INTEGRATED OPTIMIZATION OF SOLAR ENERGY AND ENERGY CONSERVATION: A 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This section describes an extension of the economic optimization framework to 
incorporate the analysis of tr.ade-offs between solar energy and energy conser­
vation in buildings. It draws upon the findings of the preceding section 
regarding the unitary elasticity of A* with respect to L and the independence 
of F* with respect to L, to simplify the integrated optimization procedure. 
2.6.1 Economic Foundations 
The primary economic objective in designing or retrofitting the heating/cooling 
components of a huilding is to provide at the lowest possible life-cycle cost 
a desired level of thermal comfort, comprising temperature, humidity, and 
other related attributes (and taking into account related factors such as 
lighting). The minimum c11st search considers the technical substitution 
·. 
1 	A more thorough treat11ent of the model and examples of its use for 
sensithity analysis and policy analysis is provided by Sav in "Universal 
Economic Optimization Paths for Solar Heat Water Systems in Commercial 
Buildings," Energy [ 31]. 
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between inputs and the relative prices of inputs. Holding all inputs const3nt 
except those concerning the building envelope and the energy system(s), trade­
offs exirt between (1) energy conservation alternatives which !~prove the 
thermal integrity of the building envelope, and therefore reduce the builaing's 
thermal load, and (2) energy system alternatives, e.g., nonsolar and solar 
energy systems, which satisfy given thermal loads. Economic optimality is 
attained when the marginal dollar expenditure for each input per marginal unit 
of thermal comfort obtained from that input is equal for all inputs. This 
optimality condition may be stated algebraically as follows: 
MCc MCs HCi_R (31)-·-·--' HPc MPs MPLR 
where MC represents marginal cost, HP marginal product, and subscripts c, 
s, and LR rep:·esent, respectively, nonsolar energy inputs, solar energy 
inputs, and load reduction (energy conservation) inputs. 
In other words, the search is for a given combination of energy conservation 
inputs (load reduction options) and energy system inputs which will minimize 
the total life-cycle costs of achieving a desired level of thermal comfort (or 
maximize the net life-cycle savings from the total investment). 
Holding all factors constant except thermal load (L) ae determined by the 
thermal integrity of the building envelope, and noting that alternative energy 
systems can satisfy L, thermal comfort, k, can be expressed as follows: 
(32) 
where qc represents a quantity of nonsolar energy input, qs a quantity 
of solar energy input, qLR a quantity of load reduction obtained by 
upgrading the thermal integrity of the building envelope, and all inputs 
are expressed in a collllllon unit measure such as the Joule (Btu). 
The cost (C) of achieving various levels of k can be described by a family of 
isocost curves: 
(33) 
where Pi(qi), subscripted c, s, or LR, is an expression which gives the 
price of the 1th input as a function of the level of the 1th input used. 
Once a target level of thermal comfort (say k) is determined, the economic 
objective is to minimize C subject to the constraint of k • k. The minimum 
cost combination of inputs qc, q 8 , and qLR can be obtained by using the 
technique of the Lagrange multiplier: 
min C 
where ~ is the Lagrange multiplier and is interpreted as the marginal cost 
of producing thermal comfort (k). 
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From equation (34), the op i mality condition is found to be the following: 
I I 
Ps + Ps s PtR + PtRqLR




c s LR : 
The nuiaerator of each ratio in equation 35 is the marginal cost (MC) of the 
respective input. The denominAtor is the marginal product (KP) of the input --in producing thermal coiafort (k). Hence, this is consistent with the 
optimality condition stated at the outset in equation 31. 
Since initially all inputs except therlllal load were held constant, it follows 
that 1S&rginal products are all expressed in a coaaon unit, e.g., Joule (Btu). 
The ratios of the marginal products are therefore unity and the optimality 
condition can be restated in the following familiar f rm: 
(36) 
Economic optimality is attained when the marginal coats of all inputs are equal. 
2.6.2 Optimization Model 
lilhen the optimality condition stated in equation 36 is achieved, total 
life-cycle costs of 11&intaining a given level of thermal coiafort are minimized 
or alternatively net life- cycle savings from the investment in therraal comfort 
are 11axi11ized. These alternative criteria provide the impetus for an empiri­
cally workable optiaization 110del and are discussed below. The first criterion 
is achieved by ainia.izing the following equation: 
TLccLj • tccLj + LCCLj + LCCLj (37) 
c a LR 
where TI.CC represents total life-cycle coats, and LCC subscripted c, a, 
and LR represents the life-cycle coat of noneolar energy inputs, solar 
energy inputs, and load reduction inputs, respectively. The superscript 
Lj represents alternative loads. 
Equation 37 describes a faaily of TI.CC curves, each corresponding to a 
different load, Lj• The empirical form of equation 37 differs depending on the 
nature of economic and technical trade-offs among the size (capacity) of the 
solar energy eystea, the size of the noneolar energy system, and the level of 
energy conservation. If, for simplicity, it is assumed that there are no capa­
city reductions in the nonsolar energy system as the size of the solar energy 
system is expanded, LCCc consists only of conventional fuel coats. LCCLR pre­
sents the most difficulty for empirical investigation. It is building-design 
design specific and depends upon the initial design load against which the 
costs of load reductions are to be evaluated. 
The alternative to the TI.CC minimization criterion, the Tl.CS maximization 





n.csLJ - LccLo - (LccLJ - LccLJ - LccLJ >, (38) 
c c s LR 
where LCCLo represents the sum of the initial space heatir.g (LH ) and hot 
water (Lw} loads from which load reduction options are evaluate8. (Note that 
Lj • Lltj + Lw, where Lw represents a fixed hot water load which ls unaffected 
by energy conservative design in the building envelope.) 
Maximizstion of equation 38 is equivalent to the minimization of equation 37. 
Both are consistent with the optimality condition of equating the marginal 
costs of alternative inputs given by equation 36. 
Figures 2.8 through 2.10 graphically depict the integrated optimization 
procedure. Figure 2.8 shows a generic LCCtR function. The horizontal axis 
measures the fraction (8) by which the initial space heating load (Lffo) is 
reduced. LCCLR for various load reductiona are measured along the vertical 
axis. '"1e lower scale in Figure 2.8 shows the combined space heating and hot 
water load (Lj • Lffj + Lw) corresponding to each 8· 
Figure 2.9 shows in the upper portion a family of TLCC curves. In the middle 
portion are TI.CS curves; and in the lower portion, solar performance curves for 
alternative loads (Lj's). The figure also shows, a life-cycle coBt curve 
(LC~0 ) for a nonsolar energy system providing all of the energy to meet the 
initial load of L0 , used io derive the TLSC curves. For any given load, the 
optimal collector area (A1), which is indicated on the horizontal axis, and 
the fraction of load supplied by solar (F1), which is indicated on the lower 
segment of the ver tical axis, occurs at t~e minimum point on the TLccLJ curve 
or the corresponding maximum point oi the TLcsLj curve. The optimal amount of 
nonsolar energy input is simply (l-F1). The optimal combination of all inputs, 
including load reduction options, oc~urs at the minimum point on the lowest 
TLccLj curve among the family of TLccLj curves or the corresponding maximum 
point on the highest TLcsLj curve. For example, the optimal combination of all 
inputs in figure 2.9 occurs at the minimum point on the n.ccLl curve, which is 
t~I same as the maximum point ~i the TLcsLl curve. The optimum is £~und to be 
of solar· collector area, F1 fraction of thl*load by solar, 1-F fractionA1
of the load met by nonsolar energy input, and 81 of load reduction, 
corresponding to a combined thermal load of L1 • LHl + Lw• 
As reported in 1ection 2.5, preliminary investigations indicate that the * 
elasticity of A with respect to L (defined as the percentage change in A per 
percentage change in Lj) may be apiroximately unity under certain conditions. 
Since solar peiforraance as measured.by the solar fraction (F) is a function of 
the ratio of A to t 1 , changes in F would be nearly iivariant with respect to 
changes in therraal l~ads (L1). If the elasticity of F with iespect to L1 were 
approximately zero, there w~uld be little or no movement in Fj for differ~nt 
Lj's in the southeast quadrant of figure 2.9. 
Based on these concepts, the optimization procedure can be considerably 
compressed according to the graph shown in figure 2.10. Various combined space 
heating and hot water loads (Lj) are shown on the upper portion of the vertical 
aKis; optimal collector areas {A*) corresponding to each Lj are shown on the 
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Figure 2.A Integrated Optimization Procedure: Load Reductions 
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Figure 2.9 	 Integrated Opti~ization Procedure: Solving for 
the Combination of Conservation, Solar, and 
Nonsolar Inputs to Thermal Comfort 
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Figure 2.10 Integrated Optiaization Procedure: Coalpressed Model 
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horizontal axis. Lo is the initial load. The constant F** path relates Lj's to 
A*'s. The F** path is constant assuming that F** is uni quely determined and 
independent of Lj• In the lower part of the figure, the locus of points corr e­
sponding to the l'llaXimum values of the family of n.csLj curves ls plotted against 
the optimal collector areas (A*). The "global optimum" in figure 2.10 occurs at 
the maximum point on this curve. Thus, figure 2.10 indicates all the relevant 
optimization information in an extremely compressed form: A**, L**, F**, and, 
by derivation, 1-F**.l 
1 These findings regarding the elasticity of A* with respect to L and the 
relationship between F* and Lj are based on the analysis of sol1r service
• 	 water heating. They can be extended to the analysis of space heating only if 
the annual solar fraction can be expressed in a single equation as a function 
of collector area and load. The problem of jointly optimizing the building 
envelope, the mechanical system, and the solar energy system is a topic of 
current research by NBS Applied Economics Group, Center for Applied 
Mathematics. 
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Table 2.1 Definitions cf Symbols Used in Section 2 
A • solar collector surface area 
• 	 economically optiaal size of collector area, in terms of maximizing 

TLCX, based on a given energy load j 

• 	 "global" optimal solar collector area, in terms of maximizing TI.CS, 
taking i nto account energy conservation investaents 
a • number of years by which property taxes are deferred 
a • fraction of the solar system contract as (Fx + vA) placed as an 
initial downpa}'lllent 
B • fraction by which the initial space heating load (L11o) is reduced by 
energy conservation 
B** • the "global" optimal fraction of space heating load reduction taking 
into account solar and nonsolar energy 
C • cost of achieving various levels of theraal comfort 
Cp • Federal solar tax credit as a percent of system acquisition costs 
C. • effective stat-. solar tax credit net of Federal income tax adjustaent 
D • the present value of the decrease in inconae taxes owed due to capital 
depreciation deductions froa taxable income 
E • present dollar value, after income taxes, of energy costs for the 
nonsolar energy system 
P • the annual solar fraction of a building's energy requireaents met by a 
solar energy system 
Fx • fixed cost for labor and 11aterials associated with acquiring the solar 
energy systea, including cost of design, purchase, and installation 
Fx1, • fixed labor cost of acquiring the solar energy system 
FzK • fixed 11ate~ials coat of acquiring the solar energy system 
F* • the optimal solar fraction based on a given energy load 
p**
j • the "global" optimal solar fraction taking into account energy •
conservation investments yielding alternative energy loads denoted 
by subscript j 
C • present value of capital gains taxes due at the end of the study 
period 
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Table 2.1 - (continued) 
y • efficiency coefficient of nonsolar energy equipment 
Ij • solar radiation incident on a tilted collector surface in 1D0nth j 
In • the present value of capital investment costs associated vith designing, 
purchasing, and installing a solar energy system, including tinanc!ng 
~ costs 
k • level of theriaal coafort 
k • target level of cheriaal coafort 
~ • Lagrange multiplier 
L • annual hot water load 
Le • critical hot water load below which the solar energy system is not 
cost effective 
Lj • space heating and domestic hot water load associated with a level of 
energy conservation denoted by the subscript j 
Lo • initial domestic hot water load or combined initial space heating and 
domestic hot water load prior to energy conservation 
Lw • hot water load 
• fixed hot water load unaffected by energy conservation design in the~ 
building envelope 
Le • space heating load associated with a level of energy conservation 
j denoted by the subscript j. 
Le • initial space heating load prior to energy conservation 
0 
LC<;: • 	 life-cycle costs of the auxiliary energy system 
LC<;. • 	 life-cycle costs of purchasing, installing, 1'18intaining and operating 
the solar energy system (but not including energy costs for the 
auxiliary energy syste~) 
~ 
LCCc • 	 life-cycle costs of nonsolar energy inputs given load j 
Lj 
LC<;. • life-cycle costs of solar energ'J inputs given load j 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 
Lj
LCCLR • life-cycle costs of load reduction inputs given load j 
1 • 	 length of capital depreciation period 
M • 	 the present value, after inco111e taxes, of yearly recurring costs of 
operating, maintaining, and repairing the solar energy system (including 
any insurance costs net of reiabursables and not including auxiliary 
energy costs) 
• marginal cost of the n~nsolar energy system 
MCu • 1111rginal cost of load reduction 
• 1111rginal cost of solar energy system 
• 1111rginal product of the non6olar energy systea 
• 1111rginal product of load reduction 
MPs • marginal proouct of the solar energy system 
a • the present value of yearly recurring operation, maintenance and repair 
costs of the solar energy systea, expressed as a fraction of initial 
contract costs 
~ • ayste• deterioretion or obsolescence rate 
p • the present value, after income taxes, of property tax payments 
attributable to t he solar energy systea 
Pc • the present price (including sales tax) per unit of fuel 
Pc • price of unit of input of nonsolar energy 
PI.R • price of a unit of load reduction input 
• price of a unit of input of solar energyp8 
Q • total annual quantity of fuel purchased, talting into account the 
relevant energy load of the building and the efficiency of the 
nonsolar energy equipment 
qc • quantity of nonsolar energy input 
qi.It • quantity of load reduction input 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 
tbe present value. a f ter incoae taxes. of all maintenance. repair and 
replacement costs tbat do not recur annually 
tbe cost of maintenance. repair and replacement in year j 
regional labor cost adjustment factor 
the present value of the decrease in inco.e taxes due to state sales 
tax deductions froa Federal 	incorae tax distinguisbing between tax on 
labor and tax on materials) 
present value of tax savings due to eales tax deductions (not 
distinguishing between sales tax on labor and sales tax on aaterials 
single present worth factor ba~ed oo discount rate . d and tbe year. 
j. and a general price inflation rate. z 
single present worth factor based on discount rate. d. and n years 
noainal resale value as a fraction of tbe initial contract cost 
present value of Federal and State government tax credits 
total life-cycle cost associated vitb a coabined solar/auxiliary 
energy systea 
total life-cycle costs of meeting all energy deaands w:lth a nonsolar 
energy systea alone 
total life-cycle costs for energy-related building coaponents 9 
given load j 
total life-cycle costs of a nonsolar energy systea providing all of 
the energy to meet the initial load. Lo 
life-cycle net savings (or. if negative. net losses) for solar 
the building owner's composite Federal and state marginal incoee tax 
rate 
effective property tax rate 
combined state & Federal capital gains tax 
state sales tax rate applicable to labor services 
state sales tax rate applicable to materials 
unifora present worth factor based on discount rate. d. and the 
nwaber 	of years. g. over which the state tax credit is taken. 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 
• uniform present worth factor based on discount rate, d, and the 
length, of the capital depreciation period 
• uniform present worth factor based 
loan life of m years 
on a discount rate, d, and a i 
• uniform present worth factor based on discount rate, d, for n 
years (the length of the study period) and modified to include j•l 
to k projected rates of energy price escalation, occurring in 
consecutive time intervals, where nj represents the number of years 
contained in the interva l over whicn the jth escalation rate occurs 
• 
• a modified uniform present worth factor based on a 
n years, and a general price inflation rate, z 
discount rate d, 
u • energy content per sales unit of energy 
v • the present value of resale, net of disposal costs, remaining at 
the end of the evaluation period 
v • vari able cost proportional to collector area 
• variable labor proportional to collector area 
• variable materials cost proportional to collector area 
w • the present value of the decrease in income taxes due to loan 
interest deductions 
y • capital depreciation rate 
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3. CAS~S SELEcrED FOR STUDY: BUILDINGS, BUILDING SYSTEMS, AND GEOGliAPHICAL 
LOCATIONS 
3 . 1 BUILDINGS 
Case studies were performed for several selected types of commercial buildings. 
The population of commercial buildings from which the selection was made is 
illustrated in r~ble 3.1. This list, taken from a building construction 
valuation manual, outlines seven major categories composed of 23 subcategories 
of commercial buildings [34). 
Office buildings and retail stores were selected for case study because they 
are major users of energy [35). Their selection is also supported by a com­
parison of building types by floor space, as shown in table 3.2. Of the 
total floor space of the nonresidential buildings shown, offices and retail/ 
wholesale buildin.IJS account for the largest share-about one third.I 
The case study buildings are hypothetical, but selected to be representative of 
their class. They are a three-story office buildi~ and a single-story retail 
store--each with two alternative envelope designs.2 For each type of building, 
one envelope design, designated "conventional," is intended to represent much 
of the existing inventory that has been constructed with little attention to 
energy conservation. The other design for each building type, designated 
"energy conserving," represents conventional-type buildings constructed in 
accordance with ASHRAE 90-75 [39). The conventional designs were used to assess 
the feasibility of retrofitting solar energy systems to existing office buildings 
and retail stores; the energy conserving designs were used to assess the use of 
solar energy in new office buildings and retail stores. It should be noted 
that none of the building designs were specified to take optimal advantage of 
solar energy nor of daylighting. 
3.1.l Office Buildings 
The three-story office building is 30 m (100 ft) long by 30 m (100 ft) wide, 
with metal curtain-wall construction. The new building design has double-glazed 
windows and insulated exterior wall and roof. The existing building design has 
single-glazed windows and uninsulated exterior walls and roof. There are 15 
thermal zones within the building, modeled in the thermal analysis as 10 zones, 
with the first and second floor zones combined vertically. Both the new and 
the existing versions of the office building were assumed to have an average 
occupancy during peak operating hours of 300 people, with occupancy extending 
l 	 In establishing the scope of this study, it was jointly agreed by the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DoE) and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development ( HUD) that this study, under the sponsorship of DoE, would not 
consider apartment buildings. 
2 	Honeywell, Inc., &nergy Resources Center, a consulting engineering firm, 
provided descriptions of the buildings and system specifications under 
contract to N8S [36J. 
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Banks, Drive-ins, Laundries, Office Building, 
Stores, Superma,rkets 
Clinics, 	Hospitals, Nurses' Residences 
I Bowling Alleys, Clubs, Theaters 
I 
IParking, Sales & Service 
Stations 
Apartments, Hotels, Motels 
Grain Elevators, Lumber Storage, Trucking 
Terminals, Warehouses 
a 	This classification excludes "industrial buildings," such as mills, 
factories, and plants; "institutional buildings," such as dormitories, 
gymnasiums, and libraries; and "agricultural structures." 
Source: 	 The American Appraisal Company, Boeckh Building Valuation Manual, 




Table 3.2 E8tlaated Floor Space by Type of Nonresidential Building8 
(Billion• of ft2)b 
Retail-
Year Office Wholesale Total 
(1) ( 2) (3) (4)•(2)+(3) 
1965 2,851 3 163 6.014 
1966 2, 957 3,328 6,285 
1967 3,037 3 496 6,533 
1968 3 164 3,676 6,840 
1969 3 313 3 891 7.204 
1970 3,452 4 084 7 536 
1971 3,614 4,278 7,892 
1972 3 769 4 535 8 304 
1973 3,940 4 837 9. 777 
1974 4 088 5 088 9,l7b 
1975 4 180 5 241 9.421 
Garage Warehouse Hotel/Hotel Educational Public Hospital 
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
375 1.381 1.273 5 049 870 1,413 
404 1,953 1,293 5,258 899 1,462 
433 1 526 1,313 5,961 928 1,516 
466 1, 605 l 337 5,659 959 1,574 
501 l 700 1,360 5.833 985 1,648 
531 1. 784 1 369 5,985 1,002 1,705 
554 1,869 1,378 6,126 1,034 1,771 
583 1. 982 1,407 6.239 1, 062 1,840 
601 2 114 1,425 6,339 1,100 1 900 
609 2,224 1,445 6,766 1,134 1,962 
618 2 291 1 465° 6.564 1. 268 2,010 
Total___ 
Religious Miscellaneous Nouresidentlalc 
( 11) (12) ( 13) 
1,185 2,650 20, 210 
1,221 2,718 21 ,493 
1,254 2, 782 22,246 
1,204 2,853 22,497 
1,306 2,936 23 ,474 
1,324 3,000 24,236 
1,339 3,071 25 , 035 
1,356 3, 136 25,909 
1,372 3,225 26,853 
1,388 3,311 28,015




Taken from J.R. Jack.eon and w.s. Johnaon, a:i..ercial Bllergy Uae: A Diaa11regation by Fuel, Building Type and End Use (37). (The source taDle deslgnated 
this entire group of building types ae "com11ercial". Tbe heading vas changed for the purpoae of this report to "nonresidential" to indlcate that lt 
include• more than those building types deaignated aa cotmercial building• in table 3.1. 
b To attain the metric unit of billion• of m2 , theee reault• ..y be multiplied by 0.092903 . 
c (13) - (4) + (5) + (6) + (7) + (8) + (9) + (10) + (11) + (12) 
d Theee figure• ar e eatlaated. It is eaaUllltd that the rate of increaae in hotel/aotel floor apac~ as frOll 1974 to 1975 la at the same rate from 1973 to 1974. 
Hore recent aggregate figure• ehov a further incraaae in the total floor •pace of nonreaidential buildings to about 31 billion ft2 (2.9 billion m2) in 
1978-79 (38). 
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over 10 hours per day, five days per week. Table 3.3 gives further description 
of the construction characteristics of the new and existing office buildings. 
Figure 3.1 shows the office building layout and the exterior faces. Figure 3.2 
shows the office building load sch~dules. 
3.1.2 Retail Stores 
The one-story retail store is a rectangular building, 29 m (95 ft) long by 16 m 
(53 ft) wide, of metal curtain-wall construction. It is assumed to have an 
average occupancy extending over 12 hours per day, 6 days per week. 
The new version of the s tore was assumed to be less energy conserving than the 
new office building, though representative of new stores constructed in accor­
dance with ASHRAE 90-75. (R-values of exterior walls are set at 1.14 m2•KfW 
(6.45) in the new retail store, as compared with 1.84 m2•KfW (10.45) in the 
new office building.) The existing retail store has an envelope with thermal 
characteristics like those of the existing office building. Table 3.4 gives 
further description of the construction characteristics of the new and existing 
retail stores. Figure 3.3 shows the layout and outside faces. Figure 3.4 
shows the building load schedules. The retail store was assumed to have three 
thermal zones (see figure 3.3). 
3.2 AIK HANDLING SYSTEMS 
The energy requirements of commercial buildings are considerably affected by the 
type of heating and cooling systems used. Hence, it is important in estimating 
the energy requirements of a building to specify the characteristics of the 
mechanical systems. 
The importance of the mechanical system on building energy use is demonstrated 
by figure 3.5, which shows the simulated energy requirements of a two-story 
office building fitted with different mechanical systems. For each of four 
different cities in the U.S., runs were repeated for the building with from six 
to eight different mechanical heating and cooling systems. Figure 3.5 shows 
the building's energy consumption in each location for different mechanical 
systems. The amount of energy required is shown to vary by a factor as high as 
about seven, depending upon the design and operation of the mechanical system 
[40). 
The study referenced above looked at eight different systems; there are, however, 
approximately 25 different types of heating and air conditioning systems--with 
additional subclassifications within many of the types--identified in the ASHRAE 
Handbook and Product Directory [41). Many different types of systems are in use 
in existing buildings, and different types continue to be installed in new 
buildings. Like the diversity of building types, the diversity of mechanical 
systems in these buildings makes it difficult to generalize case study results 
to other buildings. 
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Table 3.3 Office Buil~ing Construction Characteristics 
Surface 
Description New Office Buildin~ Existing Office 
Windows* Insulating glass 
(1.3 cm (1/2") air spa'ce] 
R•(.36m2•)K/W (2.04) 
0.6 cm (1/4") single pane glass 
R•(.15 m2•K)/W (.88) 
Exterior Doors* Insulating glass 
(1.3 cm (1/2") air space] 
R•(.36 m2•K)/W (2.04) 
0.6 cm (1/4") single pane glass 
R•(.15 m2•K)/W (.88) 
Interior Walls+ 1.3 cm (1/2") gypsum board 1.3 cm (1/2") gypsum board 
10.2 cm (4") metal frame 10.2 cm (4") metal frame 
1.3 cm (1/2") gypsum board 1.3 cm (1/2") gypsum board 
R•(.32 m2•K)/W (1.83) R•(.32 m2•K)/W (1.83) 
Exterior Walls+ 5.1 cm (2") metal curtain wall 
10.2 cm (4") metal frame 
5.1 cm (2") rigid insulation 
1.3 cm (1/2") gypsum board 
R•(l.84 m2•K)/W (10.45) 
5.1 cm (2") metal curtain wall 
10.2 cm (4") metal frame 
No insulation 
R•(.35 m2•K)/W (2.00) 
Upper Floors Carpet - pad 
7.6 cm (3") concrete reinforced 
floor 
(1.1 m (3.5') air space] 
R•(.59 m2•K)/W (3.37) 
Carpet - pad 
7.6 cm (3") concrete reinforced 
floor 
(1.1 m (3.5') air space] 
R•(.59 m2•K)/W (3.37) 
Roof (Flat) 1.0 cm (3/8") built-up roofing 
S.l cm (2") roof insulation 
Metal deck 
(1.1 m (3.5') air space] 
R•(l.20 m2•K)/W (6.82) 
1.0 cm (3/8") built-up roofing 
No insulation 
Metal deck 
(1.1 m {3.5') air space] 
R•(.22 ml•K)/W (1.26 
Ceiling 1.3 cm (1/2") ceiling 
R•(.22 m2•K)/W (1.25) 
panel 1.3 cm (1/2") ceiling 




10.2 cm (4") concrete slab 
No insulation 
R•(.08 m2•K)/W (.48) 
10.2 cm (4") concrete slab 
No insulation 
R•(.08 m2•K)/W (.48) 
Source: Honeywell, Inc., Energy Resources Center (36). 
* R-values include surface resistances. 
+Studs spaced 61 cm (24"). 
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Figure 3.1 Schemata of Office Buildings 
Interior Layout 
Outside View of East and West Faces 
--------------------.:----1------- 1I -oow _: I '! ;
THl~C•LO<l" - -- I • 
~ ----- - --------- - -"'-----J __-:-;_-- - - 1
I WINCOW ft I 'J 0 
. ~ :_ i 1 
------------------~----l-~~--- TI WINDOW ft I -~ :: 
lJ"lllllST J'LQOll 'llQ.> ­ i i 
SOILCIMOE 
Outside View of North and South Faces 
: 
Source: tioneywell, :.:nc. , Energy Resources Center [ 36) • 
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Hourof the Day 
Office Building Hot Water Schedule 
l Maximum Hot Water Demand • 568 t/hr or 
1.snx 10-' m3/s)(1SO galnlr)) 
Source: Honeywell, Inc., Energy Resources Center [36). 
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Table 3.4 Retail Store Construction Characteristics 
Surface 
Description New Retail Store Existing Retail Store 
Windows8 Insulating glass 
(1.3 cm (1/2") air space] 
R•(.36a2•K)/W (2.04) 
0.6 cm (1/4") single pane glass 
R•(.15 m2•K)/W (.88) 
Exterior Doorsa Insulating glass 
(1.3 cm (1/2") air space] 
R•(.36 m2•K)/W (2.04) 
0.6 cm (1/4") single pane glass 
R•(.15 m2•K)/W (.88) 
Interior Walls 1.3 cm (1/2") gypsum board 
10.2 ca (4") metal frame 
1 • 3 cm (l / 2") gypsum board 
R•(.32 a2•K)/W (1.83) 
1.3 cm (1/2") gypsum board 
10.2 cm (4") metal frame 
1.3 cm (1/2") gypsum board 
R•(.32 a2•K /W (1.83) 
Exterior Walls 5.1 cm (2") aetal curtain wall 
10.2 ca (4") metal fraae 
2.5 ca (l") rigid insulation 
1.3 ca (1/2") gypsum board 
R•(l.14 a2•K)/W (6.45) 
5.1 cm (2") aetal curtain wall 
10.2 cm (4") metal frame 
No insulation 
R•(.35 a2•K)/W (2.00) 
Roof (Flat) 1.0 cm (3/8") built-up roofing 
5.1 ca (2") roof insulation 
Metal deck 
0.8 a (2.5') air space 
R•(l.20 m2•K)/W (6.82) 
1.0 cm (3/8") built-up roofing 
No insulation 
Metal deck 
0.8 m (2.5') air space 
R•(.22 a2•K)/W (1.26) 
Ceiling 1.3 ca (1/2") false ceiling 
R•(.22 a2•K)/W (1.25) 
1.3 Clll (1/2") false ceiling 
R•(.22 a2•K)/W (1.25) 
Kain Floor 10.2 ca (4") concrete slab 
No insulation 
R•.08 m2•K)/W (.48) 
10.2 ca (4") concrete slab 
No insulation 
R•(.08 m2•K)/W (.48) 
Source: Honeywell, Inc., Energy Resources Center (36). 
8 R-values include surface resistances. 
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--­ --- IO!LO!lo\aOutside View of East Face Outside View of South FllCe 
..,.-­ --­ --­ Outside View of North Face Outside View of West Face 
Source: Honeywell, Inc., Energy Resources Center [36]. 
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Char1eston 
Source: 	 Douglas c. Hittle and Dale L. Herron, ·staulation of the Performance of 
Hulti~one and Variable VolUlle BVAC Systems in Four Geographical Locations,· 
(40} . 
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The mechanical systems were specified in detail for the four buildings used for 
the case studies in this report.l In keeping with current trends in system 
design, energy-conserving variable air volume (VAV) systems (of the single-duc t 
reheat type) were assumed for the new buildings; less energy efficient constant 
volume (CV) systems were assumed for the existing buildings. 
Constant and varldble volume air systems differ considerably in the energy 
loads they imp.>se upon a building. Typically, in both systems, central supply 
air is cooled to the estimated lowest required temperature over the year. (A ; 
15.6°C (60°F)) cold deck temperature was assumed in this report). Once the air 
is cooled, the air distribution system regulates heat delivery to the building 
so that the desired temperature is maintained. The CV system does this by 
changing the supply air temperature, while keeping the same air flow rate. The 
VAV system maintains a constant heating or cooling coil temperature but changes 
the supply air flow rate. A VAV box at the entrance to each building zone 
limits the air being reheated and supplied to the building space to the minimum 
required at any given time. The VAV system considerably reduces the total 
energy requirement for heating and cooling as compared to the CV system. 
Night-time temperature setbacks and reduction in operation of fans at night were 
assumed for all buildings because these simple measures for energy conservation 
are now 11idely undertaken in both new and existing buildings. An economizer 
cycle was specified for all but the existing retail store. 
An economizer cycle used in conjunction with either a VAV or CV system controls 
the inflow of outside air to the air system. Outside air mixed with recircu­
lated return air is supplied to the preheat and cooling coils. By increasing 
the inflow of outside air during in-between seasons and cold seasons, and 
reducing it in hot or humid months, the economizer cycle serves to reduce, or 
even eliminate, the load on the cooling coil. 
3.2.1 Office Buildings 
Two VAV systems were assumed for the new office building: one for the interior 
zones and one for the exterior zones. System capacities were specified for each 
building and location based on an analysis of the sensible and latent loads 
estimated for each building and location. (System capacities were established 
using the loads portion of the BLAST loads analyzer program -- see section 4.1.) 
For the interior zones, the supply air capacity is set to meet the annual zone­
peak latent cooling load, with the VAV syst~m supplying its minimum air frac­
tion of 10 percent. For exterior zones, supply air capacity is set for the 
annual zone-peak sensible cooling load, with the VAV system supplying its maxi­
mum or capacity air flow. During operating hours, a minimum of 5 percent out­
side air, or one outside air change per hour, whichever was greater, was assumed 
to be maintained. 
1 The selection of mechanical systems and specification of their characteristics 
were tasks as sisted by Honeywell, Inc., Energy Resources Center, under 
contract to NBS [36). 
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The capacity of an air system is generally sized to meet peak-load conditions 
(temperature and humidity) whether or not these conditions occur simultaneously 
in all zones. The annual zone-peak sensible cooling load, i.e., the energy 
required to maintain a desired temperature during the non-heating season, 
usually dictates the capacity of the system. (For buildings with a large 
percentage of exterior walls and roofs relative to interior space, sensible 
energy gains through the building envelope and from people and lights generate 
the major portion of the energy load.) However, in the interior zones of a 
multi-story building, the sensible loads tend to be smaller than the latent 
cooling loads (caused by the humidity from human breathing). A VAV syst em 
sized for peak sensible loads may not be sufficient to meet this load. Further­
more, because the VAV system is controlled on the basis of dry-bulb temperature, 
i.e., sensible loads only, the control system may dictate a low supply air 
fraction when sensible loads are low but latent loads are high. Thus in estab­
lishing a capacity of the system, it is necessary to consider the latent loads 
being generated while the VAV system is operating at a low supply air fraction 
as well as at capacity. In the test runs, it was established that the capacity 
would be based on the latent load at the VAV minimum. (A CV system sized for 
the peak sensible load supplies sufficient air to satisfy the latent load.) 
Two CV air systems were assumed for the exis.t.ing office building, each with a 
preheat coil in the mixed air du~t . The supply· air volume for e~ch zone was set 
to meet the annual zone-peak sensible cooli~g load. A minimum of IO percent of 
the supply air was outside air, with a minimum of six air changes per hour. In 
both buildings, heat was supplied to the building space by perimeter radiation 
units (exterior zones) and by terminal reheat coils (interior zones). An 
enthalpy controlled economizer cycle (which adjusts for humidity as well aa for 
temperature conditions) was assumed for both office buildings. 
3.2.2 Retail Stores 
A single VAV system was assumed for the new retail store building. This system 
had a minimum supply air fraction of 20 percent of the system capacity, as 
compared with 10 percent in t he new office building. Supply air capacities were 
set to meet the annual zone-peak sensible cooling loads with the VAV system 
operating at full capacity. Outside air was set at a minimum of 5 percent of 
the supply air volume, or one air change per hour, whichever was greater. A 
temperature-only type economizer cycle was assumed for the new retail store. 
The CV system for the existing retail store had no preheat coil and no economizer 
cycle. Ventilation outside air was 10 percent of the supply air volume. 
3.3 HEATING PLANTS 
The heating plants for the buildings consisted of a solar energy system used in 
combination with a conventional hot water boiler, fired alternatively by 
electric~ty, natura l gas, or distillate fuel oil. The gas or oil-fired boilers 
in both of the existing buildings were assumed to be 60 percent efficient, while 
the gas and oil-fired boilers in the new buildings were assumed to mee t the 
ASHRAE 90-75 standard of 75 percent efficiency. The electric resis tance systems 
for all buildings were assumed t o be 100 percent eff icient. 
5'3 
These assumed boiler efficiencies of 60 and 75 percent are considerably higher 
than would normally be reasonable to assume for the heating system in its 
entirety, including the distribution system. Efficiency ratings of the 
delivery system were not taken into account in evaluating the economic feasi­
bility of the solar energy systems because it was assumed that the solar energy 
would be subject to the same inefficiencies in the delivery system as the con­
ventional energy source, thus cancelling out that efficiency effect. Possible 
cost of modification to the mechanical system to accommodate solar energy, 
and the efficiency effects thereof, were not taken into account. 'Boiler or 
furnace efficiency is a critical factor to consider in evaluating solar energy 
because it is a key determinant of the quantity of conventional energy saved. 
For both the new and existing buildings, it was assumed that without solar, a 
conventional system identical to the backup conventional system in type, size, 
operating efficiency, and maintenance and repair costs would be used alone. 
This assumption may be deficient in that it neglects possible effects of part 
loading on boiler efficiencies. Other things equal, the lower the efficiency 
of the conventional furnace, the higher the net benefits of a solar energy sys­
tem. However, if the efficiency of the conventional furnace drops substan­
tially in direct response to the displacement of conventional energy by solar 
energy, the lowered conventional boiler efficiency offsets part, or all of the 
solar benefits. Although there is little hard measurement of the part loading 
effects it would appear,.!. priori, that a substantial solar-induced decline in 
plant efficiency would tend to drive solar towards either end of the sizing 
extremes. It is expected, however, that the part loading effects wf.11 
generally not be drastic, particularly in newer systems. 
Temperature settings of the heating systems were specified to be 20°C (68°F) 
during occupied periods of the heating season, 26°C (78°F) during occupied 
periods of cooling season, and 17°C (62°F) at night during the heating season. 
The cooling systems were assumed to be set at 37°F (99°F) during unoccupied 
periods. 
The solar energy equipment was assumed to include high quality, double-glazed 
flat-plate collectors with selective absorber coatings like that illustrated 
in figure 3.6. The systems were assumed to use liquid as the heat transfer 
storage medium.I An off-the-shelf solar energy system was assumed for the 
retail store's hot water system, and custom designed and engineered systems 
for all of the other applications. 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show illustrative schematic diagrams of solar energy 
systems like those assumed for this study. Figure 3.7 shows a service hot 
water system only, and figure 3.8, a combined space heating/hot water system. 
1 The solar energy systems were characterized by Honeywell, Inc., Energy 
Resources Center, under contract to NBS [36). The collector design is 
representative of those installed in commercial buildings under the Solar 
Heating and Cooling Commercial Demonstration Program. 
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Figure 3.6 Solar Collectora 
Glass Covers (LSC18-1S Collectors 
Have the Outer Glass Only) 
Cover Mounting 
Screws (8) 
Mounting Brackets (4) \ 
Absorber Plate 
Aluminum Cover Frame 
Flow Tube Manifold 
Piping 
Connection 
Copper Flow Tubes 
cabinet 
Rubber Pads (6) 
Source: lbneywell, Inc., Energy Resources Center [36). 
a 	The collector covers illustrated are two sheets of .3 cm (1/8") tempered, 
antireflection low iron glass, with a gasket seal. The solar absorber is an 
as sembly of parallel copper tubes bonded to a steel plate of black chrome on 
nickel. The collector has 8.9 cm (3 1/2") of fiberglass insulation beneath 
the absorber plate and 2.5 cm (l") arounrl the sides of the collector enclo­
sure. The enclosure is constructed of corrosion-resistant heavy gaug~ gal­
volume steel with a special electro-process paint finish. 
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Figure 3.7 Schematic Diagram of a Solar Service Hot Water 
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Figure 3.8 Schematic Diagram of a Combined Solar Space Heating/Hot 
Water System for a Commercial Building 
• 
Exp. 
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3.4 GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS AND DATA 
3.4.1 Selection of Cities 
The following four selection criteria were applied to determine regions and 
cities for study: 
1. Coverage of major climate zones in the continental U.S.; 
2. Coverage of solar radiation variability; 
3. Representation of major population centers; 
4. Availability of hourly weather data and solar radiation data. 
A survey was made of the major regions designated by other studies of solar 
energy, in particular the three "Phase O" reports by General Electric (42), TRW 
(43), and Westinghouse (44); two reports by the Mitre Corporation (45, 46); 
and a report by the Intertechnology Corporation (47). 
A comparison of these classifications with the Trewartha climate typology 
indicated that the twelve climatological regions identified by General Electric 
and later adopted by Intertechnology represented nine of the 11 climatic types 
designated by Trewartha. This is a broader climatic coverage than is provided 
by the other regional classifications examined. On the basis of its broad 
coverage, the General Electric regional classification was adopted for this 
study. 
To select specific cities within each of the 12 regions, the total of 26 cities 
identified by the six reports listed above were located on a map divided into 
the 12 climate regions to deternaine their relative placements within each 
region. Cities were then checked against the availability of hourly weather 
data tapes. 
Applying the selection criteria, it was detertained that . the cities identified 
by the General Electric study were also suitable for this study. However, 
Apalachicola, Florida was added to the sample to represent the Gulf Coast area. 
Figure 3.9 shows the final delineation of cliaatic regions and the specific 
cities selected for study. 
3.4.2 Geographical Data 
Weather data for evaluating the energy requirements of buildings in the 13 
cities are from the Test Reference Year (TRY) series of weather tapes furnished 
by the National Cli12atic Center, Ashville, NC. The TRY tapes contain hourly 
data for dry-bulb temperature. wet-bulb temperature, dew-point temperature, 
wind direction, wind speed, barometric pressure at the station, weather (pre­
cipitation, fog, haze, dust), total sky cover, cloud amount (4 layers), type 
of cloud, and height of base of each cloud layer. (New Orleans weather tapes 
are used for the thermal analyses of buildings in Apalachicola, due to the 
lack of TRY tapes for that city.) 
Monthly values for solar radiation incident on the solar collector were 
calculated using average daily radiation values reported by Liu and Jordan [48) 
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and procedures for adj sing for collector tilt developed by JOein (49). (These 
procedures are incorporated within the econorU.c optimization computer lllOdel 
in appendix 8.) Annual insolation values derived using these data and procedures 
are given in table 3.5. 
The analyses of energy requirements also required two measures of underground 
temperature: 1) the temperature of the water supplied through city mains for 
service use, and 2) the temperature of the earth around the building perimeter. 
Water supply temperatures were assumed to approximate deep-ground (1.2-3.7 m 
(4'-6')] average soil temperatures reported by Kusuda (50). (Kusuda reports 
data for 60 cities. Data for the cities nearest those selected for study were 
used.) 
Arens and Carroll have published procedures for correcting the deep-soil 
temperatures to reflect temperatures 15 ca (6") below the ground surface. Semi­
annual data corrected according to these procedures were used to measure thermal 
losses through the building floors (51). These data are shown in tables 3.6 
and 3.7, respectively. 
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Table 3.5 Annual Insolation Values for Selected Cities8 
Hot Water Space & Water 
Cities Systeias Beating Systems 
MJ/a2 Btu/ft2 MJ/-2 Btu/ft2 
Boston 5,458.l 480,614.l 5 . 2~8 .9 461,308.2-
WashiD.2ton, D.C. 6,148.3 541,392.2 1 5, ,.,. •• t) t 21,688.9
' 
Nashville 6,599.4 581,108. f ~.324 . 1 --:-~ ,871. l 
Charleston 6,917 .5 609, 119. !ff b, 717 . 3 591 ,490.5 
Kiaai 7,485.7 659,151.4 7 , . 9 __! 2,441.0- ­
ADa1ach1cola 7,531.9 663,222.6 ,1, l 17 .o 644,302.3 
Bismarck 6,101.6 537,275.3 5,872.4 517,092.7 
Madison 7,198.4 633,858.6 6,942.4 612,196.0 
Omaha 6,740.8 593,560.1 6,526.0 574,647.4 
Fort Worth 7,629 . 6 671,812.5 7,385.6 650,347.5 
Phoenix 9 . 164. 0 806,936.7 8,897.6 783,480 . 4 
Seattle 4,623.7 407,136.6 4,380.5 385,728.0 
Los Angeles 7,769.5 684,144.0 7,522.9 662,432.5 
Source of rad1.:1.tion data: B.Y.H. Liu and K.. c. Jordan, ..A Rational 
Procedure for 1:-.C~dl cting the Long-Term Average Performance of Flat­
Plate Solar EneT.;~~~ Collectors· [48} • 
a Corrected for co.llector tilt. 
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Table 3.6 Water Supply Temperatures Used in Analysis 
of Service Hot Water Requirements 
City Selected 
Nearest City Water Supply Temperature 
for which Degrees Centigrad.e {Fahrenheit) 
for Study Data is Available Jan.-Har. April-June July-Sep. Oct.-Dec. 
Boston Ithaca, NY 5 {41) 5 {4li 14 {58) 12 
Washington, D.C. Uooer Marlboro, MD 7 {44) 9 {49) 19 {66) 18 
&shville Jack.son, TH 10 {50) 13 {55) 21 {69) 18 
Charleston Calhoun, SC 11 {52) 14 {57) 23 {73) 21 
Miaai Gainesville, FL 16 {61) 22 {71) 26 {79) 26 
Apal achicola Athens, GA 13 {55) 16 {60) 24 (75) 23 
Madison East Lansina, Ml 5 {41) 5 {41) 16 (61) 14 
Bismarck Madison, SD 2 (36) 3 {38) 15 {59) 13 
Omaha Lincoln, NE 4 {40) 7 {44) 18 (65) 16 
Fort Worth Temple, TX 16 {61) 18 {65) 27 (81) 2.5 
Phoenix Tempe, AZ. 14 {58) 17 {63) 25 {77) 23 
Seattle Seattle, WA 8 {46) 10 {50) 15 {59) 13 















Source: T. Kusuda, NBSLD, The Coaputer Prograa for Beating and Cooling Loads in 




Table 3.7 Ground Temperatures Used in Analyses of 





















































Source: Edward A. Arens and William L. Carroll, Geographical 
Variation in the Heating and Cooling Requirements of a Typical 
Single Family Rouse, and Correlation of These Requirements to 
Degree Days [51). 
a 	The data were determined from averages of the winter and spring 
values and sununer and fall values reported by Kusuda [50). 
These averages were in turn averaged wi t h the indoor-air average 
temperature. The actual citie~ for which the data were prepared 
are shown i n the second column of table 3.6. 
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4. DATA AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR CASE STUDIES 
4.1 HEATING AND HOT WATER REQUIREMENTS 
4.1.1 BLAST Transient Load Model 
The BLAST (Building Loads Ana11 ses and System Thermodynamics) transient load 
model was used to perform the analyses of heating requirements for the selected 
buildings in the designated locations.l The BLAST model accounts for 1) hourly 
variations in solar loading on the building envelope, 2) transmission loads due 
to the building construction R-value characteristics, 3) internal loads from 
people, lights, and distribution equipment, including multizone variable air 
volume systems, 4) infiltration loads, and 5) the thermal capacity of the 
building. It has the advantages of a relatively fast running time. Data from 
the building loads and distribution systems subprograms are suitable for use 
with the solar load ratio performance model (section 4.2) and with the NBS 
economic analysis model (section 2.3). 
Modifications to the BLAST progra~ were required before using it to analyze 
the energy requirements of the prototypical building designs and systems in 
the 13 different cities. First, it was necessary to develop a methodology for 
using BLAST to size the air handling systems specified for the four buildings 
and locations and to validate the system control assumptions for each building . 
The new BLAST subprogram prepared for these purposes was used to calculate peak 
latent and sensible loads for each building and geographical location and to 
establish the sensible and latent load combinations at different points in time. 
This was done by performing full-year simulation runs to utilize extreme 
weather days. Very large system capacities were assumed for these runs to 
maintain zone temperatures at their inner limits (upper limit for heating, lower 
for cooling). Data obtained from running this subprogram were used to determine 
the system capacities for each building and location. 
Additional modifications in the BLAST simulation included the following: 
1) A masonry wall located diagonally across the space was simulated for the 
retail store zones, because the interior furnishings of the retail store sales 
area were assumed to have greater thermal storage effects than allowed for in 
BLAST. 
2) Since only five- and seven-day ope~ation schedules were provided for in BLAST, 
the program was modified for the retail stores to allow a six-day schedule. 
This modification was done by performing design day runs for five- and seven-day 
schedules, and adjusting the weekend schedule to make results close to the 
average of five- and seven-day results. Essentially, this entailed having the 
store operate half days on both Saturday and Sunday. Although this method may 
have altered start-up loads slightly over loads for a six-day week, the resulting 
monthly heating requirements appeared to be a good model of a six-day week. 
1 For a description of the BLAST computer program, s ee [52) and [53). The 
vers i on of BLAST used in this study is designated BLAST-1.2. 
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3) To facilitate operation of BLAST, the number of zones in the office building 
was reduced. Since the first and second story zones of the office building have 
nearly the s ame geometry and loads, it was possible to combine thelD in the com­
puter simulation to form 10 thermal zones from the initial 15 zones. Trial runs 
showed differences of less than two percent in monthly loads with either the CV 
or VAV systeins as a result of combining subjacent zones. 
4) Because the co1Dputer responds more quickly in the BLAST simulation to a 
control action than would an actual building, control schedules were adjusted so 
that control actions occur an hour later than in a real building. The control 
schedules were set to coincide with the occupancy schedules shown in figures 
3.2 and 3.4. 
The weather files used in the BLAST simulation were prepared using the March 1, 
1979 version of WIFE, the weather file encoding program developed by the Con­
struct ion Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) of the U.S. Department of the 
Army. 
4.1.2 Results of BLAST Analyses -- Space Heating 
With the above modifications, hourly heating and cooling loads for each zone 
were calculated with the BLAST Loads subprogram, using the system capacities 
generated in the design runs, hourly data from the TRY weather file, and the 
building descriptions and operating schedules described in sections 3.1 and 3.2. 
The BLAST Loads subprogram accounts for a) transmission loads through walls, 
roofs, floors, and windows, b) solar gains through windows, walls, and roofs, 
c) internal loada from people, lights, and building equipment, and d) 
infiltration loads. 
Results from the BLAST Loads subprogram, together with the detailed 
spec ifications of the mechanical distribution system (including ventilation air 
requirements, equipment operating schedules, flow rates., fan pressures and motor 
ef f iciencies, heating coil capacities, dry and wet bulb temperatures, water 
supply temperatures, water velocity and flow rates, reheat capacities, and 
supply air volu1De) were entered into the systems simulation subprogram in BLAST. 
This final production phase of the BLAST program produced monthly requirements 
for thermal energy, broken down into space heating and cooling components. 
Ta ble 4.1 shows the estimated annual space heating requirements of the new and 
existing office buildings and retail stores f or each city aggregated from the 
monthly space heating requirements. These are the annual loads to be met by 
the solar energy auxiliary syste1D or its a lternative.l 
l 	 Only the loads and nonsolar s imulation po r t i ons of the BLAST program were 
used in t liis study. The economi cs por tion o f BLAST was not used because of 
its limited capa bility. lt J oes not provide a tax or financing analysis, 
a~ low the input of multiple r a t es o f f ue l pric e esca lation, nor calculate 
net savings i n present value dolla r s [ 54 ]. 
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Table 4.1 Estimated Annual Space Heating Requirements of the Selected Buildingsa 
Office Building Retail Stores 
New Existing New Existing 
Location GJ 10°Btu GJ 10°Btu GJ 10°Btu GJ 10°Btu 
A2alachicola 200 190 3,431 3,252 93 88 818 175 
Bismarck 1,249 1,184 6,312 5,983 478 453 1,612 1,528 
Boston 658 624 4,840 4,588 268 254 1,139 1,080 
Charleston 233 221 3,491 3,309 116 110 903 856 
Ft. Worth 268 254 3,996 3,788 130 123 1,083 1,027 
Los An1eles 138 131 3,825 3,626 51 48 779 738 
Madison 896 849 5,623 5,330 350 332 1,354 1,283 
Miami 66 63 2,348 2,226 26 25 705 668 
Nashville 388 368 4,005 3,796 171 162 1,014 961 
Omaha 753 714 5,314 5,037 312 296 1,379 1,307 
Phoenix 226 214 4,416 4,186 117 111 1,175 1,114--- ­
Seattle 593 562 5,375 5,095 247 234 1,175 1,114 
Washington, D.C. 462 438 4,466 4,233 208 197 1,174 1,113 
a 	These requirements were calculated by applying the BLAST computer program to the 
energy analysis of the selected buildings and mechanical systems a n by aggregating 
the monthly data. Heating requirements are shown before adjustments for boiler 
efficiencies were 111ade. 
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Table 4.1 shows considerable variation in the estimated annual heating 
requirements between the new and the existing buildings, between the offices and 
the retail stores, and among the cities. The differences in estimated energy 
requirements between the new and existing buildings appear particularly great. 
4.1.3 Building Loads Model--Service Hot Water 
The energy requirements for service hot water were estimated separately from the 
opace heating requirements. SP.rvice hot water loads were estimated to be 3.155 
x lo-5 m3/s (0.5 gal/min) for the office building based on an average of 300 
people during 10 operating hours, and 0.095 x 10-~ m3/s (0.015 gal/min) for the 
retail store, based on an average of 100 people during 12 operating hours. 
These estimated rates of hot water usage were assumed to represent the average 
hot water demand for these buildings. The approach to the development of 
these estimates is as following: 'fbneywell, Inc., under contract to NBS, 
recommended a maximum hot water demand of 1.577 x lo-4 m3/s (150 gal/hr) for 
the office building and 1.698 x lo-6 m3/s (1.615 gal/hr) for the retail 
store. These maximum rates were compared with data published by ASHRAE for 
office buildings of 1.514 x lo-3 m3/person (.4 gal/person) for a maximum 
hour; 7.570 x l0-3 m3/person (2.0 gal/person) for a maximum day; and 3.785 
x lo-3 m3/person (1.0 gal/person) for an average day. The ASHRAE average day 
rate per person was used directly for the office buildings analyses, resulting 
in an estimate of 3.155 x lo-5 m3/s (30 gal/hr or 0.5 gal/minute) for the 
building (based on 300 person occupancy over a 10-hour day). 
Comparable average usage data were not available for retail stores. Half the 
maximum demand of 1.698 x 10-6 m3/s (1.615 gal/hr) recommended by Honeywell 
was taken as an estimate of the average rate. From this figure a usage rate 
was calculated which was rounded to 0.946 x lo-6 m3/s (.015 gal/min). 
Using these water usage rates and the deep ground supply temperatures given in 
table 3.6, energy requirements for service water heating are calculated with 




OI, • energy requirements for hot waterA J (Btu) 

D • quantity of hot water demanded, mJ (gal) 

W • density of water, 100 kg/m3 (8.34 ~b/gal) 

C • specific heat of water, 4.190 x 10 J/(kg•K)(l Htu/lb/°F) 
T0u~ • hot water supply temperature °C (°F) 
Tin • supply water temperature, °C (°F) 
The resulting annual enargy requirements for service hot water are shown in 
table 4.2. ThP.se estimates were ~s~d in the evaluation of the solar hot water 
systems in section 5.l. They were added to the space heating requirements in 
the analyses of combined solar space heating and hot water systems in ~cction 5.2 . 
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Table 4.2 Estimated Annual Hot Water Requi rements 






Apalachicola 45.3 42.9 2.0 1.9 
Bismarck 58.4 55.4 2.5 2.4 
Boston 57.4 54.4 2.4 2.3 
Charleston 47.2 44.7 2.0 1.9 
Ft. Worth 41.6 39.4 1.8 1.7 
Los Anszeles 36.7 34.8 1.6 1.5 
Madison 56.1 53 . 2 2.4 2.3 
Miami 40.6 38.5 1.8 1.7 
Nashville 49.6 47.0 2 .1 2.0 
Omaha 54.5 51.7 2.3 2.2 
Phoenix 43.7 41.4 1.9 1.8 
Seattle 54.3 51.5 2.3 2.2 
Washinszton. D.C. 52.2 49.5 2·.2 2.1 
a See text for estimation procedures. 
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4.2 SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
The solar load ratio model for active systems, developed by the Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory (LASL) was used to estimate the performance of the solar 
energy systems [32, 55). Unlike most other models of solar energy system per­
formance, the solar load ratio model has documented capability for simulating 
commercial building systems, a prime factor in its selection for the case 
studies. 
·. 
The solar load ratio model describes the performance of solar energy systems 
using general design and sizing curves which represent the empirical results 
of hourly simulations of different types of systems in different locations 
based on weather data from the 1950-62 period. The curves used in this study 
are based on simulations of a "typical" three-story commercial office building 
modeled for eight U.S. cities: Bismarck, ND; Fresno, CA; Los Alamos, NM; 
Madison, WI; Medford, OR; Miami, FL; Nashville, TN; and New York, NY. Note 
that four of these eight cities are among the 13 selected for case study. 
"Universal" design and sizing curves have been developed by LASL for both 
combined space heating/hot water systems and for hot water systems. 'nle uni­
versal curves express the fraction of the monthly thermal energy load met by 
solar as a function of collector area, monthly energy load of the building, and 
monthly solar radiation incident on the collector surface. Families of curves 
are available for three generic types of flat-plate collector and for various 
design water temperatures and heating coil supply temperatures.I 
The curves used for the case studies are based on a system of double-glazed, 
non-selective, flat plate collectors, a hot water setting of 54°C (130°F) for 
water heating only systems, a heating coil inlet temperature of 54°C (130°F) 
for combined space heat ing and hot water systems, and water storage sized for 
73 kg/m2 (15 lbs/ft2) of collector. The design characteristics of the solar 
energy components specified for this study are either equal or superior to the 
design characteristics upon which the universal curves ·are based. Universal 
curves were not available for double-glazed collectors with selective coatings 
-- the collectors specified for the case studies. However, the performance 
differences are not expected to be large. Adding a selective coating to the 
absorber surface of double-glazed collectors should improve performance only 
slightly. 
Of the family of solar universal performance curves for combined space heating 
and hot water systems shown in figure 4.1, curve "d" is the one used for the 
feasibility study, and of the family of curves for service hot water systems 
shown in figure 4.2, curve "b" is the one used. 
1 	LASL has since revised the universal design curves used in this study, 
such that they now pr~dlc t somewhat lower performance for service ho~ ~at P.r 
systems. The revisions are contained in an updated Pdttion of the DOE Facili ­
ties So!ar Design Handbook (32). 
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i 
The computer code developed to apply the economic evaluation model incorporates 
the solar load ratio perfonnance model within the economic model. The mathema­
tical equations for the universal curves (shown in box inserts to figures 4.1 
and 4.2) 3re linked with the economic model of section 2. 3. 
4.3 PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION COSTS OF THE SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM 
4.3.1 Est i mating Fixed and Variable System Costs 
The costs for purchasing and installing a solar energy system are often quoted 
to a buyer e ither as (1) the total dollar cost of a particular system of given 
size, possibly broken down into labor, materials, and overhead (including 
profit), or (2) the average total system cost per unit of collector area, based 
also on a system of given size. 
While either of these types of cost quotations will provide sufficient 
information about acquisition costs to determine if a given system is cost 
effective, neither gives adequate information to determine the economically 
optimal size of the system (i.e., the size that will provide the largest net 
dollar savings). 
To identify the economically optimal size of a solar energy system, it is 
necessary to know the relationship between system size and system costs. For 
active solar energy systems there is often a substantial "fixed" element of 
acquisition costs that is independent of the size of the system over a range of 
system sizes. There are additional "variable" costs that change as the size of 
the system changes. It should be recognized, however, that estimates of fixed 
and variable costs may not hold over all sizes of a system to be considered, 
due to possible discontinuities in the relationship between collector size (and 
costs) and the size (and costs) of other system components as collector size is 
expanded. The presence of significant discontinuities in size relationships 
may make it necessary to estimate fixed and variable costs for specific collec­
tor size intervals. Unfortunately, however, it ls often difficult to distin­
guish the fixed from the variable costs and to develop the necessary functional 
costs relationships for appropriate intervals of system size. 
To estimate f lxed and variable system costs for the case studies of this 
report, NBS worked with a private contractor experienced in the commercial 
building/solaY energy market, Honeywell, Inc., to develop acquisition cost 
estimating equations for the solar energy systems characterized in section 3.3 
(36). Fixed and variable coats were estimated for both the solar service hot 
water system and the combined solar space heating/hot water system described in 
section 3.3, as applied to the buildings described in section 3.1. Estimates 
were based on the contractor's experience with selling and installing systems 
of varying sizes, supported by internal records and professional judgement. 
The resulting cost estimating equations are shown in table 4.3. 
The first t~rm in each equation is the estimated fixed component of system 
costs, a~d the second term, the coefficient on collector area, is the variable 
component. There are separate equations in table 4.3 for new and existing 
buildings, for labor and ~ter1als costs, and for the service hc t water and 

















Solar Universal Performance Curves for Estimating the ~erformance 
of a Combined Solar Space Heating and Service Hot Water System 









a TWI = 46°C (115°F) 
b--- 'fWi = 49"C(120"F) 
c -----TWi = 52"C (125°F) 
d ---- 'TWI = 54°C (130°F) 
Weather-eight cities 
Collector-two glazings, nonselective 
Load·EVL = 5, HWL = 5, GEN = 10 
Storage size = 73.24 kglm2 (15 lbs water/SFc) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 






O.O"SLR < 1.2 1.2<SLR..;12.0 
y = .362x y = 1-1.173e-0.609:< 
y = .349x y = 1-1.159e-0.575x 
y = .334x y = 1·1.146e-0.541x 
y = .318x y ~ 1·1.132e-0.504x 
Notation: 
'IWI • average heating coil inlet temperature 
EVL • envelope and ventilation load, Btu/DD/ft2 
HWL • bot water load, Btu/day/ft2 
GEN • internal generation load, Btu/hr/ft2 
Source: U.S. Department of Energy, DoE Facilities Solar Design Handbook (32). 
----- ----
Figure 4.2 Solar Universal Performance Curves for Esti~ating the Performance 
of a Solar Service Hot Water System for a Commercial Builrlinga 
1.0 	 -- ­
.,.,.......----------­
0.8 -- .,,,,. ---- -­~ 
al ~.,,,,..,,,. ....---­
.,,.' _..-- Design Water Temp ~ 
.§ 	0.6 a--- T = 43° C (110" F) 
b T = 54° C (130" F)0 e c------ T = 66° C l 150" F)
lL d ---T = 7T' C (170" F)
~0.4 
.t:: c 
0 Weather~ight cities 
~ Hot water heating only, tw~tank system0.2 
Storage size = 73.24 kglm2 (15 lb water/SFJ 
Collector • two glazings, nonselective 
• 0 1 2 3 4 5 Monthly So!ar/ Building Load Ratio (SBLR) 
Curve-fit equations 
O.O"SLR<0.8 0.8"SLR <It 5.0 
a y = .568x Y = 1- 1.153e-0.933x 
b y = .499x y = 1-1.oeoe-o.729x 
c y = .440x y = 1-0.978e-0.51•x 
d y = .348x Y = 1-o.966e-o.3&\x 
Source: U.S. Department of EnerBy, DoE Facilities Solar Design Handbook (32 ). 
a 	 In the revision of these curves, LASL found that with the uniform load there 
is a better correlation on an annual rather than a monthly basis, and that 
the results are sensitive to city location to a significant degree. A family 
of curves giving annual solar fract i ons for varying degree-day locations 
revise those shown here. The universal curves on which this study is based 
111ay tend to overstate the performance of the solar hot water system in some 
locations. 
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Although materials costs were assumed approximately uniform across the 13 cities, 
labor costs were assumed to vary by city. The breakout of labor and materials 
in the cost equations facilitated the conversion of these basic equations into 
region-specific equations for use in the case studies. To account for this 
locational variation, the regional labor cost adjustment factors shown in table 
4.4 were applied to the fixed and variable components of the system labor cost 
equations given in table 4.3. Both the labor and materials equations were 
further adjusted to fit the analysis for each of the 13 cities, by applying the 
appropriate sales tax rate (the city tax rates are given in table 4.11) to mate­
rials and/or labor costs. (The resulting 13 sets of cost estimating equations 
for the case studies are not shown here, but are included in the data files of 
the companion computer program of appendix B.) 
Each of the cost equations in table 4.3 describes a solar energy system with the 
same baslc type of liquid storage and flat plate collectors described in section 
3.3. Differences in the dollar values of the equations reflect primarily dif­
ferences in the assumed size of the solar energy system and the associated com­
plexity of the building application. In the case of the solar service hot water 
system for the retail stores, the cost functions describe a small, off-the-shelf 
system in the size range of 3 m.2- to 8 m.2- (about 30 ft2 to 85 ft2) of collector 
area, a system requiring little special ized design or engineering. For the 
office building's solar service hot water system, the cost functions apply to a 
system in the size range of 8 m2 to 50 m.2- (about 85 ft2 to 540 ft2) of collector 
area, with some site-specific design and engineering =equired. The cost func­
tions for the combined solar space heating/hot water system fo= both types of 
buildings are based on systems with collector a r rays over about 50 m2 (over 
about 540 ft2) which are assumed to entail cons i derably more custom design 
and engineerlng than the service hot water only systems. 'nlese higher assumed 
costs are reflected mainly in the fixed cost components of the cost estimating 
equations fo r the combined systems. A further source of the estimated differ­
ence between the costs of solar service hot water systems and of combined space 
heatlng/hot water s ystems is the year's dollars ic which t hey are denOt11inated. 
The equa tions for solar service hot water are based on end-of-year 1978 dollars, 
~nd t he e quatlons f o r the combined systems, on mid-1980 dollars. 
4.3.2 Reviewin8 the Cost Estimates 
Having asslgned estimated values to system acquisition costs, let us now 
cons ider ( l) the signi f icance of the values assigned, (2) their probable acc~­
racy, and (3) the ae lectlon of alternatlve values for pe r fo nning sensitivity 
analysis. 
The values as~igned to fixed and variabie s ystem acquisition costs are critica l 
i n two ways to the results of an economi c optimiza tion analys is : First, their 
t otal ~omp ri ses the ~aj or item of costs against which pres e nt value qa vings are 
comparerl i n dete rmi ning the cost effect iveness of a solar energy sys tem. 
Seconrl , the uni t variable cos t determines the system size that will ~lther 
~~ximlze ne t savings or minimize net l osses from solar. ( Fixed cos t s , being 
by Ce fi n i t f :)n i ndependent Of System size , do no t determi ne the P~0~0~f~~11~ 
opt imal size o f a sys tem, apa rt f rom possibly ri r i ving t he optimal s ize t o ze ro . ) 
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Table '•·3 Solar Energy Sy!ltena Cost Equationsa 
Fixed and Variable Acquisitions 
Type of System Existing Buildings 
Retrofit Cost 
New Construction 
Initial Purchase Cost 
Combined Heati!!! and 
Bot Water Sz&tems, 1980Sb 
$40,824 + $270.51/m2 • Area (m2) 
($40,824 + $25.1J/ft2 • Area (ft2)) 
$37,045 + $240 .80/m2 • Area (m2) 
($37,045 + S22.37 / ft2 • Area (ft2)) 
Materials 
Labor $28,951 + $110.12/a2 • Area (a2) 
($28,951 + $10.23/ft2 • Area (m2)) 
$24,532 + $35.85 / m2 • Area (m2) 
(S24,532 + 3.33/ ft2 • Area {ft2 )) 
Service Hot Water szstems 
$6,060 + $190.85/m2 • Area (a2) 
($6,060 + $17.73/ft2 • Area (ft2)) 
$4,253 + $68.89/a2 • Area (m2) 
($4,253 + $6.40/ft2 • Area (ftZ)) 
S5,759 + Sl66.52/ m2 • Area (~2) 
(S5,759 + Sl5.47/( ft2 • Area ( ftZ )) 
$3,644 + S8.07/m2 • Area (m2) 




Retail Store, 1978$ 
Materials 
Labor 
Sl,600 + $179.44/a2 • Area (m2) 
($1,600 + $16.87/ft2 • Area (ft2)) 
$450 + $29.92/a2 • Area (m2) 
($450 + $2.78/ft2 • Area (ft2)) 
Sl,500 + Sl79 . 44/ m2 • Area (m2 ) 
(Sl,500 + $16.67/ ft2 • Area ( ftZ )) 
S310 + S2J.90/a2 • Area (m2 ) 
($310 + $2.22/ftZ • Area (ftZ)) 
a 	 These cost equations were developed by Honeywell, Inc., UDder contract to llBS. The coat 
functions for the service bot water system for the retail storea were assumed to apply to an 
vrf-the-shelf system in the size range of about 3 to 8 m2 (about 30 to 85 ft2) of co l l ectnr 
area. nte cost functions for t he service hot water system for the office buil ding reflect the 
assumption of higher d.esign and engineering requirements for systems i n the size range of about 
8 m2 to 50 m2 (about 85 to 540 ftZ) of collector area. nte cost func tions for combined systems 
were assumed to apply to sys tems larger than 50 m2 (540 ft2). 
b The costs for conabined space heating/bot water systems 'Ollere adj usted from end-of- year 1978 
prices to rtld-year 1980 prices based on the change i n t he Producer Price Index fro111 end of 
1978 to m.id-1980. 
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a These adjustment factors indicate average variation among 21 labor 
items widely required for the installation of solar energy systems 
in cormnercial buildings. 
Source: 	 Dodge Manual for Building Construction Pricing and Scheduling, 




How accurate are the acquisition cost estimating equations for the intended 
applications? Empirical validation of the equations is difficult because 
experience with solar energy in the selected types of buildings is quite 
limited and the existing data base is small. Furthermore, the available data 
applies chiefly to government-funded demonstration projects, which may differ 
in costs from projects that are privately funded, as well as from projects 
that come after the demonstration phase and benefit from lowered "learning 
costs". At best, the available data provide only a rough empirical basis for 
verifying the cost equations. 
With this qualifica tion in mind, let us compare the estimated cost functions of 
table 4.3 against cost functions developed from sample project data drawn from 
the Solar Demonstration Program (57). The demonstration project data that was 
examined identifies total project cost and collector size for 262 nonresiden­
tial sol ar projects for many different kinds of applications. Of these 262 
project s, only a few closely matched the systems/buildings treated by this 
study. A reasonably close fit, however, was obtained by selecting a sample of 
demonstration project data for combined solar space heating/hot water systems 
and solar space heating only systems for office buildings. The sample consisted 
of 43 projects for low-, mid-, and high-rise office buildings, ranging in size 
from about 30 m2 to about 850 m2 (about 320 ft2 to about 91 150 ft2) of collec­
tor area, with a mean size of about 200 m2 (about 2,150 ft~). (The data base 
contained an insufficient number of service hot water only systems for office 
buildings , or systems of any type for retail stores like those treated here, to 
allow direct comparisons with each of the cost equations in ta~le 4.3.) 
Least squares regression analysis of the size and cost data for the 43 
demonstration projects yielded the following equation for materials and labor 
costs combined: 
$35,764 + $448.22/m2 • area (m2) 
• total purchase and installation costs (40)
($35,764 + $41.64/ft2 • area (ft2)) 
Separate functions for material and labor are derivable from equation 40 by 
attributing the same proportions of labor and materials coses to total costs as 
reflected in the equations in table 4.1: 
$21,516 + $390.10/ml •area (m2) = materials costs (41) 
($21,516 + $36.24/ft2 • area (ft2)) 
$14,248 + $58.13/m2 • area (m2) = labor costs (42)
($14,248 + $5.40/ft2 • area (ft2)) 
Figure 4. 3 plots and compares the NBS cost function for the combined space 
heating/hot water system for new construction, from table 4.1, with the 
regression-fitted cost function for the 43 demonstration projects. The NBS cost 
function (solid line) indicates higher fixed costs than the regression-fitted 
cost function (dashed line), and, hence, produces a larger cost estimate than 
the latter for smaller projects. The regression-fitted cost f unction, however, 
indicates higher variable cost per unit of collector area, causing it to predict 
higher costs for larger projects. The NBS cost function, with its lower variable 
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cost, will result in a larger optimized size than the regression-fitted curve. 
For a given location, the two cost functions will produce approximately the 
same estimate of acquisition costs for a system with about 150 m2 (1,600 ft2) 
of collectors -- the point of intersection of the two functions shown in Figure 
4.3. 
Although the remaining demonstration projects were less descriptive of the 
systems/buildings treated here than those in the above sample, they were also 
evaluated for comparison. The application of least-squares regression analysis 
to a sample of demonstration projects comprising 63 solar service hot water 
systems for the diversity of nonresidential buildings produced estimates of 
fixed and variable costs lower than those based on the sample of 43 combined 
space heating/hot water and space heating only systems for office buildings: a 
fixed cost of $27,378 versus $35,764, and a variable cost of $347.15/m2 versus 
$448.22/m2 ($32.25/ft2 versus $41.64/ft2), respectively. 
Applying least squares regression analysis to a sample of 104 combined solar 
space heating/hot water demonstration projects for the diversity of non­
residential buildings -- again a loose comparison with the designated systems 
produced a significantly higher estimate of fixed cost than the office building 
data sample ($42,420 versus $35,764) and an estimate of variable cost just 
slightly higher $460.71/m2 versus $448.22/m2 or ($42.80/ft2 versus $41.64/ft2). 
Performing the regression analysis for solar service hot water systems only for 
a sample of new versus existing buildings produced little difference in cost 
estimates between the new and the existing buildings. However, the same analy­
sis for combined solar space heating/hot water systems resulted in a substan­
tial difference in fixed costs between the new and the existing building appli­
cations. Based on 23 demonstration retrofit projects, the regression--fitted 
cost equation showed $58,224 of fixed costs and $470.29/m2 ($43.69/ft2) of 
variable cost; for 30 new demonstration projects, the regression-fitted cost 
equation showed $24,323 in fixed costs and $464.69/m2 ($43.17/ft2) in variable 
costs. This finding supports the distinction made in table 4.3 bet~een the 
cost estimates for new versus existing building applications. 
To provide further perspective on recent solar acquisition costs, table 4.5 
shows a grouped frequency distribution, by total system cost per m2 (ft2) of 
collector area, of the total of 262 solar tlemonstration projects installed on a 
wide diversity of new and existing nonresidential buildings during the past 
several years. This table reveals a wide range of solar acquisition costs. It 
shows ·an average system cost of $1,076 or less per m2 ($100 or less per ft2) of 
collector for ~ 1 percent of the nonresidential demonstration systems. 
Hence, although it is difficult to estimate solar acquisition costs for the 
systems under study with a high degree of confidence, estimates in the range of 
those shown in table 4.3 appear reasonable. However, in light of the uncer­
tainty attached to the estimated values, the case study results were tested for 
sensitivity to lower and upper bound cost estimates equal to one-half and one­
and-one-half, respectively, of the base-case estimates of table 4.3. Further­
more, for each of the case studies, the system acquisition costs necessary for 
solar to break even over the life cycle were calculated. 
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Figure 4.3 	 Comparison of Two Cost Functions : The NBS-Est i~ate~ Cost Fun~t ion 
for a Combined Space Heating/Jfot Water Sys tem for New Cons t r uc tion 
Versus the Regression-fitted Cost Funct i on f or 43 Sample nemons tra­
tion Proj ects 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 
Collector Area, ft2 
a The NBS cost function for combined space hea ting/hot water , new construction 
( i.e. , $61,577 + $276.65 • m2). 
120,000° 
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Collector Area, m2 
46.45 	 92.90 139.35 185.80 
b The regression-fitted cost function for 43 combined space heating/hot water 
and space heating only systems for new and exist ing low-, medium- , and high­
rise office de1110nstration projects (i.e., $35 , 764 + $448.22 • m2). 
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4.4 ENERGY PRICES 
To estimate life-cycle energy savings, current and projected prices of energy 
were needed. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) of DoE provided a 
single source of reported and forecasted prices for the three types of energy 
considered i n the case studies -- natural gas, distillate oil, and electricity. 
The "base-year" prices used in the model were regional market prices.l Future 
prices were incorporated into the model through the use of compound annual 
rates of change, derived by comparing base-year prices with EIA's projected 
benchmark prices for 1985, 1990, and 1995, and adjusting for an estimated rate 
of general price inflation.2 
The estimated annual rates of projected price escalation are uniform within 
each of the three time intervals: from the base-year to mid-1985, from mid­
1985 to mid-1990, and from mid-1990 to mid-1995 and beyond. The energy prices 
selected for use apply specifically to commercial buildings as distinct from 
the prices that would apply to residential and industrial uses. 
EIA's price projections include ranges of possible future prices for each type 
of energy, based on different sets of assumptions about demand and supply con­
ditions. For example, figure 4.4 illustrates the range of projected prices for 
oil as given in EIA's 1979 Annual Report to Congress [38]. The table insert to 
the graph indicates the nature of the demand/supply assumptions underlying each 
curve. 
The selection of a future price scenario for the case studies was guided by DoE. 
This selection shifted during the course of the study from a "medium price" case 
early in the study to a "high price" case later in the study. 
1 	The EIA reports projected current market prices on a national basis in 
Short-Term Energy Outlook [58]. (Current regional price estimates, developed 
from the national data, are published periodically in the Federal Regiater 
[59] as part of the DoE Life Cycle Cost Rule.) 
2 The benchmark regional energy prices projected by EIA's Mid-Term Energy 
Forecasting System (MEFS), an integrated computer model of the domestic energy 
system with explicit representation at the regional level of the projected 
supply and demand for energy sources, the costs of petroleum refining, elec­
tricity generation, and energy transportation, and the price elasticity of 
energy demand. These benchmark prices, given without inflation, are reported 
in an EIA Analysis Report entitled, Mid-Term Energy Supply and and Demand, 
1985-1995 [60]. The benchmark prices and the derived real escalation rates 
are published periodically in the Federal Register [59) as part of the Life 
Cycle Cost Rule, and in the Life- Cycle Costing Manual for the Federal Energy 
Management Program [61). For use in this study, the derived real escalation 
rates were converted to nominal rates by incorporating a 6 percent per annum 
assumed inflation rate. 
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Figur•! 4.4 World Oil Prices: Recent History and Alternati11e Future Projectlons, l960-1995a 
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a 	The figure shows 12 pricing scenarios based on varying assumptions concerning OPEC production capacity and 
pricing behavior and other aspects of international energy supply and demand. The figure also shows three 
paths ~ designated high, middle, and low ~ superimposed over the twelve projected price paths, synthe­
sizing the high, middle, and low pricing assumptions. 
b A disruption scenario consists of a cutback in O~EC production of 2 million barrels per day in each of the 
years 1983, 1988, 1993. 
Source: 	 U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration. Annual Report to Congress, 1979, Vol. 3, 
DoE/EIA-0173(79) [38]. 
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Table 4.5 Acqutlttlon Coats for 262 NonresldentlAl Solar 
Detlonstratlon Proj ects, By Type of Syete118 
I Total ST•tn ADnlied to Nev lulldln: a Total, Nev ltetrofitted t o Ex11tln11 Bulldln111 
Coots per Unlt H w 8'W 11.c w lulldlnn H w ll&W H C ff 
of Collector Areab % No . % No. % No . % Ro. % No. % No . % No. % No. % No , 
Ill !21 !31 !41 !51 !61 !71 181 !9J !lOJ !Ill !121 !131 !141 !151 !161 (17) (18) (19) 
Under 
$538 ,.2 
($50/ ft2) 63 17 41 1 36 24 23 1 39 55 24 6 67 31 29 11 8 1 
$538 - 1,076/•2 
($50 - Sl00/ft2) 33 9 53 9 41 27 50 15 43 60 64 16 20 9 58 22 46 6 
Sl ,076 - 2,153/•2 
($101 - S200/ft2) 4 1 0 0 117 17 5 9 9 13 8 2 9 4 13 5 46 6 
over 
$2 , 153/a2 
($200/ft2) 0 0 6 l 12 8 10 3 9 12 4 l 4 2 0 0 0 0 
Totall 100 27 100 17 100 66 100 30 100 140 100 25 100 46 100 38 100 13 
- Totaf;­ -- ·rot-ar-;---· 
Retrofitted All S stems 
% No. % No . -(21)) (21) ( 22 ) (23) . 
40 49 40 104 -
43 53 43 113 
14 17 11 30 
2 3 6 15 
100 122 100 262 
• 

~ H: Sol ar Heating Syat.,.. 
W: Solar Water Heating Syat­
H6W: Coablned Solar Space 6 Water Heating Syatea1 

R,C,W : Coablned Solar Space 6 Water Heating, and Cooling Syateaa 

a heed 262 aolar de90n1tratlon project• aa reported in National Solar lleatln:g and CooUng Detlonatratlon Progru; Project D!!,!, I 57 I . 
b Note that theae coata a r e total ayatea coat• expreaaed •• en average coat per unlt of collector; they do not lndlcate a dlvlelon of flxed and variable costs. 
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CasP. studies were performed for three different sets of energy price data, 
reflecting ongoing price updates, revisions in demand and supplv assumptions, 
and the above-mentioned change in the selection of a price scenario, all of 
which occurred during the course of the study. For the analysis of service hot 
water systems, energy prices and escalation rates as of December 1978 for the 
"medium price scenario" for the commercial sector were used. (They were paired 
with solar acquisition costs also in 1978 dollars for the solar hot water case 
studies.) These 1978 energy prices and escalation rates are shown in table 
4.6. Since these data do not fully reflect the large actual increases in oil 
prices during 1979, the cost-effectiveness results for service hot water only 
s ystems (given in section 5.1) are likely low, particularly for the cases 
involving fuel oil. (The calculated break-even energy prices given in section 
5.1, however, allow a comparison with current energy prices and projections.) 
The case studies for the combined space heating/hot water systems were performed 
using DoE's early-1980 revised price projections and the "high price scenario." 
These 1980 prices and escalation rates are shown in table 4.7. 
A comparison of the t wo sets of data in tables 4.6 and 4.7, approximately one 
year apart in time, reveals a substantial upward revision in the base-year data, 
but, in most cases, comparable or lower projected long-term rates of escalation. 
In mid-1980, EIA again revised the base-year energy prices and projected energy 
price escalation rates. The effects on the case study results were assessed 
and are reported in the sensitivity analysis of section 5.~. The energy price 
data used in the sensitivity analysis are given in table 4.8.1 
The effect on life-cycle energy savings of these several data revisions is 
highlighted in table 4.9. Part A of table 4.9 shows for each of the three types 
of energy and for each region of the country, the total present value of 1 GJ 
(1 million Btu) purchased or saved each year over 20 years, based on the prices 
in table 4.6. Part B of table 4.9 shows the same info~ation, based on the 
prices in table 4.8. Within either portion of the table, the substantial vari ­
ation among regions and among energy types is indicative of a wide variation in 
solar economic feasibility dependent on the location and the availability of 
alternative fuel sources. The most striking difference, however, is between 
parts A and B, particularly for oil, whose 20 year present value more than 
doubled when based on the later price estimates. Thus, taking a long-run view 
of energy savings through the life-cycle costing format does not preclude 
substantial changes in estimated results, even in the very short run, due to 
rapid,' unanticipated movements in price. 
4.5 FINANCIAL VARIABLES--DISCOUNT, BORROWING, AND INFLATION RATES 
4.5.1 Discount Rate and Inflation 
The discount rate used by a corporate firm should reflect the rate of return 
required by the ultimate investors - stock and bond holders - for use of their 
money. The before-tax rate of return required by investors generally has at 
1 The EIA energy price projections have since undergone further revision. (59) . 
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Table 4.6 1978 Energy Prices and Projected Rates of Changea 
(Base-Case Data for Service Hot Water System Analysis of Section 5.1) 
Part A. Co111111ercial Energy Prices in 1978 (1978 $/Sales Unit) 
I 
Fuel Type and 
Unit Purchased 
DoE Re ions0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Electricity (kWH) 








































































































































































a 	 Prices and rates were developed from prices for the period 1977 to 1995, estimated and projected by 
the Energy Information Administration (EIA) using its Mid-terni Energy Forecasting Systems (MEFS), 
medium-price case, prices per million Btu. 
b 	DoE Regions consist of the following states: DoE 1: ME, ~H, VT, MA, CT, RI; noE 2: NY, NJ, PR, 
VI; DoE 3 : PA, MD, WV, VA, DC, DE; Do! 4: KY, TN, NC, SC, HS, AL, GA, FL, CZ; DoE 5: MN, WI, MI, 
IL, IN, OH; DoE 6: TX. NM, OK, AR, LA; DoE 7: KS, MO, IA, NE; DoE 8: MT, ND, SD, WY, UT, CO; DoE 
9: CA, NV, AZ, HI, TT, AS, GU; DoE 10: WA, OR, ID, AK. 
c 	 A 6% inflation rate, baaed on a sample of eco1.ometric forecasts of inflation for the 1978-90 period 
ranging from 5% to 7%, was added to the real rates of change derived from EIA energy prices. 
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Tahle 4.7 Early 1980 Energy Prices and Projecte~ Rsres of Chan11:ea 

(Base-Case Oata for Comhined Space Heating/Hot Water System Analysis of Section 5. 2) 

Part A. Connercial F.nergy Prices in 1980 (1980 $/Salee Unit) 
Fuel Type and DoE Regionao 
Unit Purchased 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Avera11:e 
Electricity (kWH) 0 .063 0.076 0.055 0.045 0 . 051 0. 042 0 .045 0.036 0.062 0.024 0.060 
Natural Gae (ft3) 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004 
Distillate (Hl) 0.863 0.854 0.854 0.821 0.821 0.763 0.804 0.788 0.821 0.804 0.829 
Electricity (mJ) 0.018 0.021 0.015 0.013 0.014 0.012 0.013 0.010 0.017 0.006 0.014 
Natural Gas (ml) 0.212 0.177 0.177 0.141 0.141 0.106 0.106 0.106 0 ,141 0.141 0.141 
Distillate (L) 0.228 0.226 0.226 0.211 0.211 0 . 202 0.212 0.208 0.217 0 . 212 0.219 
Part B. Projected Rates of Change (Including Inflation Rate of 6% Per Annu111)C 
Electricity 
1980-1985 8.66 5.)7 5.29 6.R6 6.64 11.72 5.R7 8.R9 7.97 6.65 7.29 
1985-1990 4.64 7.45 5.90 6.75 6 . 47 7.04 5.88 4.75 5.95 7.51 6.37 
1990-1995-2000 5.52 5.17 6.42 6.67 6.56 6.18 5. 32 6.46 5.16 7.16 6.14 
Natural Gas 
1980-1985 1.35 3.74 3.86 6.17 8.32 11.84 9.92 18.11 12.42 13.29 8.80' 
1985-1990 9.63 10.37 10. 14 8.17 7.61 10.30 11.22 8.36 13.19 7.29 8.75 
1990-1995-2000 8.07 8.39 8.15 9.12 8.87 8.64 8.33 7.60 5.42 6.47 8.13 
Dist 11 late Fuel Oil 
1980-1985 7.40 7.91 8.07 8.93 7 .89 10.08 8.17 8.75 6.92 7.36 8.17 
1985-1990 9.59 9.55 9.56 9.59 9.75 9.66 9.74 9.79 9.85 9.85 9.60 
1990-1995-2000 8.35 8.32 8.31 8.33 8.43 8.37 8.47 8.43 8.49 8.49 8.39 
a 	 Prices and rates are for the period beginning 1980, ae projected by EIA using a short-term forecasting lllOdel for 
the 1980 prices and HEFS, high-price case, to project future prices. These prices were adopted by OoE for Federal 
solar and energy conservation analyses perforwed during the period January to October of 1980. The real prices and 
rates upon which those were baaed are reported in the Federal Register, January 23, 1980 (59). 
b 	 OoE Regions consist of the following atatea: Do! 1: 111!, NH, VT, KA, CT, RI; Oo! 2: NY, NJ, PR, VI; Do! 3: PA, 
MO, WV , VA, DC , DE; OoE 4: KY, TN, NC, SC, MS, AL, GA, FL, CZ; DoE 5: MN, WI, MI, IL, IN, OH; DoE 6: TX, NH, 
OK, AR, LA; DoE 7: KS, MO, IA, NE; Do! 8: MT, ND, SD, WY, UT, co; Do! 9 : CA, NV, A:!., HI, TT, AS, GU; Do! 10: 
WA, OR, ID, AK, 
c 	 A 6% inflation rate, baaed on a sample of econonietric forecasts of inflation f~r the 1978-90 period ranging from 
5% to 7%, vas added to the real rates of change derived from !IA energy prices. 
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Table 4.~ Hid-1980 Energy Prices and Projected Rates of Change8 

(Energy Prices used in the Sensltlvity Analysis of Combined Space Heating/ Hot Water Systems of Sect i on 5.3) 

-
Part A. C001111ercial Energy Prices in 1980 (1980 $/Sales Unit) 
Fuel Type and DoE Regionso us 
Unit Purchased l - 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Avera2e 
Electricity (kWH) 0.089 0.082 0.063 0.050 0.057 0.060 0. 061 0.060 0.073 0.024 0.062 
Natural Gas (ft3) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0 . 004 0.004 0.003 
Distillate (5al) 0.963 0. 972 0.978 0.979 0.940 0.963 0.933 0.943 0.908 0 .908 0.958 
Electricity (ILJ) 0.025 0.023 0.018 0.014 0.016 0. 017 0.017 0.017 0.020 0.007 0.017 
Natural Gas (113) 0.141 0.141 0.141 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0. 106 0.141 0.141 0.106 
Distillate (L) 0.254 0.257 0.258 0.259 0.248 0.254 0.246 0.249 0.240 0.240 0.253 
Part B. Projected ltatee of Change (Including Inflation Rate of 6% Per Annum) c 
-
I I Electricity 
Mid-1980-1965 5. 99 5.98 5.99 5.99 5.98 5.99 5.99 5. 98 5.99 5.98 5.98 
Mid-1985-1990 5.80 5.32 (, . 94 7.77 7. 13 7.72 5. 33 3.22 6.46 10.21 6.7 
Mid-1990-1995-2000 2.16 5.53 5.61 6.51 5.85 5.70 6.00 3.14 3.66 7.20 5.3 
Natural Gas 
Mid-1980-1985 7.88 7.88 7.86 7.83 7.84 7.84 7.83 7.86 7.88 7. 88 7.86 
Hid-1985-1990 10.11 9.39 9. 82 8.99 9.34 U.58 10.10 10 . 47 7.76 10.77 9.70 
Mid-1990-1995-2000 8.29 8.05 7.91 7.25 7.18 8.83 7.46 8.64 6.31 2. 21 7.47 
Distillate Fuel Oil 
Mid-1980-1985 9.58 9. 59 9.58 9.58 9.59 9.58 9.60 9. 58 9. 58 9.58 9.59 
Hid-198-1990 9.08 9.05 9.06 9.05 9.17 9.11 9.19 9. 08 9.28 9.28 9.12 
Mid-1990-1995-2000 10.32 10.34 10.31 10.30 10.45 10.37 10.47 10.43 10.53 10.5) 10.34 
a Prices and rates are for the period beginning mid-1980, as projected by EIA using a short-term forecasting 1D0del for 
mid-1980 prices and KEPS, high-price caee, to project future prices. These prices were adopted by DoE for Federal solar 
and energy conservation analyse• performed aftar September 1980, until such time that the data are further revised. The 
real prices and rates upon which these were based are reported in the Federal Re5ister, October 27, 1980 (59). 
b 	 DoE Regions consist of the following states : Do! l: t:E, NH, V'l, KA, CT, RI; DoE 2: NY, NJ, PR, VI; DoE 3: PA, MD, 
WV, VA, DC, DE; DoE 4: ICY, TN, NC, SC, HS, AL, GA, FL, CZ; DoE 5: KN, WI, MI, IL, IN, OH; Do! 6 : TX, NM, OK, AR, LA; 
DoE 7: KS, HO, IA, NE; OoE 8: HT, ND, SD, WY, UT, CO; OoE 9: CA, NV , AZ, HI, TT, AS, GU; DoE 10: WA, OR, 10, AX. 
c 	 The 6% inflation rate, based on a sample of econometric forecasts of inflation for the 1978-90 period ranging from 5% to 
7%, was add~d to the real rate• of change derived from EIA energy prices. 
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Table 4.9 Total Present Value of 1 Million Btu (1 GJ) 
of ~nergy Purchased Each Year Over 20 Years 
































































































a Calculated from prices and rates of change given in table 4.6. 
b Calculated from prices and rates of change given in table 4.8. 
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least four components: 1) compensation for postponing consumption now until a 
later time in order to purchase debt or equity shares in the firm; 2) compensa­
tion for risk; 3) compensation for the effects of inflation over the lifetime 
of the investment; and 4) compensation for the rate at which income ts taxed. 
The required rate of return is influenced by the ratio of debt-to-equity 
financing of the firm, a factor which influences its level of risk. In actual 
practice, the di~count rate varies widely among firms and investments. 
The approRch to selecting a discount rate for the case ~tudies was based on the 
capital investment theory published by Modigliani and Miller in 1958 (62), and 
modified by these authors in 1963 (63). Modigliani and Miller demonstrated 
that any project which raises the market value of the firm's debt and equity 
shares is worth undertaking. In order to increase the market value, the return 
on the project must be higher than the...weighted cost of capital to the fira. 
The return on debt and equity shares of the firm thus becomes the true coat of 
capital to the firm, i.e., it is the appropriate discount rate for that firm to 
use in making investment decisions. Modigliani and Miller show that this rate 
of return on debt and equity to the firm's stockholders would be the same for 
all firms in the same risk class in a perfectly functioning world with no 
corporate income taxes. Since current incOtlle tax laws allow the fil'll to deduct 
interest paynaents from taxable inco11e, the coat of debt financing tends to be 
lower than the cost of equity financing; thus the discount rate used by a fina 
with a high debt-equity ratio tends to be lower than the discount rate used by 
a firm in the same risk class with a lower debt-equity ratio, other conditions 
remaining the same. At some point, of course, increased debt can be expected 
to increase the riskiness of the fir11, and its risk class will change. 
To select a discount rate according to this approach, historical trends in 
after-tax rates of return to investors over recent decades were investigated. 
Data published by Holland and Myers (64) describing real rates of return over 
all grades of nonfinancial co111111on stocks and long-ter11 corporate bonds were 
averaged over the different periods shown in table 4.10. The after-tax rate of 
7 percent (rounded fro~ 7.06 percent) covering the 1947~75 period was selected 
as representative of long-term returns. To this rate was added an eati11ate of 
long-term inflation of six percent per annum, the average of several econometric 
forecasts of inflation for the 1978-90 period.l The resulting rate of 13 per­
cent is intended to reflect an after-tax, after-inflation rate of return for a 
fir~ with an average debt-equity ratio in an average risk class. '11le nominal 
1 	At the time this analysis was made, the annual rate of inflation in the U.S. 
was considerably higher than 6 percent. However, a rate of 6 percent is 
intended to represent expectations of average long-term conditions, rather 
than what may be a short-term condition of double digit inflation. 
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Table 4.10 Coat of Capital -- Average Returns on Jlebt 
and Equity in Nonfinancial Corporationsa 
I Nominal Returns Real Ttatea (adjusted by CPI) 
Period (precent) (percent) 
1971-1'!'15 5.50 -1.30 
1947-1975 10.41 7.06 
i 1946-1975 9.85 6.00 
1975 28.60 21.60 
1974 -19.30 -30.80 
a These averages are based on after-tax rates of return developed by Rolland 
and Myers (64) from profit rate data published by Ibbotson and Sinquefield 
(65). The average rate of return, Rt• to all bond and stockholders of 
nonfinancial corporations considered as a group is the following: 
where 
Rt(D) • 	 after-tax rate of return earned in year t on a portfolio of 
all the net outstanding debt of nonfinancial corporations. 
It includes interest receipts and capital gains or losses. 
HVt(D) • market value of that debt at the start of year t (includes 
net interest paid). 
MVt • total market value of all nonfinancial corporate securities 
at the start of year t. 
Rt(E) • after-tax rate of return earned in year t on all equity 
shares of nonfinancial corporations . It includes dividends 
and capital gains. 
HVt(E) • market value of equity at the start of the year t (includes 
net dividend payments). 
Holland and Myers deteraf.ned real returns for each period by subtracting 
percentage changes in the consumer price index. Market value of debt, 
HVt(D), was found by capitalizing net i~tereat paid using the Moody's Baa 
interest rate; ...rket value of' equity, MVt(E), was found by capitalizing 
dividends using the dividend yield in the Standard and Poor's Composite 
Stock Index. The combined rate of return, Rt• thus represents the average 
over all grades of nonfinancial corporate stocks and bonds, or the rate of 
return on a Medium grade asset, or the expected rate of return on investment 
for a firm in an average risk class. 
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13 percent rate, after-taxes, is equivalent to a nomina~ before-tax rate of 
approxi11ately 26 percent. It is equivalent to a real after-tax rate of 
approximately 7 percent.1 
4.5.2 Financing Tet'11ls 
For the purpose of the case studies, the latter approach -- that is, including 
financing ter11s in the analysis -- is taken. The effect of including financing 
tet'11la and assuming deferred payment will generally improve the coat effective­
ness of the investment if the after-tax coat of borrowing is leas than the 
borrower's after-tax opportunity coat, as reflected in the discount rate, and 
will lessen the cost effectiveness if the after-tax coat of borrowing is higher. 
Consistent with the prevailing lending practice, more favorable terraa were 
assumed for new construction projects than for retrofit applications. Specifi­
cally, solar projects for new buildings were assumed to be financed as part of 
a 20-year mortgage at an interest rate of 9-1/4 percent. Solar projects for 
existing buildings were assumed financed with a five-year uncollateralized 
col!ll1lercial bank loan at an interest rate of 10-1/2 percent. The asaU11ed down­
payment for the combined solar space heating/hot water system was 25 percent; 
for the solar hot water systems, no initial downpayaent was aasuaed. Since 
these loan rates were lower than the 13 percent discount rate used in the case 
studies, the financial assumptions improved somewhat the econoaic feasibility 
results. 
In the benefit-coat analyses of investment decisions by large organizations that 
raise sizable 8110unts of debt and equity funds, project inveat11ent coats are 
generally evaluated as luap-aum initial cash outlays without regard to 
financing.2 The assumption is that projects meeting the rate of return criter­
ion (stated in tel"118 of the weighted coat of capital) will be funded out of the 
firm's available supply of after-tax debt and equity funds, without distinction 
in the financing terms for individual projects of a given risk class. But for 
the smaller investor without stock and bond issue, financing often is specifi­
cally tied to individual projects, and. therefore, affects their comparative 
economic feasibility. In this case, it is appropriate to include financing 
terms in the benefit-coat analysis. 
1 The relationship between a nominal rate of return (i.e., one that includes 
infiation) and a real rate (i.e., one that excludes inflation) 11ay be 
expressed 11athe11atically as R • r + I + rI, where R • the nominal rate, r • 
the real rate, and I • the inflation rate. Applying this equation to the 
assumed real after-tax rate of return of 7 percent and the assumed inflation 
rate of 6 percent, one obtains a nominal rate of return of 13.42 percent 
(i.e., .07 + .06 + (.07)(.06) • .1342). For the purpose of this analysis, 
the nominal rate ls rounded to 13 percent. 
2 Note that the issue of including financing terlllS in benefit-cost analyses is 
different from the lssue of the impact of ca~h flow scheduling on project 
feasibility. 
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Financing terias are, of course, variable a110ng coaaercial investors and across 
time. Keyed to the priae lending rate, a long-term mortgage loan rate can 
usually be expected to be roughly l-to-2 percent lower than the prime rate, and 
an uncollateralized commercial bank loan, roughly 1-to-3 percent higher than 
the prime rate. Recently, 110st loan rates have been substantially higher than 
than those assWDed here. The borroving rates assumed for the base-case analy­
sis are lower than the actual 11arket rates prevailing in 1981, and were selected 
to be representative Qf rates which aay prevail in the longer term.I The 
impacts of alternative assumptions about the borroving rate and downpayaent on 
solar economic feasibility are examined in section 5.3. 
4.6 TAXES AND INCENTIVES 
Taxes 11ay affect the econoaics of a solar investment through the routine 
operation of income tax laW11, property taxes, and sales taxes, as well as 
through the use of taxes as mechanisms for providing special financial subsi­
dies (incentives) for solar invest11ent. Because tax law is the principal way 
through which solar incentives for businesses are currently provided, it le 
convenient to discuss aaa1.111ptione regarding taxes and financial incentives 
jointly. ~t all financial subsidies or incentives for investing are delivered 
through the tax system. For example, grants are not and preferential loan 
tel'1'18, if available, would not be. '1'he primary solar incentives available 
generally to solar co1111ercial investors, however, are related to taxes; they 
are income tax credits and deductions, accelerated depreciation allowances, and 
property and sales tax exeaptions. 
To determine the after-tax value of those energy-related expenses that are 
deductible fro• taxable inco11e, the 46 percent 118Ximua Federal corporate tax 
rate in effect at the time the case studies were perfor11ed vas combined vith 
the applicable state corporate inco11e tax rate, and the coabined rate was used 
as the marginal inco11e tax rate in the econoaic evaluation llOdel (67). The 
calculation of the combined Federal/state incOtle tax ratea are based on the 
asst111lption that Stata inco11e taxes are an allowed tax deduction at the Federal 
level, but Federal taxes are not deductible at the state level, i.e., 
(43) 
where 
t • combined State and Federal corporate inco11e tax rate, 
• 	 state corporate income tax rate (see table 4.11 for rates), andt 8 

tf •Federal corporate income tax rate (46 percent assumed). 

The following expenses were assu~d deductible from taxable income: fuel costs, 
other operating and iaaintenance costs, capital depreciation on energy-related 
1 	The Solar Energy and Energy Conservation Bank was authorized by Title V of 
the Energy Security Act, the Solar Energy and Energy Conservation Act of 
1980 to assist in the financing of residential and coanercial solar energy 
systems; however, no special provisions for financing were available at the 
time of this study (66). 
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Table 4.11 
Phoenix 5.o (labor only) 0 (Full Exemption) lo.s 
Loa An2eles 6.0 (materials only) 1.25 6.0 
Miami 4.0 (materiala only) 2.60 5.0 









Washington. D.C. s.o (materials only) 
IMadison 4.0 (materials only) 
Rates of Salee Tax, Property Tax, and State Income Tax by City• 
Salee Tax Rate (%)b 
5.0 (materials only) 
4.5 (materials only) 
3.0 (materials only) 
4.0 (materials only) 
0 (Full Exemption) 
4.5 
5.4 
Errective Property State Income 
Tax Rate (%) Tax Rate (%) 
o 	(10 year Solar ExemStion)C 
12.6 (After 10 yeare) 
3.5 
0 	(5 year Exemption) 
1.5 (after 5 years) 
1.5 
0 (Full Exemption) 
0 (Full Exeaption)e 





















a 	Rates are based on a telephone survey of local taxing districts in early 1980, and are 
subject to change. 
b Where the sales tax is applicable only to labor or only to materials, it ia noted in 
parentheses. 
c 	This exemption has now been extended to 20 years [68), but the extension is not 
reflected in the case studies for Boston. 
d 	This rate of 12.6 percent. provided by the City of Boston Assessments Office, appears 
too high compared with the rate for Boston of 4.94 percent given by the "Taxable 
Property Values and Assessment Sales Price Ratios," 1977 Census of Governments [69). 
The higher rate, provided directly by the Assessments Office, is us~d in the Boston 
case studies. However, the choice of rates for the Boston analysis makes little 
difference in the results because of the 10-year exemption of property taxes on solar 
energy systems and the discounting of those property taxes that are assumed to occur 
after the 10-year period. 
e 	This provision has been recently revised and an expiration date of 1988 is now given 
(70). This limitation on the exemption is not reflected in the Nashville case 
studies. 
f 	 The State of Wisconsin has since enacted a law (71) to exempt active solar energy 
systems from the property tax, a change which is not reflected in the Madison case 
studies. 
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equipment, interest payments on the loan principal outstanding, and property 
and sales taxes. The combined income tax rate was used to ~alculate tax 
adjusted values of the above expenses. 
Sales tax rates, property tax rates, and state income tax rates specific to the 
13 local taxing districts covered by the study were coapiled. These are shown 
in table 4.11. 
The effective property tax rates shown in table 4.11 were derived from quoted 
"nominal" property tax rates by aultiplying the nominal rates by the quoted 
property assessment levels, stated as a percentage of 11arket value.l To 
estimate the solar property values to which the effective property tax rates 
were applied, it was assumed that the solar energy system would increase the 
value of the building in the year of purchase (the base year of the life-cycle 
cost evaluation) by an aaount equal to the system acquisition coat. A decay 
factor was applied to the solar property values to cause a decline in value 
over the 20-year study period, leaving a residual market value in the 20th 
year of 10 percent of the original acquisition coats. 
As may be seen in table 4.11, the sales tax and/or the property tax are exempted 
in part or in full in some of the cities. These exeaptiona constitute regional 
investment incentives by reducing the effective coat of solar energy in the 
locations where they apply. 
Depreciation of solar capital coats was based on an allowable system tax life 
of 15 years and on a depreciation base of approximately 96 percent of the ori ­
ginal system acquisition coat. This depreciation base was derived by assuming 
a 10 percent nominal net salvage value (including inflation and net of disposal 
costs) at the end of 15 years, and adjusting the nominal net value to a real 
dollar basis to reflect the assumed annual inflation rate of 6 percent. To 
compute depreciation according to the straight-line method, the net salvage 
value was subtracted initially to obtain the depreciation base; whereas, using 
a declining balance depreciation method, the initial depreciation base included 
net salvage value, but depreciation ceased when the net salvage value was 
reached. Solar energy syste11s applied in new construction were depreciated by 
the 150 percent declining balance method applicable at the time the case 
studies were perforaed. (According to conventional practice, a switchover to 
the straight-line method was provided for at the point that the straight-line 
method yielded a higher yearly depreciation allowance than the declining bal­
ance .ethod.) Systems retrofitted to existing buildings were depreciated by 
the straight-line method.2 
1 	Nominal tax rates and assessment levels were obtained from each of the local 
property tax authorities through telephone interview. 
2 These assumptions comply with the rules for depreciation specified in section 
167 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (29), and were based in part on the 
advice of IRS staff concerning component depreciation and allowable tax lives 
for collllllercial building heat systems. 
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Several of the cities selected for study were in states which provided economic 
incentives for commercial use of solar energy through the allowance of shor­
tened depreciation periods. States providing this type of incentive were 
Arizona, with a 36-month amortization period for solar equipment (72); Texas, 
with a 60-month period (731; and Massachusetts and Wisconsin, with immediate 
deduction of depreciable costs from gross income in the tax yeac in which they 
occur (74, 75). (These state provisions were in effect as of mid-1980 and are 
reflected in the analyses; subsequent state de~reciation legislation is not 
taken into account.) 
The difference between the small undepreciated system cost and the somewhat 
higher actual residual value assumed to remain at the end of 20 years is sub­
ject to capital gains tax. To evaluate the capital gains tax, a combined Fed­
eral and state capital gains tax rate was used, based on a Federal corporate 
capital gains rate of 28 percent and the state income tax rates shown in table 
4.11. (The capit al gains tax rates for states vary, but are widely set at the 
ordinary income tax rate.) The combined rate was derived as follows: 
Tcg •ts+ .28 (1 - ts), (44) 
where 
tcg • combined Federal and state capital gains tax rate, and 
ts • state ordinary income tax rate for corporations. 
Income tax credits are allowed by the Federal government and by several state 
governments to purchasers of solar energy systems. By providing a direct reduc­
tion in income taxes by the amount of the allowable credit, the income tax 
credit is a much more potent incentive than an income tax deduction of equal 
percentage value. 
Under the National Energy Tax Act of 1978 (76), purchasers of solar energy 
systems were allowed a one-time reduction in their taxes equal to 10 percent of 
the purchase and installation costs of solar energy, energy conservation, or 
wind energy systems acquired after September 30, 1978, for heating and/or 
cooling coaanercial buildings. Qualified investment for the 10 percent energy 
tax credit was defined in section 48 (1)(4) of the Act. The energy tax credit 
was subsequently raised to 15 percent, the effect of which is examined in the 
sensitivity analysis of section 5.3. Solar and wind energy property considered 
under ~xisting law to be a structural component of a building does not qualify 
additionally for the regular 10 percent investment tax credit. However, pro­
perty qualifying both as regular investment credit property under existing laws 
and as solar and wind energy property (e.g., solar industrial process heat 
equipment) would generally be eligible for both tax credits, for a total of 25 
percent of the system acquisition cost. 
Several of the cities were in states which allowed tax credits against state 
tax liability. The allowances in California was a 55 percent tax credit for 
system costs less than $12,000, up to a $3,000 maximum (less Federal tax 
credits), and a 25 percent tax credit (less Federal tax credits) for system 
costs of $12,000 and above. The tax credit was in lieu of a state depreciation 
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allowance (77]. North Dakota allowed a tax credit of 5 percent of s1stem 
costs for two years (78].l 
It should be noted that a tax credit at the state level is not effectively 
equivalent to a Federal tax credit of the same stated percentage. Because 
state taxes are an allowable deduction from taxable income at the Federal 
level, a credit against the state tax liability is effectively reduced by a 
percentage equal to the Federal tax rate. For example, given a one-time tax 
credit of 10 percent of system cost at the state level, a system cost of 
$5,000, and a Federal corporate inc01ae tax rate of 46 percent, the tax savings 
would equal $270 (.10 x $5,000 x (1 - .46) • $270), as compared with a tax 
savings of $500 from a Federal tax credit of 10 percent. 
In order to reduce the number of variables in the economic evaluation model 
without sacrificing analytical detail or accuracy, the parameters for two types 
of state ta~ incentives -- income tax credit and rapid depreciation writeoff - ­
were converted to their equivalents in terllls of an annual Federal tax credit. 
To convert a state tax credit to an equivalent annual Federal tax credit, the 
following equation can be used: 
(45) 
where 
Sc • state tax credit (a percent of system cost), 
tF • Federal corporate income tax rate, and 
Fe • Federal tax credit (a percent of system cost). 
To convert an annual depreciation deduction allowable only at the state level 
to an equivalent annual Federal tax credit, the following equation was used: 
f t
L a 
(1 - tF) (46) 
c 
where 
Fe •Federal tax credit (a percent of system cost annually), 

ts • state corporate income tax rate, 

tp • Federal corporate income tax rate, 

C • acquisition costs of the solar energy system, and 
L • allowable depreciation writeoff period for computing state income 
tax. 
1 	Arizona subsequently enacted a solar tax credit--not reflected in the case 
studies for Phoenix--equal to 35 percent of defined eligible costs of a solar 
energy device for comnaercial or industrial purposes through 1983, to be · 
decreased each year thereafter. This tax credit was in lieu of the rapid 
depreciation writeoff (79]. 
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4.7 OTHER DATA AND ASSUMPTIONS 
4.7.1 Operation, Maintenance, and Repair Costa 
There is little historical data available upon which to base esti11ates of 
long- run operation, maintenance, and repair costs for solar energy systems. 
Often these are somewhat arbitrarily assumed to be equal to one percent of 
the initial contract cost, plus inflation, an assumption adopted for the case 
studies. '11le esti11ate was assumed to cover insurance premiums less reimbursa­
ble&, uninsured damage to collectors or other components of the solar system, 
periodic cleaning of collector surfaces, routine replacement of parts, and 
electricity required to operate the system. Electrical energy costs to run the 
pumps, fans, and other lllOtors of the active solar energy system were in thiA 
study lumped with nonfuel operation, maintenance, and repair costs, and were 
assumed to escalate at the rate of general price inflation. 
4.7.2 Solar Energy System Life and Salvage Value 
For the case studies, it was assumed that the solar energy system, whether 
retrofitted to an existing building or incorporated into new construction, 
would have an economic life of 20 years. It was further assumed that building 
ownership would not change over that period. 
A nominal resale value of 10 percent of the initial system cost was assumed to 
remain at the end of the 20-year period. Thia was considered to be a conaerva­
tive estimate, since the copper tubing would likely have a significant salvage 
value. Furthet'llore, it is possible that SOiie of the system components would 
have remaining service life at the end of 20 years . However, there is little 
or no data upon which to base the esti11ate. 
4.8 SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL CITIES 
Table 4.12 summarizes the economic parameters that are uniform for all of the 
case studies. The table gives the values for those parameters used both for 
the service hot water analyses and for the combined space heating/hot water 
analyses. The daca in table 4.12 are paired with the city-specific data in 
the case studies which follow. 
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Table 4 .12 Econoaic Parametera Common to All Cities : Base Case 
Economic Parameter 
Solar Energy System Materials Cost 
Discount Rate (Nominal) 
General Rate of Inflation 




Service Hot Water Systeas 








Recu~ring Cost Rate 
Resale Value (Nominal) 
Federal Tax Credit 
Econo11ic Life 
Assigned Value 













150% Declining Balance 
Straight Line 
15 Years 
1% of Initial System 
Cost plus annual 
inflation 
10% of Initial System 
Cost 





5. CASE STUDY RESULTS 
This part of the report presents the r eal\lts obtained from the case studies of 
solar economic feasibility. The case studies were based on the buildings, 
building sys tems, solar energy systems, and geographical locations described in 
section 3, and · _ parametric values designated in section 4. The case study 
evaluatior.s wer e performed using a computer program (listed in appendix B) 
representing the economic model described in section 2. Note that the results 
for the solar service hot water system were based on 1978 estimates of base-year 
and future energy prices which understate the increase in oil prices that 
occurred between 1978 and 1980, and the combined heating/hot water systems are 
based on 1980 price data. 
First, the case studies for the service hot water systems are given. A summary 
overview is provided with comparisons among the case studies. This overview 
is followed by detailed results for selected cases. 
~econd, the case studies for the combined space heating/service water heating 
systems are given. Results are presented for selec ted case studies under ini ­
tial assumptions, revised assumptions, and alternative sensi tivity assumptions. 
Thus, a more comprehensive and current evaluation is provided for the combined 
systems than for the service hot water systems . 
5.1 	 CASE STOIJY RESULTS FOR SOLAR SERVICE HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEMS UNDER 
BASE-CASE ASSUMPTIONS 
5.1.1 Summary Overview and Comparisons 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 summarize the base-case results of the economic analyses of 
solar service hot water systems for the new office building and new retail 
store, respectively, for each of the 13 city case studies. Only the net present 
value savings are shown; the payback period is not shown because the estimated 
net savings were less than zero for all of the cities, based on 1978 data. 
For each of the 13 cities listed in column 1 of the two tables, there are two 
rows 	of data. The first row, labeled "Base Case" gives the results for the 
1978 	data and base-case assumptions, includf.ng the assumed hot water usage 
rates. The second row gives the break-even results, including the calculated 
break-even hot water usage rate. The optimal solar fraction given in column 4 
is identical in the two rows because the optimal collector area changes at 
approximately the same rate as the hot water load changes, thereby yielding a 
constant optimal solar frae tion for a given set of values for technical, econo­
mic, and climatological parameters (see section 2.5). The optimal solar col­
lector area (column 5) i s higher ·for the break-even analysis than for the base 
case 	due to the larger hot ~ater load to be met. 
Note that the tables show results only for solar as an alterna tive to electric 
resistance heating of service hot water for the new office and new retail store. 
The results for the existing buildings and the other fuel sources-a r P- not shown 
because the break-even collector area for these other cases generally e~~ ~ded 
the upper size limit on the collector area of about 50 m2 (540 ft2) for off~~ ~ 
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Table 5. 1 Econoaic Analyses of Solar Hot Water for a New Office Building with an 
Electric Resistance Backup Syatea: Case Study Reaulta for 13 Cities& 































Base Case .S3 4.1 89 167 2.385 - 469 
Break-even Case .63 s.2 89 212 3.027 0 
Boa ton 
Base Case .so S. 4 81 289 3.416 - SS6 
Break-even Case .62 6.8 81 3S9 4.248 0 
Biaaarck 
Base Case .so s.s 82 223 2 .406 - 601 
Break-even Case .70 7.8 82 313 3.374 0 
Nashville 
Base Case .so 4.7 81 213 2.604 - 787 
Break-even Case .74 7.0 81 316 3.862 0 
Charleaton 
Base Case .so 4.S 81 }ISO 2.479 -1.174 
Break-even Case .89 8.0 81 321 4.422 0 
Forth Worth 
Base Caae .so 3.~ 84 161 2.360 -1.221 
Break-even Caae .90 1.0 84 289 4.230 0 
Madia on 
Base Case .so S.3 IS 227 2.110 -1.364 
Break-even Case .93 9.9 78 422 s.1s1 0 
Wash•• D.C. 
Base Case .so 4.9 79 216 2.802 -1.446 
Break-even Caae .94 9.3 79 406 5.267 0 
Loa Anaelea 
Base Case .so 3.S 85 143 1.908 -1.470 
Break-even Case 1.08 1.s 85 318 4.129 0 
Analachicola 
Base Case .so 4.3 82 161 2.422 -1.634 
Break- even Caae l.OS 9.0 82 338 S.096 0 
Hiaai 
Base Caae .so 3.9 81 bll' Z.14S -2.2Ull' 
Break-even Caae 1.37 10.6 81 381 5.883 0 
a.aha 
Base Caae .so s.2 /4 lla 2.583 -2.570 
Break-even Case 1.46 15.1 74 518 7.520 0 
Seattle0 
Base Case .so s.2 47 135 988 -2.816 
Break-even Case n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
a 	Baaed on the buildings and building syateaa described in section3 and the data and asauaptiona 
given in section 4. and calculated by the model described in section 2. Reaulta a re shown for 
solar energy as an alternative to electric resistance heating of service hot water. The com­
parison is aade on the basis of identical electric syateaa as backup to the solar energy ayatea 
and as the nonaolar alternative to it . The cue results for solar aa an alternative to distil ­
late oil and natural gas were in all cases leas favorable than those shown here for electricity. 
The break-even loads for the other cases are depicted in figure S.l . 
b 	n.a• ..eans not applicable. (For Seattle, the break-even collector area exceeded significantly the 
size li~it for which the coat estimating function waa aaau.ed to apply.) 
Note: 	 For simplicity, the hot water usage rate, the theraal load, and the collector area are given in 
English units. Metric equivalent• (X) can be found as follows: (X)a3/a • gal/ain•0.0379/60.0; 
(X)GJ • Btu• lOSS.87/109; (X)a2 • ft2-0.0929. 
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Table 5.2 Economic Analyses of Solar Hot Water for a New Retail Store with an 
Electric Resistance Backup System: Case Study Results for 13 Cities8 
(Hased on 1978 Ener gy Prices and System Costa and on Base-Case Assumptions) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Optimal PV Net PV Solar 
Hot Water Thermal Solar Optimal Energy Energy Savings 
Usage Rate Load Fraction Collector Savings minus Solar 
Cit1/Case (aal/min) (lo7 Btu) (%) Area (ft2) ($) Costs ($) 
Los An11eles 
Base Case .015 .15 91 8 88 -186 
Break-even Case . 057 .57 91 30 334 0 
Phoenix 
Base Case .015 .18 88 7 102 -363 
Break-even Case .092 1.09 88 45 618 0 
Bismarck 
Base Case .015 .24 80 9 101 -383 
Break-even Case .110 1.78 80 61 753 0 
Boston 
Base Case .015 .25 77 11 140 -429 
Break-even Case .093 1.46 78 70 881 0 
Nashville 
Base Case .015 .20 76 8 106 -438 
Break-even Case .120 1.58 78 69 846 0 
Fort i\ Worth 
Base Case . 015 .17 79 6 96 -500 
Jt'eak-even Case .140 1.55 82 57 904 0 
Charleston 
Base Case . 015 . 19 78 7 102 -520 
Break-even Case . 150 1.88 78 75 1.013 0 
MadisonD 
Base Case .015 .23 75 9 115 -526 
Break-even Case .150 2.22 75 82 1.108 0 
Wash•• D.C. 
Base Case .015 . 21 74 8 113 -544 
Break-even Case .140 2.05 76 78 1.115 0 
ADalachicola 
Base Case .015 .19 77 6 98 -652 
Break-even Case .165 2.04 79 70 1.116 0 
Seattlec -­Base Case .015 . 22 42 5 38 -590 
Break-even Case n.a. n. a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Miami 
Base Case .015 .17 81 6 93 -652 
Break-even Case .210 2.37 78 78 1.272 0 
Omaha 
Base Case . 015 .22 71 7 107 -730 
Break-even Case n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
a Based on the buildings and building s ystems described in section 3 and the data and assU1Dptiona given 
in section 4 1 and calculated by t he model described in section 2. Results are shown for solar energy 
as an alternative to electric resistance heating of service hot water. The comparison is 11&de on the 
basis of the identical electric systems as backup to the solar energy system and as the nonsolar alter­
native to it . The case results for solar as an alternative to distillate oil and natural gas were in 
all cases less favorable than those shown here for electricity. The break-even loads for the other 
cases are depleted in figur e 5.1. 
b 'nlese break-even results are shown although they exceed somewhat the size limit imposed on the size of 
the collector for which the cost estimating function was assumed to apply. 
c 	n.a. means not applicable. (For Seattle and Omaha 1 the break-even collector area exceeds significantly 
the size limit t or which the cost estimating function was assumed to apply.) 
Note: 	 For simplicity 1 the hot water usage rate 1 the thermal load, and the collector area are given in 
English units. Metric equivalents (X) can be found as follows: (X)m3/s • gal/min•0.0379/60.0; 
(X)GJ • Btu•l055.87/109; (X)m2 • ft2•0 . 0929. 
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building systems and about 8 m2 (85 ft2) for retail store systems for which the 
cost estimating functions were assumed to apply. The economic feasibility 
resulte for solar in these other cases were less favorable than those for the 
electric resistance alternative in new buildings. 
Figure 5.1, part A, summarizes the break-even hot water usage rates for the new 
office buildings in each city based on each of the three energy alternatives 
and on the 1978 data and base-case assumptions. Part B of the figure shows 
the break-even rates for the new retail store based on electricity only. The 
other break-even results for the retail store are not shown because the collec­
tl)r size l"equirements necessary to meet the loads imposed by the break-even 
rates generally exceeded the allowable limits. 
Of the cases evaluated under the 1978 data and base-case as~umptions, the 
estimated inlnimum hot water loads necessary for cost effectiveness exceeded 
those designated as representative for the selected buildings, and net present 
value losses were estimated (see column 7 of tables 5.1 and 5.2, base-case row 
for each city). However, by comparing the estimated hot water usage rates for 
the base case with the rates for the break-even case~both in column 2 of 
tables 5.1 and 5.2--it can be seen that the solar service hot water system was 
relativ~ly close to cost effectiveness in some of the cities even based on 
the lower 1978 energy prices. With only a slightly larger hot water load than 
that assumed for the base case, a break-even outcome was estimated. For exa~ 
ple, the solar energy system was estimated to break even relative to the elec­
tric resistance heating s1stem in the Boston office building at a hot water 
usage rate of 0.62 gal/min (3.916 x lo-5 ml/s) versus the assu111ed base case 
rate of 0.50 gal/min (3.55 x io-5 m3/s). 
In those cases where the estimated break-even hot water usage rate was close 
to the base case rate, cost-effective estimates would likely have resulted if 
the building had been slightly larger, if occupancy rate had been larger, or 
if the building's functional use had dictated higher hot water requirenaents 
than those assumed typical of the case study buildings. · The estimated break­
even hot water usage rates for solar energy as an alternative to oil would be 
lower than those shown if they reflected the higher-than-projected rise in 
the oil prices from 1978 to 1980. 
New Versus Existing Buildings. The case study evaluations of solar service hot 
water systems for both commercial office buildings and retail stores estimated 
the new buildings to be much more favorable to the use of solar energy systems 
than the existing buildings; in fact, the minimum hot water loads necessary for 
system cost effectiveness in the existing retail store generally exceeded the 
collector eize limits imposed on the extrapolation of the system cost esti ­
mating equations of table 4.3. The poorer estimated economic performance of 
the systems for the existing buildings reflected three key assumptions: (1) 
Higher cost functions were develope~ to estimate the costs of the systems for 
existing buildings. (2) Less favorable depreciation allowances were assumed 
for existing building systems (see section 4). (3) Less favorable loan tet'11ls 
were assumed for existing building systems. 
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Figure 5.1 lreek-even Re1ult11 Kiniaua Rot Water U1aga Rete1 (Gallon• Per 

Minute) for Solar lner1y Syatea Coit !ffactivene11a 

A. Nev Office luilding1b 
LOSAllCll\.P: 
? I .I 
~ u 
Q•o.t 







~ ___............. ~ 1.1 
~u 
0 27.S 
B. Nev Retail Store1C 
• l'lllMNG 
'i.o111 
-· ~ .110 
--..... 
i' .11111 
a 	 Kinia11111 hot water u1age rates are baaed on three alternative fuel types for 
the nonsolar alternative energy system with which solar energy is compared. 
For usage rates lower than thoae indicated, solar energy ls not estiiaated to 
be cost effective; for higher usage rates, net present value savings are 
estimated. 
b Average hot water usage rateo 1n the representative 3-&tory office building 
occ11pied five days a veek by 300 people vas assumed to be .5 gallons per 
•inute 	(30 gallons per hour or 3.155 x 10-5 ml/a). 
c 	Average hot water usage rates in the representative 1-story retail store 
occupied six days ?er week by 100 people was estiiaated at .015 gallons per 
•inute (Oc9 gallons per hour or 0.095 x 10-5 ml/a). Results are not shown 
for oil and gas for retail stores because the collector size necessary to 
meet the breakeven load exceeded the allowable size liait i•posed by the 
systea cost-eatiiaating equations given in table 4.3. 
Note: 	 Metric equivalent hot water usage rates (X) can be found as followa: 
(X)ml/s • gal/mln•0.0379/60.0. 
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Office Buildings Versus Retail Stores. By comparing column 6 of tables S.l 
and 5.2 , it further can be seen that estimated total energy savings were much 
larger for the office buildings than for the retail stores. However, a compar­
ison between the two tables of columns 2 and 5 also shows show much larger 
break-even loads and collector areas for the office buildings than for the 
retail stores. Additionally, the collector cost per unit area was assumed 
higher for the office buildings than the retail stores. As a result , higher 
net ~ollar losses were estimated (column 7) for the office buildings than 
for the retail stores. 
City Comparisons. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 array the cities in descending order of 
the estimated cost effectiveness of the solar energy systems as compared with 
electric systems. For the office building case studies, Phoenix, Hoston, and 
Bismarck were estimated to be the three most favorable locations for solar 
energy. 
The favorable outcome for Phoenix, (for solar energy versus electricity) owed 
to its high annual solar radiation and relatively high tax incentives. Phoenix 
offered no particular locational advantage to the use of solar in terms of 
other parameters, such as labor costs to install the systems and the price of 
electricity (1978 price of $.038/kWh). A locational disadvantage was the rela­
tively high water pipeline temperatures that effectively lower the energy load 
associated with given water usage rates. 
Boston' s relatively favorable outcome can be att.ributed priuarily to the high 
cost of electricity (1978 price of .050/kWh--approximately twice as high as in 
most of the rest of the U.S.). Other factors favorable to solar energy were 
the relatively high tax incentives 1n Massachusetts and the relatively large 
energy loads resulting from a low water pipeline temperature. A locational 
disadvantage was the relatively high cost of labor in Boston. 
Bismarck's locational advantages were its relatively low labor costs for solar 
installation, its relatively high solar radiation, its low water pipeline tem­
peratures which increased the hot water loads, and its solar energy incentives. 
Despite its northerly latitude, its daily radiation values compared favorably 
with those of many of the other cities. The major disadvantage for solar energy 
versus electricity in Bismarck was the comparatively low cost of electricity. 
The least favorable locations were estimated to be Seattle, Omaha, and, perhaps 
surprisingly (given its early lead in the use of solar hot water systems), 
Miami~l Of the thirteen locations examined, Seattle was found to be the least 
favorable to solar energy because of three main factors: substantially lower 
electricity prices than in the other locations, relatively high labor costs, 
and relatively low r adiation values. 
1 	Note, however, the high optimal solar fraction for Miami (81 percent). 
Economic feasibility results might be considerably more favorable for a solar 
energy system with lower cost/lower efficiency characteristics than that used 
for this analysis. 
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Omaha was found to be a relatively unfavorable city for solar energy. Causal 
factors were the lack of solar financial incentives, comparatively higher 
labor costs, comparatively high water pipeline temperatures, and comparatively 
low solar radiation values. 
Miami's advantage of high insolation values throughout the year did not offset 
the locational drawbacks: a lack of special incentives, high water pipeline 
temperatures, and relatively low energy prices. 
The break-even hot water usage rates (i.e., the minimum rates necessary for 
solar cost effectiveness), shown in the upper map of figure. 5.1, illustrate the 
variation in solar locational feasibility - " ~ function of the nonsolar fuel 
alternative and its price in a given city o~ample, with oil as the alter­
native fuel, ~ismarck was estimated to be '~able for solar cost effec­
tiveness than either Phoenix or Boston, the c~vorable cities for solar 
energy with electricity as the alternative. with oil as the alter-t 
native fuel, Ft. Worth, Charleston, Apalachicol. ~geles were all 110re 
favorable locations for solar energy than Boston, he very large price 
disparity between Boston and these other cities fot city did not exist 
for oil. As another example, Nashville, a relativel_ favorable location for 
solar energy relative to an electric resistance system was a relatively 
unfavorable location with natural gas as the alternative. This is because 
natural gas prices were lower than average in Nashville, while electricity 
prices were about average. 
It can be seen by comparing columns 1 of tables 5.1 and 5.2 that the 
solar-favorable ranking of the cities for the retail stores is quite similar to 
that for the office buildings, with a striking exception: Los Angeles. The 
soiar service hot water system in the Los Angeles retail store ranked firs t 
among the retail store locations, both in terms of life-cycle cost effective­
ness and in terms of having the smallest break-even load. In contrast, the Los 
Angeles location ranked ninth among the office building locations. Los Angeles 
was estimated to be a favorable location for the solar service water system in 
the retail store because of the higher percentage tax credit in California for 
smaller, lower cost systems.I For the larger, higher cost systems for the 
office buildings, the relatively low electricity costs and high water pipeline 
temperatures in Los Angeles prevented the location from being particularly 
favorable to solar. 
Climatic conditions are often emphasized as the prime factors determining 
locational advantages and disadvantages for solar use. However, the locational 
variatlons depicted in tables 5.1 and 5.2 and figure 5.1 reflect the importance 
of at least four additional factors that are locationally dependent: (1) energy 
prices, (2) labor costs, (3) state and local tar es, and (4) state and local 
governmental incentive8. 
1 	As explained in section 4.6, the effect of the California tax credit in effect 
at the time of this analysis was to provide a credit equal to 55 percent of 
initial costs for systems costing less than $12,000, up to a $3,000 maximum 
tax credit (less Federal tax credits), and a credit of 25 percent for syste_., 
costing $12,000 or more. 
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5.1.2 Detailed Results for Selected Case Studies 
For illustrative purposes, two of the case studies are presented in more de.tail 
below. For the Boston and Phoenix case studies city-specific input data and 
results of the break-even analysis are summarized in tabular form, and graphs 
showing the economic optimization paths are given. 
Boston Solar Hot Water Case Studies. Table 5.3 summarizes the city-specific 
input data for Boston. The electricity and natural gas prices shown in the 
table are approximately 50 percent higher than the corresponding average for 
the country. The tax incentives are also relatively high. The water supply 
temperature is relatively low. Labor costs are relatively high. To perform 
the case studies of solar service hot water for Boston, the city-specific data 
in table 5.3 were paired with the set of non-location-specific economic 
parameters summarized in table 4.12. 
Based on the 1978 data and base-case assumptions, solar energy service hot 
water was found to be uneconomical for the selected buildings and systems in 
Boston. The break-even analysis estimated that the system would become cost 
effective in comparison with electric resistance heating for the new office 
building with only a small increase in the hot water usage rate, .62 gal/min 
versus the assumed .50 gal/min (3.916 x lo-5 m3/s vs. 3.55 x lo-5 a2/s). Sub­
stantially larger increases in hot water consWllption were estimated to be 
necessary to achieve solar cost effectiveness in comparison with oil or natural 
gas. 
The break-even results, based on the 1978 data and base case assumptions, are 
shown in table 5.4. The first column gives the estimated break-even hot water 
usage rates and as the corresponding thermal energy loads. Column 2 gives the 
life-cycle energy cost of supplying the break-even hot water load using the 
designated conventional fuel. For example, the cost of meeting the break-even 
load solely by electricity was estimated at $5,215 in p~esent values dollars. 
Column 3 gives the present value cost of meeting the residual break-even hot 
water load with a conventional auxiliary energy system when part of the load 
is met by solar energy. For example, the table shows that it was estimated to 
cost $966 to meet the break-even load with an auxiliary electric resistance 
system. Column 4 gives the estimated present value of the energy savings from 
having the break-even solar energy system; column 5, the estimated solar frac­
tion; and column 6, the estimated collector area necessary to achieve the 
break-even position. For example, it was estimated for t he new office building 
that a · system with 359 ft2 (33 m2) of collector area would provide 81 petcent 
of the load, with a resulting energy savings of $4,248--just sufficient to 
off4et the after-tax present value of related investment costs over the life 
cycle. Hence, the discounted payback period given in column 7 is equal to 20 
years, the assumed life of the system. (For comparison, footnote c to table 
5.4 gives the optimization results for the base-case data and assumptions.) 
Figure 5.2 depicts the economic optimization paths, derived according to the 
1D0del described in section 2.5. In the upper part of the figure the estimated 
linear relationship between the optimally sized collector area (measured on the 
horizontal axis) and the hot water load (measured on the upper vertical axis) 
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Table 5.3 Economic Parametery Specific to Boston• 
Economic Parameter 
Labor Cost Adjustment Factor 
• 	 Current Price Per Unit of Fuel 
Electricity 
Distillate Fuel Oil 
Natural Gas 
Sales Tax on Solar Energy System 
Materials and/or Labor 
Sales Tax on Fuel 
or Special Fuel Tax 
Fuel Price Escalation Rates, Nol'linal 
Property Tax Rate 
and/or 'Exemption Period 
Combined Federal and State Tax Rate 
Effective State Tax Credit 
(see table 4. 11) 
Number of Years for Which Credit Applied 
Combined Tax Credit 
Assigned Value 
1.04 
$0.050/kWh ($0.014 m.J) 
$0.43/gal ($0.1131) 

















Table S.4 Break-even Results: Boston, Hot Water Only& 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) {6) (7) 
PV Auxiliary PV Optilllal Optimal Years to 
Type Break-even Load PV Energy Cost Energy Costs Energy Savings Solar Collector Dis-
of Without Solar With Solar $ Fraction Area counted 
System gal/min 107 Btu/Yrb $ $ (4)• (2)-(3) % ft2 Payback 
New Office Building 
Electricityc 0.620 6.759 5,215 966 4,248 81 359 20 
Oil 8.260 8.977 26,486 19;28S 7,201 27 1 ,017 20 
Natural Gas 7 . 7 30 84.038 2S,416 1S,S08 6,908 27 3S9 20 
New Retail Store 
Electricityd 0.093 l.4SS 1,122 241 881 78 70 20 
a 	Based on 1978 system cost esti11ates and 1978 energy price projections. 
b 	For t he base case, the assumed hot water usage rates and thermal loads against which break-even rates and loads may be 
compared are .SO gal/min and S.436 x 107 Btu/yr for office buildings, and .OlS gal/min and .23S x 107 Btu/yr for retail 
stores. 
c 	For comparison, the base-case results based on a hot water usage rate of .SO gal/min were the following: col. 2, 
$4,193; col. 3 , $777; col. 4, $3,416; col. S, 81%; col. 6,289 ft2; col. 7, )20 years; and a net loss of $SS6 was 
esti11ated. 
d For comparison, the base-case results based on a hot water usage rate of . OlS gal /min were the following: col. 2, 
$181; col. 3, $41; col. 4, $140; col. S, 77%; col. 6, 11 ft2, col. 7, >20 years; and a net loss of $429 was 
e sti11ated. 
Note: Metric equivalent (X) can be calculated as follows: (X) m3/s • gal/min•0.00379/60.0; (X)J • Btu•IOSS.87; 
(X) m2 • ft2•0.0929. 
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is shown for the new office building and the new retail store, based on 
electricity as the alternative energy source. The opti11al solar fraction was 
estimated to be constant at 79 percent for the retail store and Rl percent f ~ 
the new office building. (Note from section 2.5 that the constant relation­
ship between collector area and hot water load is dependent on the cost func­
tions and other assumptions holding for the higher and lower hot water loads 
indicated. For the pur1>0se of illustration, these economic optimization 
paths are shown extended beyond the collector size limits assumed for the coat 
functions.) The lower left end of each of the two lines in the upper part of 
the figure designates the break-even hot water loads and the econotaically effi­
cient collector sizes to meet these break-even loads. 
Net savings lines in the lower part of figure 5.2 correspond to the economic 
optimization paths. '11ley intersect the horizontal axis at the point of the 
break-even load, indicating a zero net savings, and extend from that point 
downward to the right, indicating increasing net savings associated with 
increasing hot water loads. 
Phoenix Solar Hot Water Case Studies. Table 5.5 summarizes the data for 
Phoenix. Tax incentives included sales and property tax exemptions and a 
deduction from taxable income over three years of the acquisition costs of the 
solar energy system. Estimated conventional energy costs in Phoenix were 
moderate relative to those in the other locations. Solar-related labor costs, 
on the other hand, were higher than in most of the other locations. Water 
pipeline temperatures were also high. Annual solar radiation values exceeded 
substantially those in any of the other cities considered. 
Table 5.6 gives the estimated break-even results for solar hot water in Phoenix. 
The solar energy systems were estimated to be very nearly cost cOC1petitive 
against electricity for the new office building, based on the 1978 data and 
assumptions. The estimated minimum hot water usage rate was .63 gal/min 
(3.98 x io-5 m3/s) versus the .50 gal/min (3.15 x lo-5 ml/a) of the base-case. 
Break-even hot water usage rates based on natural gas or oil for the office 
building and electricity for the retail store as the conventional fuels were 5 
to 7 times the base-case assumed rates. 
Figure 5.3 shows the econotaic optimization paths for Phoenix. In this case, 
the projected expansion paths based on electricity, natural gas, and oil as 
the auxiliary fuels are shown for the new office building. The path based on 
electricity is shown for the new retail store. 
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Table 5.5 BconOlllic Para11etere Specific to Phoenix& 
EconOllic Parameter 
Labor Cost Adjustment Factor 
Current Price Per Unit of Fuel 
!lectrtcity 





Sales Tax on Solar Energy System 
Materials and/or Labor 
Sales Tax on Fuel 
or Special Fuel Tax 
Fuel Price Escalation Rates, Noainal 
Property Tax Rate 
and/or Exeaption Period 
Combined Federal and State Tax Rate 
Effective State Tax Credit 
(see table 4.11) 
Number of Years for Which Credit Applied 
Combined Tax Credit 
Aadped Value 
1.00 
$0.038/kWh ($0.011 a.J) 
$0.412/gal ($0.1091) 





















































System gal/min io7 Btu/Yrb $ $ (4)• (2)-(3) % ft2 Payback 
New Office 'Building 
Electricityc 0 .630 5.246 3,388 361 3,027 89 212 20 
Oil 2.490 20.579 5,612 1,389 4,223 15 525 20 
Natural Gas 3.580 29.586 6 , 741 1,988 4,753 71 663 20 
New Retail Store 
Electricityd 0.092 1.092 105 87 618 88 45 20 
a Based on 1978 systea cost estimates and 1978 energy price projections. ' b For the base-case, the assumed hot water usage rates and ther1181 loads against which break-even rates and loads may be 
compared are .50 gal/min and 4.135 x 107 Btu/yr for office buildings and .015 gal/min and .179 x 107 Btu/yr. for retail 
stores. 
c 	For comparison, the base-case results based on a hot water usage rate of .50 gal/min were the following: col. 2, 
$2,671 ; col. 3 , $286; col. 4, $2,385; .col. 5, 89%; col. 6, 167 ft2; col. 7, )20 years; and a net loss of $469 was 
estimat ed. 
d 	For comparison, the base-case results based on a hot water usage rate of .015 gal/min were the following : col. 2, 
$115; col. 3, $13; col. 4, $1C2; col. 5, 88%; col. 6, 7 ft2, col. 7, >20 years; and a net loss of $363 was 
estimated. 
Note : Metric equivalents (X) can be calculated as follows : (X) a3/s • gal/min•0.00379/60.0; (X) J • Btu•l055.87 ; 
(X) m2 • ft2•0 . 0929. 
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5.2 	 CASE STUDY RESULTS FOR SOLAR. COMBINED SPACE HEATING AND SERVICE WATER 
HEATING SYSTEMS 
5.2.1 Resalts Compared for Two Sets of Assumptions 
The econoia,tc analyses of the combined space heating/hot water systems were 
initially perfonaed based on energy price projections of early-1980, given in 
table 4.7. A substantial upward revision in base-year energy prices, particu­
larly for oil, w~s made by DoE in mid-1980, reflecting the faster-than-projected 
short-run escalation in oil prices in 1980. Additionally, the Federal energy 
investment tax credit was raised fr<>11 10 percent to 15 percent. Selected case 
studies were repeated based on the revised energy price esti11&tes given in 
table 4.8, and on the 15 percent Federal invest~ent tax credit. Comparisons of 
the two sets of results dE!aOnst ~es the volatility of solar economic feasibil ­
ity over t inae. 
Table 5.7 sullllUlrizes key measures of economic perfor11&nce. for four cities 
(col. 1) and three conventional energy sources (col. 2). The results shown in 
columns 3-5 are based on the early-1980 energy price projections (table 4.7) 
and the 10 percent Federal investnaent tax credit. The results shown in columns 
6-8 are based on the lllid-1980 energy price projections (table 4.8) and the 15 
percent Federal investment tax credit. The esti11ated net losses over the life 
cycle were considerably reduced by use of the revised data, and near break-even 
outcomes were esti11ated for the combined solar energy system in Bis11arck and 
Phoenix as compared with electric resiatance heating. (The estimated net losses 
for the other case studies were larger than those given in table 5.7). 
5.2.2 Break-even Analysis 
Tables 5.8 and 5.9 sum.adze the results of a break-even analysis per'fomed for 
initial energy prices, energy price escalation rates, and solar eneri y systems 
costs, holding other assuaptions at base-case values. Table 5.8 gives the 
estimated break-even prices per unit of the nonsolar fuels. These are the 
initial prices of the fuela necessary to cause solar energy to be mini11ally 
coat 	effective, asswaing that the initial prices will escalate at the rates 
forecasted in early 1980. It shows in col. 2, for exa11ple, that oil would have 
to cost $1.55 per gallon ($0.41/t) in Bi8118rck in the base year (as compared 
with 	the assumed price of $0.788 per gallon ($0.21/t) in early 1980) in order 
for solar energy to be cost effective, other things being equal. It shows in 
col. 	3, for example, that the estimated price of oil in early 1980 would have 
to escalate 1.82 times faster over the 20 year study period than was projected 
in early 1980 in order for solar energy to become cost effective in Bismarck 
in comparison with oil. 
Table 5.9 indicates in col. 4 the estimated break-even value for solar energy 
system costs, given the o':her assumptions of early 1980. The break-even values 
are indicated as a percent age of the base-case system costs calculated according 
to the equations in table 4.3. For example, for the solar energy system to 
break even relative to an oil -fired system in Bismarck, the optimally sized 
solar energy system could cost no more than about half the amount estimated by 
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Table 5.7 Economi c Evaluation Results for Four Selected Cities Based on Early-1980 






Results Based on Early-1980 DoE Energy Prices 
and a t0% Federal Tax Credit 
Optimal Optimal Net 
Collector Solar LCC Savings . 
Area Fraction Present Value 
ft2 % $ 
(3) (4) (5) 
Results Based on Hid-1980 DoE Energy Prices 
and a t5% Federal Tax Credit 
Optimal Optimal Net 
Collector Solar LCC Savings. 
Area Fraction Present Value 
ft2 % $ 
(6) (7) (8) 
Elec. t.t98 t5 -t5.753 4.627 43 -t.888 
Bismarck Oil 585 8 -t7.33t 2.360 26 -10.5t6 
Gas th -17 .948 th -t5.543 
Elec. 922 65 -13.458 t.240 75 -4.535 
I Phoenix Oil 524 45 -t8.76t 805 60 -13.366 
Gas 239 23 -20.246 267 26 -17.424 
Elec. t.o85 t9 -t8.727 2.582 34 -9.434 
Boston Oil t -22.oJt 46t 9 -t8.683 
Gas t -22.033 t -l9.t82 
Elec. 620 36 -17 .986 736 4t -15.070 
Charleston Oil 250 t7 -20.360 527 32 -16.654 
Gas t -20.600 t -18.248 
a 	 Other data and assumptions were held co~stant. accordi ng to the values given in table 4.t2. Results are shown for the new 
office building. 
b 	The economic optimization model constrained collector aize to a non-zero solution in order to identify the systea size 
that voul~ minimize net losses or aaxillUll net aavinga. For those caaes shoving a collector size of t ft2. net loeaes 
increased 11<>notonically as collector size was increased. 
Note: Metric equivalents (X) can be"calculated •• follova: (X) a2 • ft2•0.0929. 
U3 
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Table 5.8 Break-even .Analysis of Base-Year Fuel Prices and Fuel Escalation 
Rates for Selected Cases Based on Early-1980 Assuaptions 
Break-~ven Rate of 
Break-even Price Price Escalation 
($/Fuel (Base Case Escalation X 
13 Cities Sales Unit)• Col. 3 Pactor)b 
(1) (2) (3) 
















New Retail Store 
Existi;,ig Office Building 
Existing Retail Store 
Other Fuels, 














































Fuel prices in 1980 that would yield break-even outcomes if escalated over 
20 years at the DoE rates forecaated in early 1980. 
b 	Fuel price escalation rate aultipliera that if applied to the DoE rates 
forecasted in early 1980 and used in conjunction with the DoE base-year 
fuel prices for early 1980 would yield break-even outcoaes. 
Note: 	 Metric equivalents (X) aay be calculated as follows: ($X)/t • $/gal+3.785; 
$(X)/a.J • $/kW'h+3.6; $(X)/a3 • $/ft3+o.02832. 
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Table 5.9 Break-even Analy•i• of Sy1tea Coat for Selected Ce••• Baaed on 
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Other Buildings, Bis11&rck, 
Oil System as Solar Alternative 
New Retail Store 
Existing Office Building 










Other Alternative Energy 










a 	The maximum percentage of fixed and variable syate~ costs, as ~sti11ated by 
the equatlona in table 4.3, for which the opti11ally sized ayate~a would be 
cost effective, other factors held constant. 
Note: Metric equivalent (X) may be calculated as follows: (X)a2 • ft2•0.929. 
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of col. 4), the solar energy system could coat as much as 61 percent of the 
estimated base-case amount and still break even. (Note that in each of the 
above cases, factors other than the value of the parameter specified are held 
constant, but the size of the solar energy system is reoptiaized for the new 
value of the specified parameter). 
5.2.3 Effects of Financing, Taxes, Incentives, and Discounting 
Figure 5.4 breaks down the changes in estimated solar energy costs and savings 
caused by financing, taxes, incentives, and discounting for a selected case 
study. 'nle illustration is for a new office building in rhoenix. with oil aa 
the alt~rnative energy system. The illustration, baaed on early-1980 data 
and assumptions, shows three vertical bars: the first ahowa adjustments to 
the costs of the solar energy system; the second, adjuataents to the energy 
savinga; and the third, net savings resulting from combining adjusted system 
~oats and adjusted energy savings. 
The first vert ical bar, labeled ·eosts of the Solar Energy Systea,• shows a 
reduction in the initial contract cost of the systea (purchase and installa­
tion costs, plus sales taxes) fro• $76,358 to $63,303 by taking into account 
the assumed long-tera financing of the investment and by discounting the loan 
payments to their present value. (This reduction reflects the fact that the 
assumed interest rate on borrowed funds was lower than the fira's aoau.ad 
opportunity coat of capital as expressed by the value of the discount rate.) 
Costa are further reduced from $63,303 to $20,560 by deductions from taxable 
income for interest payaents, depreciation, and sales taxes, together with 
tax credits at the state and Federal levels, and a credit for salvage value 
expected at the end of the aystea life. Taking into account future nonfuel 
operation and 11aintenance coat (allowing for the associated tax deduction), plus 
capital gains taxes, raises long-term solar costs froa $20,560 to $24,717, as 
indicated by the upward pointing arrows next to the shaded portion of the bar. 
The second vertical bar, l~beled "Energy Savings of the· Sol4r Energy Syatea," 
shows that the doU.ar fuel savings are effectively reduced froa $12 , 331 to 
$5,956 by taking into account that fuel coats are a tax deductible business 
expense. Hence, after adjuet11ent, $5,956 of eatiaated energy savings are 
paired with $24,717 of estiaated solar energy coat, as shown in the third 
vertical b&r labeled "Net Savings on the Solar Energy Syatea." 'nle outco.e ia 
$18,761 in estimated net loaaeB. 
5.3 SENSIVITITY ANALYSIS 
5.3.1 Sensitivity of Solar Coat Effectiveness to System Size 
To ex8llline the sensitivity of life-cycle costs to the size of the solar energy 
system, net dollar savings (losses) were calculated for solar fractions ranging 
from 10 to 99 percent, in increaents of 10 percent, for the new office building, 
with oil as the alternative energy system. 'nlis analysis was based on early­
1980 data and assumptions. Two of the resulting curves, showing net losses, 








Figure 5.4 Impact of Financing, Taxes, Incentives, and Discounting on Solar 
Coet Effectiveness: New Office in Phoenix; Oil Auxiliary System8 
$76,358 
63,303 
Costs of the Solar Energy System 	 Energy Savings of the Net Savings of the 
Solar Energy System Solar Energy System 





After Interest tax deduction 
/.After depreciation deduction 
'/ After sales tax deduction 
-After tax credit 
-After salvage value 
Before-tiiXAfter capital gains tax $12,331 l fuel savings
After O&M costs After-tax fuel 
(non-fuel) savlng.'1 
Net PV losses, 
after taxes 
a Baaed on early-1980 data and aaauaptiona. 
*$values after adjuatmenta. 
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Figure 5.5 Solar Coat Effectiveness as a Function of the Solar Fraction: Phoenix 
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In Phoenix (figure 5.5), eatillated net loaaea, though lowest for a syate• 
.eating 4~ to 50 percent of the load, were relatively insensitive to the solar 
fraction up to a fraction of about 75 percent. In contraat, eati118ted net 
losses 	for Bi...rck (figure 5.6) increaaed rapidly over the whole range as the 
solar fraction vaa raised. (In both cases, the optiaization analysis was 
constrained to nonzero ayatea sizes.) 
An exaaination of similar curves for the other cases showed substantial 
variability in the sensitivity of net losses to the solar fraction. In the 
cities with high insolation values, for exa1tple, Phoenix, Olarleston, Mimai, 
Apalachicola, and Los Angeles, the curves were virtually flat over a wide por­
tion, indicating that for the given data and assuaptiona the solar fraction 
could be varied substantially with little eatiaated change in net savings or 
losses. In other cities, the eetieated dolar penalty fro• deviating substan­
tially froa the optimized size vae considerable. 
5.3.2 	 Sensitivity of Solar Life Cycle Coats to Selected Economic Assumptions: 
Phoenix Case Study for Nev Office Bltildinga 
(Note that the results of this section (5.3.2) are all baaed on aid-1980 data 
and assumptions.) 
Down paJ!!nt. Figure 5.7 illuatratea for one caae atudy the sensitivity of the 
total life-cycle coat to the aiae of the down pa.,.ent. Other things r ...ining 
the sa11e, the lover the dovnpayaient, the lover the life-cycle coat of the solar 
energy syate., and, hence, the greater its coat effectiveneaa to the purchaaer. 
'nlie relationahip would be expected only if the discount rate is higher than 
the aseUJ1ed loan rate. 
Federal Energy Tax Credit. Figure 5.8 illustrates for a given case study the 
relationship between solar life-cycle coat and the size of the Federal energy 
tax credit. As would be expected, the life-cycle coat of the solar energy 
system declines proportionately with an increasing tax credit. 
Depreciation Period. Figure 5.9 illustrate• for a given caae study the 
relationship between solar life-cycle coat and the length of the depreciation 
period. 'l1le faster the write-off of ayatea coats, the lowr the life-cycle 
cost of the ayate11. 
Syatea Coats. Figure 5.10 illustrates for a given case study how the total 
life-cycle coat of using solar declines with decreasing coat of purchasing and 
installing the syste•. 
5.4 THE CHANGING STAT"JS OP SOLAR ECON<lt!C FUSIBILITY 
During the course of this study, there were several changes in key data that 
dramatically affected the case study results. 'Furthermore, the outco•es were 
found to be sensitive to a number of assumptions that could change in the 
future. Table 5.10 catapares for several cities the results based on alternative 
values for projected energy prices and the size of the Federal tax credit. 
Additionally, the impact of a lower percentage downpayaent as might ~esult fro• 
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Figure 5.7 Life-Cycle coete of the Solar :nergy Syatea aa a Junction of 
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a 	 Based on aid-1980 data and assuiaptiona, including a 15 percent Federal tax 
credit. The results reflect a solar energy syetewa size reoptillized for 
each down payment percentage. 
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Pigure 5.8 Life-Cycle co•t• of the Solar Energy System as a 
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Energy Tax Credit Percentage 
a 	Baaed on mid-1980 data and assuapt~ons, including a 15 percent Federal tax 
credit. The results reflect a solar energy system size reoptimized for each 
energy tax credit. 
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Figure 5.9 Life-Cycle Coet1 of the Solar Energy Syetea • • a Function of 
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8 	 Based on mid-1980 data and assumptions. i ncluding a 15 percent Federal tax 
credit. The results reflect a solar energy system size reoptiaized for each 
depreciation period. 
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Figure 5.10 Life-Cycle Co•t• of the Solar Energy Systea as a Function of 



























0.50 	 0.75 1.00 
Purchase and Installation Costs of the Solar Energy System as a 
Percentage of Base-Case Values 
a 	Based on mid-1980 data and assumptions, including a 15 percent Federal tax 

credit. 'lbe results reflect a solar energy system size reoptiaized for each 

purchase and installation cost. 

b 	Base-case values a re those calculated according to the cost-estimating 

equations in table 4.3. 
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Table 5.10 'nte Changing Statue of Solar F.conocaic ?eaaibility 
lnt..ted PreHnt Value Met Saviy• of the Solar !nerv Syat_. 
!arly-1980 Inergy Price• 
101 Federal Tax Credit 
Mid-1980 Inergy Price• 
151 Pederal Tax Credit 
Mid-1980 Energy Price• 
151 Federal Tax Credit 
Mid-1980 Energy Price• 
15% Federal Tax Credit 
251 Downpay..nt/ 251 Downpayment/ 101 Downpa)'llent/ 01 Downpay..nt 
























Blectrlcity -18,727 -9,434 +2.437 +13.192 
011 -22,031 -18,683 -12,481 -7,470 
Uectrlcity -17,986 -15.070 -9.656 -5,683 
Charleatoa 
OU -20,360 -1~,654 -11,662 -8,033 
a Baaed on ca..-atudy reau~t• for the clti•• indicated and the new offlca building. 
BEST DOCUMENT AVAUBl.E 
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~ 	 e•tabli•h8ent of the Solar Inergy and Energy Conservation Bank is illustrated. 
The table •hova tn 8098 ca••• a change froa net savings to the investor in 
re•ponae to change• in data and a••uaption•. 
These 	ca•• atudie• have de110d•trated the econoaic evaluation methodology and 
the eati..ted cost-effectivene•• of •olar energy in selected application•. They 
al•o have de110n•trated in quantitative teraa that the econoaic feasibility of 
solar 	energy is variable vith respect to the nature of the application, tiae, 
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APPENDIX A. 	 MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING AND STOCHASnc KCl>!LIHC: EXPLORATORY 
RESBAilCH 
An exploratory effort vas undertaken to assess the feaaibility of using 
..tbe..tical 	progr-1ng aod stochastic llOdellng as the principal toola for 
solar optiat~ation analysis. A aatbeaatical progr...tng approach offers the 
potential for optialzing t:he solar energy systea for 11Ultiple design par-ten 
at lov coaputational costs. 'ftlls capability would obviate the need in the 
optiia1zation 	analysis for the siaplifyi.ng approach that optlaiaes the systea• only vith respect to collector area. A stochastic llOdellng approach ls of 
interest because it casts the 111888ures of solar perforunce in probabilistic 
ten1&. providing critical inforution for certain types of so!ar application. 
Thia exploratory investigation of ..thematical progr...tng and ~tocbastic 
lllOdellng vaa 	conducted by the NBS Applied !conoaics Croup as a cooperative 
efffort with. the Johna Bopltina University and the MIS Center for Applied 
Katbe.atics. l 
This appendix discusses the iaportance of llUltivariate optlaization in aolar 
analysis in light of recent research. It gives a classification fr....-orlt for 
solar design variables. developed by the Johna Flopltina University research 
te... ?be aatbetlatical llOdeling perforlled by the ...a teaa is described, 
together vith supporting work perforlled by the NBS Center for Applied Matbe­
aatics. Saaple results froa the Johna Bopltina Model are coapared with reaulta 
fr049 a simulation llOdel. 
A.l THE IMPORTANCE OP !IJLTIVAIUAT! ARALYSIS IN SCL.All DISICll 
In section 2.2. several studies are cited in support of using a single variat• 
optiaization procedure. vith collector area as the key design variable. these 
studies. however. considered a llaited range of building loads. Subsequent 
real.!arch bas suggested that optiaal economic results ..y be significantly sen­
sitive to storage volume under certain cooditiona. 
A report of work perfor-.ed by the Department of Mechanical lngineering of the 
University of Toronto for the U.S. Depart.eat (' " Znergy. entitled •Solar Space 
Heating Using Annual Beat Storage• [1-A) indic tea that the aini.. life-cycle 
cost of a solar energy system is qu.lte sensitive to otorage volume if extre-.e 
values of solar fraction or extreae prices for storage are involved. The Mn­
aitivity occurs for solar fractions greater than 70 percent or for storage 
costs significantly higher than those generally assumed. In-addition. this 
work finds that. based on typical storage costs. sbort-tera storage in the 
range of 10-30 lbs/ft2 of collector area ainiaizea solar coats f.or aol•r 
l Dr. Arthur E. McGarity and Dr. Charles s. Revelle. of the Department of 
Geography and Envirooaental Engineering. were co-principal investigators of 
the research work performed at the Johna Hopkin$ University for the National 
Bureau of Standards (2-tt). Dr. llichard L. Francis. of the Depart111ent of 
Systeias and Industrial Engineering at the University of Florida. and a 
participant in the NBS ..Visiting Katheaatical Scientist Prograa.· also 
contributed to this effort (3-A]. 
I~ 
fractions below 50 percent, vhile a r.Dual storage ainiaizes solar costs for 
solar fractiona greater than SO percent. Costs are found by the University of 
Toronto study to be insensitive to the storage/collector ratio in the 50 per­
cent range of solar fraction.I 
Figure A.l, taken fr09 the University of Toronto study, shows the relationship 
between systea acquisition costs and the ratio of storage volume to collector 
area for systeas supplying an energy fraction ranging fr09 45 to 100 percent. 
Over a wt.de range of storage volume/collector area ratios, the coat curves are •steeper the higher the solar fraction. ?be sinillua cost region for solar frac­
tions above 50 percent occurs at a tank volu.e/collector area ratio or 6S-85 
lbs/ft2. nus r ..mge is characteristic of annual storage systeas. ?be ainillua 
cost region for saaller solar fractions , of 50 percent and belov, occurs at 
10-20 lbs/ft2. This range is characteristic of the short-tera storage systeaa, 
suggested by tOf and Tytout (4-AI u well aa ltlein, Beckaan, and Duffie 
(5-AJ, vbich generally provide for a storage period of fr09 one to three days, 
depending on cli-te factors. In the 45 to 60 percent solar fraction range, 
~oats appear fairly insenaitive to storage/collector area ratios. 
Figure A.12 shows that if the costs of solar storage were thr~ ~o four ti.es 
greater than those aaa\18ed in figure A.11, e.g., it1 • $4.15/lb I , the shape of 
the solar cost curves would change ..rltedly, vith the curves everywt-.ere sensi­
tive to the storage volume/collector area ratio. With t~ae higher solar storage 
costs, the miniaua cost points are shown to occur in the 10-20 lbe/ft2 r egion 
for solar fractions of 60 percent and below, and in the 6S-85 lba/ft2 range for 
solar fractions above 80 percent. ?be ai.nimua cost for sys teaa pr odding a 
solar fraction in the range fro. 60 to 80 percent -y occur at either region.2 
The University of Toronto study indicated that long-tera storage eyst _. -y be 
econ09ically .ore favorable than short-tera storage in the situations indicated. 
If long-tera storage is used, perfo~ce of a systea in one .ontb vill depend 
on perforaance in previous .c>nths. 
These findings suggest the oeecl under certain conditions for solar evaluation 
.-ethodologies that allov a .ore flexible and ca11prebenaive econa.lc optiai~ 
tion across aultiple design variables (see also (6-A) and (7-A). Ideally, it 
would be unnecessary to assume that relationships among design vari ables opti ­
aized for one collector area, cost structure, and tille fra.e hold for all other 
situations. 
1 Annual storage systeas can be distinguished fro. short-tera storage systems 
by the characteristic that annual storage systeas reach maxiaua and aioiaua 
teaperatures once a year while sbort-tera systeu have temperature cycles 
froe one to thirty clays in length (.ost: t:fpically 1-2 day5), depending on the 
actual s torage-collector sizing configuration and cliaatological factors. 




Pi1ure A.l Sensitivity of Solar Acquisition Coat to Storage VolUll8/Collector 














Notation: F refers to so-lar fraction; R1 refer s to the sua of all solar energy 
systea costs divided by the sum of the surface area of the floor, walls, and 
top of the storage tank ($1. l 5/lbs2/3). 
a Solar acquisition costs are described by the function 
2/3 	 hCSt\Q • KoV + K1 v + K2A + K3, w ere 
K0 , K2 , and K3 are defined as $2.70 x io-3/lb, $35/ft2, and $3,000, 
respectively. (See F.C. Hooper. et al., (1-A), figure 2.1, page 15, for 
perfor11ance data on which the graphs-are based.) 
Soi rce : 	 F. C. ·· .,oper, et al., Solar Space Heating Syateu Using Annual Heat 
Storage ( l - A, pp. 36 and 38). 
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Pigure A.2 Sensitivity of Solar Acquisition Coat to Storage Vol~/Collector 
Area aatio for Given Solar Fracti ons and High Storage Cost 
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Notation: 	 F refers to solar fraction; K1 refers to the eua of all solar energy 
sys t em costs divided by the sua of the surface area of the floor, 
wal~s, and top of the storage tank ($4.15/lb2/3). 
Solar acquisition costs are described by the f unction 
2/3CS AQ - KoV + K1V + K2A + K3, where 
K0, K2 and K3 are defined as $2.70 x io-3/lb, $35/ft2, and $3,000, 
respectively. See F. C. Hooper et al. . (1-A], figure 2.1, p·age 15 for 
perforlll8nce data on whi ch the graphil'are based.) 
Source : 	 'F.C. Hooper~~·· Sol ar Space Heating Systems Ueing Annual Heat 
Storage (1-A, pp. 36 and 38). -
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A.2 a.ASSIPICATIOM PRAMBWORlt POil SOI.All DESIGN VAllIABLBS 
I.a a f ir•t •tep toward• e•tabli•hing a re flexible ..thodological framework. 
the John• Hopkins research teaa claHified •olar deeign variable• •>n the baeb 
of (1) the degree of influence that each variable ha• on econoaic •>bjectivee 
and on perforaance requir..ents. and (2) the nature of the relation•hip• that 
each variable bears to other variable&. 
The first claasification designate• variables a• either "priaary" or 
"secondary;" the second designates thea ae "independent." "dependent." or 
"interdependent." For example. coll~ctor area is designated a primary deaign 
variable. interdependent with other variable•; and etorage ineulation thickneee 
is designated a secondary deeign variable. independent of other variable• at a 
given .site. The overall claesification of solar deeign variable• is shown in 
table A.l. Note in the table that collector area. etorage volume. and building 
load reduction (achieved through energy conservation alteratione to the building 
envelope) are all designated interdependent variables. The optiaal value• of 
these variables depend on cost and perforaance of other variables in the group. 
These interdependent variables can be "traded off" until the lowest coat cCM1bin­
ation in conjunction with noneolar energy use is found. The variable• claeai­
fied by KcGarity and Revelle as "pri..ry" and "interdependent" are called "deci­
sion variables, " since their determinations are the aosc significant deciaiona 
in the design process. The existence of three decision variables -- collector 
area, storage volume, and building load reduction -- supports the use of a 
multivariate optimization technique for solving the optimal solar deaign 
problem. 
A.3 MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING ~ A t>OTENTIAL TOOL POlt SOLAR ANALYSIS 
Mathematical programaing is a technique that is particularly suited for finding 
nuaaerical values for a number of variables which in coabination optiaize an 
objective function subject to the constraints iapoaed by required resource 
relationships. Thia technique potentially enables one to find the cost ld.ni­
aizing (or net-savings aaxiaizing) coabination of several priaary interdependent 
s~lar decision variables. while allowing restrictions to be placed on the value• 
these variables can take to reflect the operating characteristics of the CCMlpo­
nenta of the solar energy aystea. Katheaatical programaing is the rec01111ended 
approach in •ultivariate optimization when inequality constraints pYohibit. or 
11ake it difficult to use, tradittonal economic optiaization methods eaploying 
the La~range Multiplier. 
If the objective function and the constraints can be expressed as linear 
functions of the design variables to be optimized, the equations can be solved · 
efftciently by linear programaing methods, at low coaputational coat, with 
widely available computer prograas. 8oth economic and physical performance 
relationships can be built into the matheaatical program. Unlike the siaula­
tion method, mathematical progra..ing does not require the value of one design 
variable to be specified in order to deteraine the optimal value of another 
design variable. 
Table A.l Classification of Solar Design and Load Variables• 
Claseificat .on of Solar Design Variables 
Degree of Influence Relationship to Other Variables 
Variable Priaarv Secondarv lndeoendent Deoendent lnterdeoendent 
Collector Area ' ' 
StoraSle VolUlle ' ' 
Storage Insula­
tion ThickneaB ' ' 
Pluid Plow 
Rates I ' 
Claasificat ion of Variables Affecting Load 
- Denee of I nfluence Relationahip to Other Variable• 
Variable Priaarv Secondary lndeoendent Deoendent Interdeoendent 
Building Load 




Buildirur ' ' 
Design 
Teaoeraturea ' ' 
Weather 
Variablea ' ' 
Theraal Loads ' ' 
a Classification according to KcGarity and Revelle (2-A). 
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The TR.NSYS (an acronym for "transient simulation program") solution to an 
optillization problem with 3 design variables of 10 intervals each. ueing 15 
ainute tiae 1tepa 1 would require 35 llillion computec iterations (2-A). Each of 
aore than 35 1 000 tiae steps would require 11 000 iterations of the siaulation. 
Fifteen ainute. half-hourly. or hourly tiae steps are generally used with the 
simulation methods. With a tiae step ae large as one day. it is likely that 
an iterative approach will take too long to converge--if it conv~-~ea at all- ­
at each time step. because of the sequential ftature of the si ~on solution 
process. In comparison. a 11&theraatical programming solut ion ~ opti•ization 
problem should require just on~ run for each of 365 daily time deeps. 
A.4 THE H<X:ARITY-REVELLE SOLAR PERFORMANCE HODELi 
KcGactty and Revelle initially perceived the pr~blea of optiaizing solar energy 
system design within the foraat of a cost-llini•izing linear program and pro­
ceeded to investigate the possibilities of this approach.2 Rowever. due to 
nonlinearities in the functional relationships. they were unsuccessful in using 
a linear progra• to solve for minimum cost values of collector area. storage 
volu188 1 and performance. McGarity and Revelle. however. succeeded in developing 
a set of simultaneous equations for predicting the theraal perforaance of a 
solar energy systea with a specified collector area and storage volu.e. Pur­
therrtore 1 they found the computational coat of their approach lower than that 
of alternative •ethods of predicting solar energy systea performance. becauee 
longer time steps could be used without a significant sacrifice in accuracy. 
This linear programming of solar perforaance represents an iaportant step and 
an essential co•ponent of a mathematical progr8llllli ng model for deteruining the 
econo•ically optimal system design. This section describes the linear prograa 
fol'laulation. solution properties of the program. and teat results for two 
s&111ple 	 design problems. 
It should be stressed that the linear program described ~ere is a tlodel for 
predicting solar perfol'118nce for a system of a given collector area and etorage 
volume. Since collector a•ea and storage volUJlle are prespectfied 1 this prograa 
does not find the values of system parameters which l.'linimize coat. Instead it 
minimizes the weighted sum of all undesirable flows of energy. It can be used 
to find solution values for the following nine variables at optimal ayatea 
perfonaance 1 given the specified collector area and storage volume: 
Tt-1 • 	 the temperature of storage at the end of the period which precede• 
period t; 
1 	This sectlon is based on the unpublished report prepared by Arthur McGarity 
and Otarles Revelle, of the Johns Hopkins University, under the sponsorship 
of NBS (2-A], supplemented by supporting notes and oral presentations. 
2 	For a discussion of the application of linear prograllll'lling to economic problems, 
see a mathematical economics text such as Fundamental Methods of Mathematical 
Economics [ 8-A] • .. 

Tt • 	 the teaperature of storage at the end of period t; 
Ot • 	 the energy supplied to storage during period t; 
Yt • 	 the energy that would be lost if energy collection is atteapted 
during periods with inauff icient solar radiation; 
Xt-1 • 	 the temperature of the preh~at tank at the end of the period which 
precedes period r; 
Xe • 	 the temperature of the preheat tank at the end of period t; 
Wt • 	 th~ energy which cannot be collected during periods for which the 
storage t•perature equals the boiling point of water; 
Ft • 	 the auxiliary energy supplied for apace heating during period t; 
Mt • 	the auxiliary energy supplied for water heating during period t. 
The minimized energy flows in the objective function include (1) energy that 
would be lost if energy collection i• atteapted during period• of insufficient 
solar r adiation, Yt; (2) energy which cannot be c.ollected during periods fo· · 
which the storage t•perature equals the boiling point of water (energy in 
storage is already equal to storage capacity), Wt; (3) auxiliary conventional 
energy supplied for apace heating during the period, Pt; and (4) auxiliary 
cGnventional energy supplied for water beating during the period, Mt• 1h«> 
latter two energy flow~ are given greater weight• in the objective fun~t!on 
because the control actions of the actual heating ay•t- which they rell•tt 
have pr iority in the solar beating ayatea. To establish this priority, the 
first two energy flowa are given fractional weights in the linear prograa 
objective function. 
'nle objective function is subject to a set of equality conatrainta and a set of 
inequality constraints that describe theraal perforaance of the solar heating 
ayatea of the building. 'l1le relationships are expressed for every tiae period 
"t". Pixed values are used for collector area and storage volwae to enable the 
constraints to be expressed as linear functions of the nine design variables 
listed above and, thus, to enable the ayetea of equations to be solved as a 
linear prograa. · 
A echeiaatic diagraa of the solar space and water heating system is shown in 
figure 	A.3. For each time period, a constraint is required for each component 
of the 	system that is designated by a circled letter in the diagram, i.e., the 
collector, storage aystea, preheat tank, hot water auxiliary systea, and the 
space heating distribution system. Each constraint represents an energy 
balance relationship or a control action required to describe the performance 
of the 	system. The objective function establishes the operational control 
strategy of the solar energy systea. It minimizes undesirable energy flows, 
e.g., it prevents use of auxiliary energy when the solar energy supplied is 
sufficient. 
' ' 


















In algebraic notation, the linear prograa is formulated as followe:l 
N 
Miniaize t aYt + bVc + Pt + Mt (A. l) 
t•l 
aubject to the following conatraining condition• for t•l, ••• , N: 
(collector perfol'llance relationahip) • 
(A.2) 
t•l, •••• lf 
·(apace heating load relationahip ~ performance of heat exchanger in 
apace heating distribution ayatea) 
(A.3) 
(storage tank energy balance) 
U A + £ 1' C U A + r_.&_C
(( .--. P-p p)6t + pC V)T + (( .--. ""P"""P P)6t + pC V)T
2 p t 2 p t-1 
• 6t £ ~<=p6t 
- ( )X - ( P )X l - Q - P + V •~ t 2 t- t t t 
(A.4) 
(water heating load ~ perforaance of auxiliary water heater) 
(A.5) 
1 See Rection A.6 for co•ponent performance foriaulas used in the ~evelopiaent of 
the linear prograa foriaat, together with a list of the .atheaatical notation. 
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t•l, ••• , N}, 
where the variables, Tt-1• Tt• Ot• Yt• Xt-1• Xt• Wt• Pt and Mt are the nine 
design variables previously defined; a • the weight of the Y variable• and b • 
the weight of the Wvariable•; and all other teraa are constant par...tera 
defined as follows: 
Energy flows and teaperaturea during each tt.e period indezed by '"t'" ­
Et • Solar radiation per unit of area during period t, 

Bt • Space heating load during period t,

!Ji • water beating load, 

et - average outdoor teaperature during period t, 

Ts • building teaperature. 

Collector paraaeters - ­
A • collector area,

FR • a dimensionless heat transfer efficiency factor, 

ut • collector heat loss coefficient, 

(n~) • collector tranaaittance-abaorptance product. 
Space heating load paraaetera ­
a8 • aass flow rate in space heat exchanger, 

£&· u effectiveness of space heat exchanger. 

Storage para.etera 
As • storage surface area,

Cp • heat capacity of water, 

U9 • storage heat loss coefficient 

V • storage volW'IM!, 

p • density of water. 
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Pr<.r-heat parwtera -
Ap • pre-beat aurface area, 

up • pre-heat lo•• coefficient, 

VP • pre-heat volU88. 

lntertanlt heat exchange par...tera ­
i • aaas flow rate in intertanlt heat exchanger, 
c: • effectiveness of intertank heat exchanger. 
Water heating load parwtera ­
~ • water .... flov rate, 
• teaperature of bot water,T8 
Tv • teaperature of cold water, 

Tain • the taperature of the air aurrounding the atorage tank, and 

Taax • the boiling point of water. 

Coefficients on the deaign variabba Tt-1• Tt• <>t • Yt• Xt-1• lCt • Wt• Pt• and 










(A.12)f92 - 2 


















£ ~c + u ~ 
f 3 • ( P P ~)6t - pC V (A.24)p 2 p p 
£.C +U~ 
f 4 • ( p"p P P~)dt + pC V (A.25)p 2 p p 
fpa - UpApAt Ta - Vw; t•l , •••• R (A.26) 
Using t he &W'llaary fora for coefficients of the design variables, the aatrlx 
for. of the l i near prograa ts the following: 
N 
Kiniaize l aYt + bWt + Pt + Kt• (A.27) 
t•l 
subject to the following constraining conditions: 
Por t•l, 2, ••• , N 
1 0 0 0 • Cfa>tTt-1fc1 fC2 -1 0 0 
•fs1 fS2 -1 0 -f53 -fS4 1 -1 0 {fg )tTt 
• fn.-fp1 -fp2 0 0 fp3 fp4 0 0 -1 Ot 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yt > Cfn>tf11 f12 
0 0 0 0 fRl f112 0 0 1 > fillXt-1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 > Tafn Xt 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Wt < ..2'..ax ­
Pt 
.J!t _ 
The syste. of equationa can be 110l•ed aing the linear pa..ogr- deacribed above 
in -trix not ation. usuaing in addition the folloUllg relationahipa to bold: 
Qt~t • o. {A.28) 
FtGt - o. {A.29) 
KtMt - o. {A.30) 
{A.31)Vt • Qt - Zi - Rt - Lt• if Tt • T..x o. if t < T..x• 
where 
Yt• Gt and Mt • aurplua variable• vhich convert eqaatiou {A.2). 
{A.3). and {A.S) t o equalitle•. 
Zt • energy delivered fro. atorqe to epace heating during peviod t. 
~ • energy delivered froa etorage t o pre-be&t during period t , 
Lt • energy loet fro. etorage durtag period t; 
!t • average storage tank t ..peraturc in t i • period t. and other tera 
are as defined previoualy. 
Equations {A.28) - {A.31) are nonlinear and cannot be entered directly into the 
linear progr-. but they represent iaportant phyeical propertie• of the real 
operation of the co.bined systea. Control actiou in the actual ca.bin~ solar 
auxiliary systea are intended to cause these conditione to hold. T"\e control 
actions are reflected in the linear prograa through the operation of the objec­
tive function in the solution process of ainiaizing ul undesired energy flows. 
Variable Yt is entered di rectly into the linear prograa eo t he collector 
relationahip is an equality. Gt and Rt appear only indirectly in the surplus 
variable form. The surplus variables. in coabination with the conditione 




operation of tbe cooti..,i. of the actual eolar/..nliary .,..t_ that turn off 
unduired energy flow not needed to ...t t he ther.al load requinm11ta of t 
building. ?be avitching functiou npruent rel.ationah1J19 of the typa 
X for z > O 
(A.32) 
0 for x < 0 
for collector performance, beat exchanger perfor9allce, .'.lDd auxiliary bot ..ter 
beater performance. These coaponenta of the ayatea are labeled S, ll, and I in 
figure 3.A. Equations (A.28) - (A.Jl), which can be called •orthogoaaltcy COG'­
ditiona, ·can be interpreted as follow: -QtYt • o· says that energy vill aot 
be supplied to storage when solar radiation is insufficient for collectloe 
(either Ot or Yt • 0 for e Jery tt.e period), i.e., the control ayatee abould 
shut off the collector syatee during periods of in.sufficient radiatioe; •pM • 
o· sa7s auxiliary energy will not be auppUed for apace beating at tbe ~ 
time that sol.ar eoErgy supplied to .et the apace beating loed exceed• the apece 
beating ~oad (either Ft or Gt • J for e"ery tt.e period), Le. , the controb in 
the actual syste• should shut off auxiliary energy aupply for apace beating 1lhea 
lt is not required; -MtNt • o· says auTI.liary eaergy will not be deliYered b oa 
the auxiliary water beater to Met water beating require11ents if the eolar 
energy supplled for water beating exceeds the veter heating lo.I (either Mt or 
Nt • 0 for e1rery time period), i.e., tbe controls in tbe actual ayat- aboald 
shut off auxiliary energy supply for water heating vben i~ is not required. 
Wlthln the llnear prograa, the objective function dictates that tbe9e control 
operations reflected in the orthogonality coaditioaa shall occur by aintaiaillg 
undesired energy flovs. The variablea Yt• Ft • and Mt will haft zero valaea if 
the energy flows they represent a.re not required. If energy caanot be col­
lected because radiation is insufficient ,, then Yt • O, i.e., energy collection 
vill not be atte91>ted. If energy supplied to tbe building for space beating 
from solar collection equals or ezceeds tbe space be.ating load, then Pt • O, 
i.e., auxiliary energy will not be used for apace beating . If tbe temperature 
of water in the preheat ~ank equals or 1s greater than the daired -ter t~ 
perature. then Kc • o. i.e•• no aaxiliary energy will be used to beat -t•r 
further. 1he Wt cooditlon is s1milar: if storage is not full, then energy 
vill be delivered to storage, aod energy will not be vaated eo Vt • O. ~ 
ever, if storage is full, energy will be wasted by the amount Ot-Zt - Rt-Lt• 
Since these orthogonality conditions are not iaposed explicitl y in tbe 
constra.int equations of the linear J>rograa, the question a.rises whether they 
vill alvays hold aatbeaatically, u they are as8U8ed to do, in tbe operation 
of actual sola r/auxil iary syste.s. Are there situationa ander which the 
objective f unction vill not cause these condltions to hold ..thematically n 
every t 1ae period? If so, the linear prograa cannot be used to predict sol ar 
perfoC111ance under these situations. 
A.5 SOLUTION PROPERTIES OP THE MOOARITY-REVELLB LINEAR PROGR.AMl 
The characteristics of solutions to the McGarity-Revelle solar energy linear 
prograa was invest igated by Francis (3-A] to establish the condi tions under 
which the orthogonality conditions descri.bed above will autoutically hold 
without being iaposed explicitly in the program. 
Francia c~naidered using a more &eneral objective function that i ncludes 
econolllic coats of the energy flows. 'nlia 110re general objective function is 
expressed as f ollowa: 
N 
Z • E latFt + btNt + ctMt + dtGt + etOt + ftWt + 8tYt1• (A.33) 
t•l 
wher~ Ft• Mt• Nt• Qt• Wt• and Gt are as defined previously, and at, bt, Ct• 
dt• et, ft• and gt are appropriate coat coefficients ( i .e., the coats of 
corresponding energy fl~wa). 'nte surplus vari~bles Nt and Gt which, like 
the other elements in the objective function, are undesirable energy flows, 
are entered into this more general objective funct i on , and, like the other 
energy flows. are gi~en cost coefficients. Any coat coefficient which is not 
of interest. or which aay be meaningless for a specific context, can be deleted 
by se~ting i t equal to zero. 
This formulation retains the desirable properties of the McGarity-Revelle 
linear program, and facilitates a rigorous evaluati on of the mathematical 
properties of solutions to the prograa. 
In the four observations which follow, Francia described the situations under 
which the "orthogonality" conditions (OtYt • O, and PtGt • 0) will autoaaa­
tically hold without being imposed explicitly; the conditions under which 
t hey will not hold; and the effect which relative values of apace heating 
costs , storage coats, and collector coats have upon opti mum solutions to the 
linear program. (The underlying logic in support of the observations is given 
in section A. 7 .) 
Observation 1 
(a) If (A.34) 
then, in any optimum feasible solution to the linear program, at least one of 
the variables Ot and Yt will be zero. That is, energy will not be supplt ed to 
storage at the same time that energy is lost due to attempted energy collection 
when there is insufficient solar radiation. 
(b) If (A.35) 
1 	This discussion of solut ion properties of t he linear programming model i s 
h~t1ed oa an unpublished pap~r pre=ptsreo by Or. Francis for the NBS Applied 
Fjcono111ica Groul) f 3-A). 
and if there exists an optimum feasible solution to the linear program, then 
tlH!re exists an optimum feasible solution for which at least one of the 
variables Qt a~d Yt is zero. 
Note that to have at le~st one of the variables Ot or Yt equal to zero is 
equivalent to having OtYt • O. Observation 1 provides conditions for which the 
nonlinear raathematica 1 constraint i s redundant and thus may be ignoted. The 
condition will autoruatically hold without being imposed and thus disrupting the 
linearity of t he program.I 
Observation 2 
(a) If (A.36) 
then, in any optimU111 feasible solution to the linear program, at least one of 
the variables Ft and Gt will be zero. That ts, auxiliary energy will not be 
supplied for space heating at the same time that solar energy supplied to meet 
the space heating load exceeds the space heating load. (Note that the suffi­
cient condition in observation 1 (a) cannot hold simultaneously with the 
sufficiP.nt condition in observation 2 (a).) 
(b) If (A.37) 
and if there exists an optimum feasible solution to the linear program, ~hen 
there exists an optimU111 feasible solution for which at least one of the 
variables Ft and Gt is zero. 
Observations 1 and 2 imply that the relative values of at + dt and et + gt have 
a significant effect upon the optimal feasible solutions to the linear prograa. 
With knowledge of their relative values, conclusions may be drawn as to when 
auxiliary energy supplied for space heating, and energy supplied to storage, 
may be zero. Note that at and dt both involve space he~ting cost~, while et 
a nd gt involve storage and collection costs. Observations 1 and 2 thus imply 
that the relative values of space heating costs and storage and collect ion 
costs have an important effect upon optimum answers to the linear program. 
It is intuitively obvious that an actual solar heating system would exhibit 
such ef fects, and so their prediction by the model serves to corroborate the 
modeling approach. Observations 1 and 2 precisely state this implication. 
Observation 3 
(a) If (A.38) 
then in any optimum feasible solution to the linear program, at least one of 
the variables Ft, Gt, and Wt will be zero. That is, it will never be the case 
t hat all three of the followi ng events occur simultaneously: auxiliary energy 
1 The conclusion of observation 1 was conjectured by McGarity and Revelle, but 
wlthout pro.of or spec1ficatlon of condl t loras under which the conclusion 
would bold. 
is suppli1.d for space heating; t he solar energy supplied to meet the space 
heating load exceeds the space heating load; solar energy cannot be collected 
due to the fact that &Lorage temperature is at the boiling po13t of water . 
(A.39)(b) 	 If 
and if there exi sts an optimum feasible solution to the linear program, then 
there exists an optimum feesible solution for which at least o~e of the 
variables Ft• Gt• and Wt is zero. 
In effect, observation 3 says tbat if the storage temperature is bt the boiling 
point of water (i.e., 1DOre than enough solar energy is available to keep stor­
ge at its maximum temperature), then auxiliary energy will not be needed for 
space heating at the same time that solar e nergy is supplied for space heating 




then the l inear program does not have any optimum feasible solution: the 
objective function value aay be aade arbitrarily saall. Oba«rvation 4 is a 
minor observation, but it is possibly valuable in checking for a badly formu­
lated problen. A comparison of et + f t + gt with zero avoids trying to find 
an optimum feasible soluti on when none eT-ists. Further, observation 4 iden­
tifies a situation for which Yt and Qt could be positive, and indicates that 
such a situation would result frOftl a poorl y formulated problem. Table A.2 
summar izes the f our above observations, plus two additional observations. 
Justificati.ons for the observations are given in section A.7. 
A.6 	 MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS EMPLOYED IN THE SOLAR ENERGY LINEAR PROGRAM 
AND A LISTING OF MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS! 
A.6.1 Component Performance Relationshi ps 
Collector Performance: A difference equation fora of the collector performance 
equation developed by Hottel in 1942 and •odi fied by deWinter in 1975 is used: 
(A.41) 
Space Heating Load: 
Ft -	 [Bt - £B~BCpAt(Tt - Ts>J+, zt - Bt - Ft (A.42) 
1 The iaaterial given in this appendix is t aken from unpublished notes provided 
to NBS by Arthur McGarity pertaining to the mathematical prograllllling work 




Table A.2 Sullllllary of Observations on the Solution Properties 
of the McGarity-Revelle Linear Program'­
Observation Condition on Conclusions About 
Number Coat Coef ficiente Optimum Solution (O.S.) 
(1) a.. + d.. < e,. + tr.. y,. or o.. • 0 
(2) a .. + d,. > e,. + 2 .. r,. or c,. • o 
(3) a.. + d.. + f .. > 0 r .. or~r Wt - 0 
(4) et + ft + 8t < 0 no o.S. exists: Ott Wt, and Yt 
can be made arbitrarilI large 
(5) e,. + f,. + 1r.. > 0 o.. or w.. or Y.. • 0 
(6 ) at + dt + ft < 0 no o.s. exists: Pt, Gt, and 
w.. can be made arbitrarilI large 
a In the appendix we also conclude that if 




then it will never be the case that both Ot and Yt ·are positive in an 
optimum bAsic feasible solution. The terms at, Bt, and t5t are defined, 
with reference to equations (A.8) - (A.25), as follows: 
(Here Tt and Xt are the storage and preheat tank temperatures, 
respectively, at the end of period t.) 
Source: 	 Taken from an unpublished paper prepared by Richard Francia, 
NBS Center for Applied Mathematics, for the NBS Applied Eco­
nomics Croup (3-A 
Is I 

lnt!rtanlt Beat Exchange: 








Water· Heating Load: 
• - +
Mt • llwCpAt[Ts - Xt] , Ut • Va - Mt (A.47) 
Preheat Theraal Losa: 
(A.48) 

Preheat Tank Energy Balance: 
pCpVp(Xt - Xt-1> • Rt - Ut - Pt (A.49) 
A.6.l Combination of Performance Poraulas for Linear Prograaa Format 
The following relationships among the average tank teape~atures (Tt and It) 
and tbe tank. temperatures at the end of the current and preceding periods (Tt• 







A new vari able Yt is introduced: 

(A.52) 
Applying the aaeuaption above, the following ie obtained: 
FRAULt.t) FR,AULt.t , _ (A.53)( 2 Tt + (.. 2 .. -)Tt-1 - ot - yt • FRA [(na)!t + ULt.tetJ 
Space Heating Load: 
A new variable Gt is introduced: 
Pc - Gt • Be - &B~Cpt.t(Tt - TB)• FcGt • 0 (A.54) 
or 
(A.55) 
Storage Tank Energy Balance: 
Using the assumption concerning tank temperatures and the formulas for 
intertank heat exchange and sto~qge losses. the following is obtained: 
UA +cmC UA +cmC 
[ (_!__!.y.-p P)t.t + pCpylTt + [ ( 8 s P P P)t.t - pCPV]Tt-l
2 
(A.56) 
Water Heating Load: 
The new variable Nt is introduced: 
Mt - Ne • iivcpt.t[Ts - Xcl• McNt • o 
or 
(A.57) 
Preheat Tank Energy Balance 
Using the assumption concerning tank temperatures and the fot'11ulas for 





- (Cp~~pAt)Tt - (Cp~~~A:.)Tt-1 + ((cpmp~pUp-'p)At 

+ pCPVP]Xt + [(CP~cp2~ -~~~.)At - pCpVp]Xt-1- Mt • up~AtTB - vw (A.58) 
A.6.3 Mathematical Notation 
Energy flows and 	temperatures during each time period indexed by "t": 
Et • solar radiation per unit of area during period t 
Qt • sol ar energy delivered to storage during period t 
Lt • energy lost f roa storage during period t 
Wt • energy wasted if storage la full during period t 
1.t • energy delivered froa storage for space heating during period t 
Rt • energy delivered froa storage to pre-heat during period t 
Ft • auxiliary energy for space heating during period t 
Mt • auxiliary energy for water heating during period t 
Pt • energy lost fro• preheat during period t 
Bt • space heating load during period t 
Vw • water heating load 
Ut • energy delivered fro• preheat to water heating during period t 
9t • average outdoor temperature during period t 
Te • storage temperature at the end of period t 
Xt • preheat te~perature at the end of period t 
Ta • building temperature 
(The diagram of the solar energy system shown in Figure A.4 is labeled according 
to the above notation to indicate the physical location of each parameter.) 
Other notation used in the appendix: 
(1) 	 Collector parameters 
A • collector area







Figure A.4 Solar Water and Space Heat l ng System Diagram Showing Energy Flow 
and Temperature P3rameters 
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tJi. • collector heat loss coefficient 

(n0 ) • collector transmittance-absorptance product 

(2) 	 Storage parameters 
As • 	storage surface area 
(:p • 	heat capacity of water 
Us • 	 storage heat loss coefficient 
V • storage vol1.111e 
p • density of water 
(3) 	 Pre-heat parameters 
Ap • 	 preheat surface area 
VP • 	 preheat vol\llle 
Up • 	 preheat loss coefficie~t 
· (4) lntertank heat exchange paraaeters 
111p • 	 mass flow rate in intertan1t heat exchanger 
£p • 	 effectiveness of intertan1t heat exchanger 
(5) 	 Space heating load parameters 
ms -	 111&88 flow rate in apace heat exchanger 
cs • 	 effectiveness of apace heat exchang~r 
(6) 	 Water heating load parameters 
lllw • 	 water mass flow rate 
Ts • 	 temperature of hot water 
Tw • 	 temperature of cold water 
A.7 	 DERIVATIONS OF SOLUTION PROPERTIES OF THB MCGARITY-REVBLLB LINEAR 
PROGRAMMING MODBLI 
After te•perature variables T's and X's. (which have no effect upon the analysis) 
are incorporated into the ter11& on the right aide. upper and lover bounds on 
temperatures (which likewise have no effect) are deleted. and s~rplus variables 
Nt and Lt are i ntroduced to convert inequalities into equations. the HcGarity­
Revelle constraints for time period t appear as follows: 
(l) 
(2) 
1 Taken fro~ an unpublished paper prepared by Dr. Richard Francis, Visiting 
Ha~her:iatici.an in the NBS Center for Applied Mathacoatlcs, for the NBS Applied 






where all variables displayed are nonnegative. 

Network Interpretation The constraints (1) t hrough (5) above aay be deptcted 








I Cat> 0- (-y) Ft 
0-Cdt> 6t- Gt 
This network representation can be useful in providing inaight regarding th• 
natur e of the constrai nts. 'Kach nuabered node 1 through 5 correspond• to the 
constraint having the aa.e nuaber, and the condition that the input •tlov• 
equals the output •flov· is the constraint itself; e.g., for cooatraint (1), 
at+ t-<>t• where at+Yt and Qi;: are the total input and output flova respectively 
for node 1. The ·input equals output• conditions for the other nodea repreaent 
the other corresponding constraints. To have nonnegative •tlova· ..ana that 
the variables are nonne(~tive. Unit coats are shown in parentheses above the 
variables. To illustrat~ the use of the flow interpretat ions, auppoae Yt and 
0 are positive, and let ~t • ain(Yt,Ot)>O. If ve decreaae the val~ of Yt 
and Ot by &t, ve aalntain the input-output colldition for node 1. Nov the flow 
into node 2 froa node l is reduced by &t, so ve .ust increaae the flov into 
node 2 fro• node 4 by &t to coapensate. Likewise ve 11USt increaae the flov into 
node 4 by &t, to coepensate. 'nlus ve reduce Yt and Qt by &t, and increaae lt 
and Gt by the same aaount in order to co.pensate: in effect a nev feasible 
solution has been constructed. 
The foregoing illustrates auch of the juatlf ication for observation 1. Other 
Qba~rvations may be justified siailarl y. In what follova, algebraic justifica­
tions (coapleaentary to these •tlov· argWM!nta) are given in SOiie detail • 
.a..~ a part ing speculAtl~~ remark . lt seellS possible tha t this ·parti al· netvorlt 
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into node 2 froa node l is reduced by &t, so ve .ust increaae the flov into 
node 2 fro• node 4 by &t to coapensate. Likewise ve 11USt increaae the flov into 
node 4 by &t, to coepensate. 'nlus ve reduce Yt and Qt by &t, and increaae lt 
and Gt by the same aaount in order to co.pensate: in effect a nev feasible 
solution has been constructed. 
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structure of the linear program (L.P.) (te•perature variables prevent havi ng a 
l~? 

coaplete network structure) might be of use in developing a more eff icient 
algorithm to solve the L.P. 
For convenience. the abbreviations P.S. and O.F.S. stand for feasible solution 
and optiaal feasible sol ution respectively. The underlying logic needed to 
justify the observations is auch the same for all the observations. Thus only 
the justification for observation 1 is given in substantial detail. 
Juetification for Observation 1 Given a feasible solution (F.S.) to the L.P. 
for which 
(A.60) 
construct new variable values Qf•Qt-At. Yf•Yt-At. Pf•Ft+At. Gf-Ct+At. leaving 
remaining variable values unchanged. Since Qt-Yt-Qt-Yt•ot. - Ft-<>t+vt• 
- Ft-<>t+ Wt•St• and Fc-Cc•Ft-Ct•~t• the new variable value• provide a P.S. 
Further, certainly ain(Qt,Yt)-0. Letting z and z' denote the initial and new 
object ive function values respect i vely, ve have 
( A.61) 
(a) Since At>O, if Cet+gt-at-dt)>O then Cet+it-at-dt)At>O so z-z'>O, i.e., 
t >z'. Thus the giver. F.S. could not be an optiaal feasible solution (O.F.S.) 
Hence for any O.F.s •• the ainilllUll of Ot and Yt 9U8t he zero, as o therwise a new 
F.S. with smaller objective function value can be constructed. 
(b) If (et+gt-at-dt)-0 then z•z', so if the initial F. S. is an o.r.s•• then 
the new F.S. is an O.F.s •• and one for which the ainiaua of the new values of 
Ot and Yt is ZerQ. 
Justification for Observa tion 2 Given a F.S. to the L.P. for which 
(A.62) 

construct new variable values by decreasing Ft and Gt by At, increasing Ot and 
Yt by At, and leaving other variable values unchanged. It i s direct to verify 
that the new values provide a F.S., and one for which the ainimua of the new 
values of Ft and Ge is zero. Furt her, if z and z' are the initial and new 
objective funct •on values respectively, then 
[atCFt-At)+dt( Gt-At)+e t COt+At)+gtCYt+At)] 
•(at+dt-et-gt )At. ( A.63) 
(a) Since At>O. if ( a t+dc-ecgt)>O. then z>z' and so the lnitlal given F.S. 
could not be an O. r . s . Thus for any O.F. S • • the mlnlmum uf Ft an;i Gt :.1:..cld 
have t o be zero. -

(b) lf Cat+dt-ec-gt)-0 then z•z', ao if the initial r.s. ia an o.r.s. then the 
new r.s. i• alao an o.r.s., and bu the a1n.1aua of the new value• of Pt and Gt 
eqll&l to zero. 
Juatification for Observation 3 Given a P.S. to the L.P. for wtrl.ch 
(A.64) 
constnict new variable value• by decreasing Pc, Gt• and We by At, and leaving 
other variable values unchanged. It ia direct to verify that the nev va.riablea 
provide a F.S. for which the ainbnm of the new values of Pt• Gt• and Wt is zero. 




(a) Since At><>, if Cat+dt+ft)>O, then z>z' and so the initial given r.s. 
could not be an O.F.S. Tbus for any O.F.S. the ainiaua of Fe• Gt• and Wt would 
have to be zero. 
(b) I f <•c+dc+ft)-0 then z•z', so if the initial r.s. is an o.r.s. then the 
nev F.S. is also an O.F.s., and one for wtrl.cb the aini- of the new values of 
Ft, Gt, aod Wt are zero. 
Justification for Observation 4 Given a F.S. to the L.P., add any po•itive 
term At to Qc, Wt• and Yt to o tain new variable values, while leaving other 
variable values unchanged. It is direct to verify that the new var iables 
provide a F.S. Further, if z and z' denote the initial and nev objective 




Since ~t>O, if (et+fc+gt)<O then z>z'. Further, At can be iaade arbitrarily 
large, implying tba z', the nev objective function value, can be made 
arbitrarily saal1, and hence no O.P.S. to the L.P. exists. 
Ob•ervatiou 5 (a) If 
( A.67) 
then, i n anl_ opti111um feasible solut i!ln to the L.F., at least one of the 
variables Qt • Yt, and We vill be zero. That is, it will never be the case that 
al l three of the following vents occur simultaneously : energy is supplied to 
storage; en~rgy i s wasted because the storage temperature is at the boiling 
point of wate r · energy is lost because energy collectlnn is attempted when 





and if there exists an opti.mum f~asible solution to the L.P. 1 then there exists 
an optimum feasible solution for which at least one of t he variables Ot• Yt• 
and Wt is zero. 
Observation 6 If 
then the L.P. does not have any optimum feaaible solution: the objective 
function value may be made arbitrarily small . 
Observations 5 and 6 are quite similar to Observations 3 and 4 respectively; 
their justifications are also similar, aod so they are oa!tted. 
As a final re.ark, all these observations are related to finding flow-aUgllenting 
paths in network flo~ opti.mization problems. 








ct + St .?_ 0 , (A.73 ) 
then it will never be the case t hat both Ot and Yt are positive in an opr imum 
basic feasible sulution. Also, some conclusions are drawn about what the L.P. 
taoleau w111 l ook l ike i f both Ot and Yt are basic variables in any basic 
feasible solutic~, includ~ ng an optinial basic feasihle solut ion. 
Consider the L.P. constraints (1) through ( 5) f o r the case when both Ot and Yt 
are ln the basis. Note that ( 3) and (5) completely speci fy Nt and Mt, so that 
t he constraints of inte rest rerluce to 
() 0 l 0 -: l-1 0 -1 









We first obser , i f ~ ar.d Yt are in the basis, that Wt is nonbasic, since 
That is, Qt, Yt aod Wt are linearly dependent. Thus if Qt and Yt are in the 
baeis, and another variable for time period t is in the basis, it must be 
either Ft or Gt• 
U Ft, Qt, and Yt are in the basis , the basis matrix and i t s inverse appear as 
follows: 
1 0 
B • -1 & s-1 -1(-: -~) -(J -:)0 -1 -1 
(which verifies lin~ar i ndepP.ndence). That part of the tableau which is of 




























If Gt, Qt, and Yt are in the basis, we have 








B • 0 -1 0 & -1 0- 0 
-1 0 0 -1 -1 0 
t\ ilhich verifies linear independence). That part of the tableau which is of 







































In order for ei~her tableau to specify an optimum basic feasible solution, the 
reduced costs (the Zj-Cj) would have to be nonpositive and the basic variables 
woulJ have to be nonnegative. Thus , if Ft• Ot• and Yt appear in an optimum 
basic feasible solution and Ot and Yt are positive, then (from Tableau I) 





Likewise , if Gt• Qt• and Yt appear in an optimum basic feasible solution and Ot 
and Yt are positive , then (from Tabl eau II) ~t ~ O, 
Bt < 0 (A.78) 
(A.79) 
et+gt ~ at+dt (A.80) 
et+ft+gt ,LO. (A.81) 
Note that conditions (A.76) and (A.77) are identical to (A.80) and (A.81) 
respectively, and are in agree..ent with Observations 2 and 5 respectively. 
Further, either the conditions (A.74) and (A.75), or (A.78) and (A.79), may 
prove rather stringent, although available data was insufficient to permit 
checking these conditions. 
When we consider the full L.P. (every time period), if Ot and Yt are both 
positive in an opti•wa basic f easible solution, and either Ft or Gt ia in the 
basis• then the foregoing conclusions again apply. If neither Ft nor Gt is in 
the opti111al basis (which could conceivably occur when more than one time period 
i s considered) then t he constraints involving Ot and Yt would reduce to 
(A.82) 
(A.83) 
and thus (A.78) and (A.79) would still hold if both Ot and Yt are posit i ve. 
In conclusion, if both Qt and Yt are positive in an optimum basic feasible 
solution, then ei ther (A.74) and (A.75), or (A.78) and (A.79) must hold. Thus 
if (A.74) or (A.75) is not true, and (A.78) or (A.79) is not true, then it will 




A.8 TEST RESULTS: THE LINEAR PROGRAM COMPARED WITH TRNSYSl 
McGarity and Revelle used the linear program deecribed in section A.4 to 
solve problem• in predicting solar heating system performance. In solving 
these problems, they encountered no situations for which the orthogonal condi­
tions fail to hold. That ia, in actual operation of the linear program in a 
large number of computer runs, the situations in which violations coul d occur, 
did not arise. 
McGarity and Revelle co•pared the linear prograllllling solution with results 
obtained from the si•ulation program TRNSY (9-A) in the following two problems: 
'nle first problem in performance prediction is for a solar hot water system 
for a co1111ercial build1ng in Boulder, Colorado, for one week during the aonth 
of January. '11le solar energy system is assumed to have a collector area of 
65 m2 (700 ft2) and a storage volume of 3,9001 (l,030 gal.), and to provide hot 
water at a rate of 3,0001 (393 gal.)/day, evenly distributed between the houra 
of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. If the temperature in the storage tank falls below 
60°C, additional energy is to be added to the water flowing out of the tank to 
raise its temperature to 60°C. '11le temperature of the storage unit at the 
beginning of the week is 60°C. 
McGarity and Revelle solved the linear program in time steps of one hour using 
the commercially available software linear programming package MPS on an IBM­
360 computer. '11ley solved the same performance problem with TRNSYS using time 
steps of one hour or less. 
Solution results from the linear program and from TRNSYS for the temperature 
of storage at end of the day (Tt variable) appear in figure A.5. 'nle two 
solutions are al1D0st identical. 
The second problem in performance prediction is for a solar apace and water 
heating system in a single-family residence. 'nle specified collector area 
of the system is 50 m2 (538 ft2) and the storage volume is 40051 (l,058 gal.). 
The space heating load during each hour and the hourly values of solar radia­
t ion and outdoor te•perature are supplied on weather computer tapes. '11le 
linear program is solved with tinie steps of 24 hours using the software MPS 
package on an IBM-360 computer. '11le TRNSYS simulation is used to solve the 
same problem in time steps of 15 minutes. The linear progr...tng solution for 
temperatures of storage at the end of a weekly period (Tt variable) is co~pared 
with the TRNSYS solution to the saaae problem in figure A.6. The solutions are 
for the moat part quite similar, but there are small differences, possibly due 
to the different lengths of time steps used in the two methods -- 15 minutes 
for TRNSYS and 24 hours for the linear program. 
The comparisons demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the linear 
programming method as a prediction tool for studying solar heating performance 
l This section is based on a report prepared by Arthur "cGarity and Charles 
Revelle, of the Johns Hopkins University, under sponsorship of NBS (2-A) • .. 
characteristi cs . Dai l y temperature and insolation data seem adequate for use 
with the li~ear prog~amming technique. 
In contrast , daily time steps are not generally adequate for a simulation 
solution. The simulation approach depends on sequential calculations as com­
pared to the simultaneous solutions of the linear program. With time steps as 
large as one day, it is quite possible that computer iterations of the s imula­
tion will take a long time to converge or will not converge at all at each t'me 
step to give a solution. 
A.9 SUBSEQUENT RESEARCH 
The solar mathematical programming approach has since been extended by McGarity, 
Revelle, and Cuhen [6-A], [7-A]. By employing a hybrid basic descent method , 
they were able to generate "optimal area-volume paths" describing the cost 
minimizing combinations of collector area and storage volume for providing 
different fractions of the heating load. 
This multivariate, 111athe11Stical progra11111tiing optimization model, called the 
"Finite Difference Direct Calculation Method," produces esti1118tes of ther1181 
perfor11Snce using one time step per day with weather and heating load data 
averaged over daily intervals. It was developed through a combination of two 
other methods: 1) the Direct Calculation Method which solves the nonlinear 
differential equation associated with the storage energy balance and 2) the 
Simultaneous Solution Method which uses a modified form of the linear program 
descri bed in section A.5 to solve descriptive difference equations for all 
time periods being considered. 
Preliminary results suggest that the optimal area-volume path is quite 
sensitive to solar equipment cost assumptions, and that it is often desirable 
to use substantially more storage volume than has been typically suggested in 
the literature. These preliminary results support the findings of Hooper et 
al. (1-A] discussed in section A.5. They also suppor t the need for a multi­
variate optimization approach to solar energy design problems.I 
A.10 STOCHASTIC MODELING OF WEATHER VARIABLES2 
Weather-related parameters are important determinants of a building's energy 
demand and of the perfor11Snce of a solar energy heating syst em. These param­
eters represent energy flows and temperatures that have a random nature. The 
intensity of solar radiation, the out door temperature, and the windspeed are 
all subject to fluctuations independent of other performance factors. Their 
variability results in variable performance of the solar energy system. 
1 For additional work in this area, see (10-A), (11-A), [12-A]. 
2 The potential for using stochastic modeling of weather variables in 
conjunction with mathematical programming for solar energy analysis was 
investigated by Arthur McGarity and Charles Revelle of the Johns Hopkins 
Unl versity under sponsorship of the National Bureau of Standards [2-A), 
a~1 expanded by McGarity and Quadir [13-A). -

Figure A.5 	 Compariaon of ~erform~nce Teat Reaulta for a Co111Dercial Solar 
Water Heating System in Boulder, Colorado: Linear Prograa 
Venue TRNSYS8 
Day 
• 	 Linear Program 
o TRNSYS 
8 	 Linear program and TRNSYS both use hourly time steps in this sample 
co11parison. 
Source: Arthur McGarity and Charles Revelle (2-A]. 
'· 
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Figure A.6 	 Comparison of Perforaance Teat Results for a Residential Solar 
Water and Space Heating System in Madison, wiaconein: Linear 
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a Linear program uses daily time atepa; TRNSYS uses 15-aainute time steps. 
Source: Arthur Kcr.arity and Charles Revelle (2-A]. 
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Many of the methods developed for predicting solar performance have used 
radiation and temperature data that lead to reasonably accurate "averaga" 
expected performance figures over a several year period. Liu and Jordan 
developed general utilizability curves useful in predicting long-term perfor­
mance of water heating systems utilizing flat plate collectors (14-A). 'nley 
used years of monthly meteorological data to construct their curves for pre­
dicting long-term average performance. tof and Tybout used actual data 
for a single year (4-A), while Klein, Beckman, and Duffie constructed monthly 
data for an artificial year by choosing months from an 8-year period which 
reflected average monthly conditions [5-A). 
A study of perforlll8nce during a single year -- real or artificial -- however, 
provides no information about the year-to-year variability of a particular 
month's or week's performance. In addition, the data for an artificial year 
does not allow for serial correlation of weather conditions from one 1110nth to 
the next, a common feature of hydrologic systems that also depend on the 
weather [ 15-A). 
These are limitations to using the more traditional weather data methods in 
predicting solar performance. Row important they are depends on the circum­
stances and objectives of the building owner or system designer. 'n'le con7 
structed average-year data seem capable of yielding acceptable average long-tera 
performance predictions. For some building owners, year-to-year variability in 
raonthly performance of a system may not be important if the "average" or "typi­
cal" year provides a reasonable estimate of system performance over a number of 
years. Also, in most cases, the serial correlation of weather values from 11e>nth 
to month will likely be small. 'nle serial correlation tends to be small because 
the performance of a system in one month will not be affected greatly by excess 
energy in storage at the end of the previous month if storage is sized for 
periods of only a few days -- and short-term storage is typical. For other 
building owners, however, it may be important to know how much variation can be 
expected in the amount of auxiliary fuel that will be required with a solar 
energy s ystem. 'nlis information is likely to be particularly important to 
owners of commercial buildings who are given relatively low allocation priority 
if shortages of fuel oil or natural gas occur. 
To estimate the probability that the predicted performance of a solar energy 
system will occur and to estimate the year-to-year variability in monthly 
perforlll8nce, stochastic models of meteorological data are needed. A stochastic 
model (a statistical model for treating random phenomena) can be developed by 
applying the methods of time series analysis to recorded observations. The 
statistical properties of actual meteorological data collectPd for a number of 
years can then be used to generate synthetic meteorological data which duplicate 
the statistical properties of the actual data. 'n'lese 3ynthetic data then 
become the weather parameters used in the solar performance model. 
Weather data can be separated into two components. 'nle first component is 
deterministic, representing the long-term characteristics of the weather var­
iable, (i.e., radiation, temperature, or windspeed) in a given geographical 
region. The second component is stochastic, or unpredictable, reflecting the 
"dynamic behavior" of long-run weather phenomena resulting from random meteo­
rological events. The first can be described by average values (or means) of 
observations of the saae tiae i;ieriod for different years. 'nte second can be 
described by the variance of observations from the average values and by the 
correlation 811long sequential observations ("autocorrelation"). For any time 
period, the stochastic component, Xi is given by: 
Xi •Yi - Y1, i • 1, 2, ••• , n, 
where Yi is the value of the individual observation, 
and Yi is the computed deterainistic component. 
Several stochastic models of solar radiation are reported in the literature. 
Goh, Tan, and Brinkvorth describe 110dels for long-tera insolation forecasting 
using first-order autoregreeetve equations that pick up autocorrelation in 
radiation over two-day periods (16-A, 17-A]. (Autocorrelation over periods 
greater than two days has been shown to be insignificant.) 
A stochastic aodel of insolation can be used to generate synthetic data for 
any number of years. However, it is of liaited value for analyzing the 
expected perforaance of solar heating syst8118 unless synthetic data for the 
other driving meteorological forces, such aa outdoor teaperature can also be 
generated. An i•portant feature of a stochastic 110del for generating out­
door teaperature data is that it llU8t account for the correlation between 
daily insolation and average daily teaperatures. 
Additional work is necessary to develop a stochastic model for each of the 
forces affecting solar heating syetea performance and building load. Models 
ar~ needed that incorporate any correlation which aay exist ..ong the differ­
ent d~iving forces, such as the day-to-day correlation between solar insola­
tion and outdoor te•perature, as well as the cross-correlation between the 
insolation and temperature. 
Once a complete stochastic aodel has been developed, it can be used with 
solar perforaance prediction 11e>dels such as the: linear program described above 
to derive a probability distribution of the thermal perfo1'1181lce of a specified 
solar energy system. The linear progr8111ling solar performance llOdel described 
in section A.4 is particularly suited to the use of stochastic 110dels of solar 
ineolation and temperature. Note that the ineolation and outdoor temperature 
variables all appear on the right side of the constraint equations in the 
linear prograa (section A.4). Once an initial solution to the linear prograa 
has been obtained for one year of solar energy systea operation, results for 
different years and different values of teaperature and radiation data can be 
obtained with little additional computational effort because the matrices of 
coefficients from the constraint equations need not be adjusted again either 
in the hand calculatlons or coaputer operation of the siaplex aethod. <ne can 
find an initial solution with the original data, aodify the right side of the 
constraint equations, and proceed with the siaplex method until a new solution 
is found. 
In addition, the test results reported in section A.6 show that daily time 
steps are sufficient when the linear programing aethod is used for perforaance 
prediction. Thi• greatly facilitate• use of either 1toch&1tic aodel1 or good 
av•rage year data. Weather data i1 available on a daily ba1i1 for a large num­
ber of citie1 for 1everal year•• and the 1tocha1tic llOdel1 reported in the 
literature thu1 far generate daily data. 
. - In contra1t, 1iaulation models require the same a11ount of computation each ti•e 
they are run and generally require runs for a minimum of hourly, preferably 15­
llinute. ti.. 1tep1. This data is 110re difficult to obtain frOll historical 
f ile1 or to generate by a 1tochastic 110del•
• 
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APPENDIX B. 	 cnu>UTER PROGRAM USED TO APPLY THE ECONOMIC EVALUATION HODEL TO 
SELECTED CASE STUDIES FOR COMBINED SPACE HEATING AND HOT WATERl 
The computer program, writte~ in BASIC, is designed to analyze the technical 
and economic performance characteristics of a specified solar energy system 
and to search for the size of that system which will minimize life-cycle costs. 
Environmental data, such as air temperature, ground temperature, and cloud 
cover, pertaining to the solar energy system's technical performance are incor­
porated in the computer program. The program calculates life-cycle coats with 
and without the optimally sized solar energy system, the resulting net savings 
or losses in present value dollars, and the dtscounted payback period if net 
savings are positive. If net savings are negative, i.e., if net losses are 
estimated for the opti11l8lly sized system larger than zero, values of key param­
eters are calculated which will result in an economic equality between the 
solar and alternative conventional energy systems. '11le parameters for which 
break-even values are calculated (holding other variables ex~ept system size 
constant in each case) are (1) the initial fuel price, (2) the future rate of 
escalation in fuel price, and (3) the purchase and installation cost of the 
solar energy system. 
City Data Files . '11le city specific data used for the case studies are located 
tn 13 individual files within the program. Each file contains for the 
designated city location the following data: (1) monthly average daily radia·· 
tlon on a horizontal surface, (2) cloudiness index, (3) quarterly ground 
temperatures, (4) monthly heating load data for each of the four buildings--the 
new office building, the existing office building, the new retail store, and 
the existing retail store, (5) early-1980 fuel prices, (6) fuel price escala­
tion rates, (7) city-specific labor. cost adjustment factor, (8) latitude, angle 
of collector tilt, and ground reflectance, (9) location-specific tax rates, 
including state income tax, sales tax, and property tax rates; fuel tax, if 
applicable; and any state income tax credits.2 
Data and Assum tions. The total combined energy load to be met is 
1) the space heating load input by the user and 
(2) the hot water load generated by the program based on user-specified rates 
of hot water usage, operating schedules, and cli11l8te data. 'l1le portion of the 
total load, or of either of its two components, met by a solar energy system of 
given design is calculated fJ r a range of system sizes by a subroutine of the 
1 	 The. computer programming code listed in this appendix was originally 
developed by G. Thomas Sav and modified by Joel Levy. It was designed to 
implement the solar economic evaluation model for combined space heating 
and service hot water systems presented in section 2.3. ntts brief descrip­
tion of the program is condensed from a preliminary draft report prepared 
by Joel Levy. A revised edition of the NBS computer code for evaluating 
solar en~rgy systems for comr.1ercial buildings, and accompanying user's guide, 
is in preparation under the name "COHSOL." 
2 	 Energy price data stored in the computer files are those gi~en ln table 4.7 
of the t e1Ct. 





program based on the LASL solar load ratio method as described in section 4.2 
of this report. Monthly insolation values are calculated by the program 
according to a procedure equivalent to that given by S.A. Klein in his paper 
"Calculation of Monthly Average Insolation on Tilted Surfaces" (35). The 
equipment efficiencies for the conventional and solar energy systems are data 
inputs. 
Economic Data and Assumptions. Four sets of purchase and installation cost 
data for the solar energy system are contained in the program (lines 13610­
13750). There ls one for each building type, with each set comprised of fixed 
cost and variable cost elenaents for materials and labor.l (Labor costs are 
adjusted in the program by the city-specific labor cost adjustment factor.)2 
Financial parameters include the discount rate, inflation rate, loan rate, 
downpayment as a proportion of purchase and installation costs, loan life, 
Federal inco111e tax rate, depreciation allowance, and capital gains tax rate.3 
8oth the straight-line and declining balance depreciation methods are pro­
grallWlled. Annually recurring cost is input as a fixed percentage of the initial 
system cost, and is increased annually at the rate of general price inflation. 
Optimtzation Algorithm. The solar energy system is optimized with respect to 
the size of the collector area that will minimize total life-cycle costs. The 
size selection algorithm applies not only when variable costs are linear but 
also when these costs are any convex function of collector area.4 
1 	 Cost data for purchasing and installing the solar energy system contained in 
this program are those given in table 4.3 of the text. 
2 	 Labor cost adjustment factors stored in the city data files are those given 
in table 4.4 of the text. 
3 	 Data contained in the prograa for these financial pa~ameters are consistent 
with that given in section 4.5 of the text. 
4 It may be demonstrated as follows that the cost function used to assess 
solar energ:• system performance is convex in collector area: the initial 
purchase and installation cost of a solar energy system is assumed linear in 
collector area, i.e., can be expressed as Kl + K2 • A, where Kl is total 
fixed cost and K2 is the coefficient of the variable cost taken as linear in 
collector area. Interest payments, maintenance costs, taxes and tax exemp­
tio.ns are all linear in the applicable cost base. Letting F denote the frac­
tion of the total heating load met by solar energy, the life-cycle cost of 
fuel for the conventional system equals (1-F) • (heating load) • K3, where 
10 is a positive constant depending on energy type, prices, tax rates, etc., 
but not varying with collector area. Similarly the heating load does not 
depend on collector area and therefore, may be considered a positive constant 
for present purposes. It may then be shown as follows that (1-F) is convex 
in collector area: 
For each month, J, the fraction of the building load in that month met by 
solar energy, Z(J), is calculated in SUB2 of the computer program by lines 
/7:i. 

Footnote 4 Continued 
cI(J»
5890 thru 5990. Line 5890 define• Ll • A • L(J) • A, where the term in 
brackets i1 a positive constant with respect to A. 
!ill
If Ll < 1.2 then effectively, Z(J) • Al • L(J) • A, and so 1 - Z(J) is 
convex as a function of A for Ll > 1.2. 
It re..ins to check the function (1 - Z(J)) at the point A yielding Ll • 1.2. 
For Al • .318, A2 • 1.132, and A3 • .504, (values given in lines 4191 - 4193 
of the main program), there is a limit of 1 - Z(J) as A increa1es such that 
Ll tends to 1.2 a1 1 - .318 * 1.2 • .618. For A at Ll • 1.2 there is a liait 
of 1 - Z(J) as A increases such that Ll tends to 1.2 as · - .318 * 1.2 • .618. 
For A at Ll • 1.2, 
1 - ·Z(J) • 1.132 • e-.504*1.2 • .618. 
So 1 - Z(J) is continuous. 
!illThe fac~or of the positive term L(J) in the slope of 1 - Z(J) to tbe left of 
ill.>A at Ll • 1.2 is -.318. The factor of L(J) for the right hand derivative at 
at A corresponding to Ll • 1.2 is: 
-(1.132)(.504)-1.2 * .504 - -.312, 
i.e., at that point the slope of 1 - Z(J) is greater to the right than it is 
to the left. Thus for A > 1 the function (1 - Z(J)) is convex. 
Taking the sua of positive multiples of the convex functions discussed above 
we find that life-cycle r.ost is a convex function of A. 
Thia result that total life-cycle cost of the solar energy aystea is convex 
in the collector area is exploited to justify the algorithm used to ainiaize 
total life-cycle cost. 
A number of parameters of economic significance independent of collector area 
are calculated in the program. Using these parameters, the program calculates 
the to,tal life-cycle cost of a solar energy system with a given collector area. 
The sequence of steps used in the optimization algorithm employs principles of 
search techniques to find an extremum of the unimodel function. 
Other Economic Evaluation Measures. The payback computation involves 
considering initial investment cost, C0 , and anticipated net return in each 
oubaequent year, Nj j•l ••• , k, where by definition Nj • R1 - Cj, and Rj is 
revenue from the candidate investment in year j and Cj is the cost of operating 
the investment in year j. 
The simple payback period is the first k such that: 
~ measure of discounted payback period formulated in the computer program is 
designed to overcome two problelll8: The first problem is that obtaining a posi­
tive life-cycle value of an investment does not guarantee that in every year 
after the investment net return will be positive. Consequently there exists 
the possibility of a sequence of positive and negative values for the partial 
sums of discounted returns. The second problem is that the payback measure 
often does not adequately account for the use of borrowed funds. 
To deal with the latter problem, the discounted payback measure used here does 
not treat future loan payments as an initial cost. Purchases made with borrowed 
funds are entered as costs at the time the indebtedness is eliminated. If finan­
cing terms allow the debt to run to year t, then for a year prior to t to be a 
candidate for the payback year, it is necessary that the sum of discounted net 
returns be equal to or greater than the discounted value of the remaining unpaid 
principal on the debt. 
Furthermore, if we denote by Utt the unpaid balance at end of year k, by D the 
uiscount rate, and use the simple payback notation above, then the payba~k year 
is constrained to the first year t such that 
for all k - t, t + 1, ••• , L. 
If this condition is not met for any year prior to the end of system life, the 
program prints "cumulathe savings first equals cost beyond system life." This 
is a euphemism to state that discounted life cycle savings do not cover cost of 
the solar energy syytem. 
If the life-cycle analysis determines that the solar energy system is not cost 
effective based on input par811leter values, break-even analysis is then performed 




a. 	 for a sufficiently high fuel price in t he ba~e year the net life-cycle 
savi ngs will be positive; 
b. 	 for a sufficiently high rate of future increase in fuel prices the net 
life-cycle savings will be positive; or 
c. 	 for a sufficiently low system cost the net life-cycle savings will be 
positive. 
First, the program calculates the minimum value of the base-year fuel price 
necessary for the system to equal the conventional systea in econ011ic perfor­
mance based on a reoptimization of system size. Next it finds the break-even 
escalation rate of fuel in terms of how much faster than predicted will fuel 
prices have to rise in order that the solar energy system will just pay for 
itself, assuming other cost parameters as initially specified, but again allow­
ing the system size to be reoptimized. It then calculates the factor by which 
the initially assumed system cost must be multiplied in order for the systea, 
based on a reoptimized size, to be equivalent economically to the conventional 
system. The break-even system cost factor is the multiplicative inverse of the 
break-even base-year fuel price factor and the fuel price escalation rate. 'ftte 
optimal collector area and solar fraction for the break-even system costs will 
be the same as that calculated for the break-even base-year fuel price and the 
fuel 	price escalation rate.l 
The computer program consists of a main part, three subroutines and 13 city 
files. The computer program code !s listed below. This is followed by a sample 
printout of a city file (Boston) in table B-1. Table B-2 shows a saaple output 
of the program, performed for a new office building in Washington, D.C. 
~erating The Program. After the program and data files are loaded into the 
computer, the program is accessed. The user than specifies the city for which 
the economic efficiency of the solar energy system is ~o be analyzed, the type 
of building for which the analysis is being conducted, and the conventional 
fuel that le to yield the energy requirements supplementary to that supplied by 
solar energy. 
This 	is done by specifying three lines of instruction: 
(1) 	 "30 Files ZNFL#I". 
For the last two symbols the relevant number of the city is entered. Numbers 
identify corresponding cities as follows: 
01. 	 Boston, Massachusetts 
02. 	 Washington, D.C. 
03. 	 Nashville, Tennesseee 
1 	A variation of this computer program, not included in appendix B was used to 
evaluate the case studies for hot water only. 'fttat version of the program 
additionally provides for the calculation of breakdown hot water loads. 
04. Charleston, West Virginia
05. Miami, Florida 
06. Apalachicola, Florida 
f7. Madison, Wisconsin 
08. Bismarck, North Carolina 
09. Omaha, Nebraska 
10. Fort Worth, Texas 
11. Phoenix, Arizona 
12. Seattle, Washington 
13. Los Angeles, California 
Th~ name of the city for which the analysis has been run is the last ite• 
printed on the first line of output information. (Print instruction line 1810). 
(2) "124 04 •I". 
This line specifies the type of fuel supplying the energy requirements 





The fuel type specified is reported in the program output in line twelve of the 
printed output. (Print instruction is line 2110). 
(3) "125 05 • I" 
The line selects the building type for which the analysis is conducted. Pour 
alternatives can be chosen by setting 05 equal to 1 thru 4. The alternatives 
are: 
1. New office building 
2. Existing office building 
3. New retail building 
4. Existing retail building. 
The type of building for which the analysis has been run is reported in the 
program output on the first printed line just before the name of the city in 






10 PILI& * 
20 PRINT •INPUT CITY PILI NAMEa• 
25 PRINT •zNPLlt• 
30 INPUT I'S (1) 
40 PILll1•P$(1)
50 DIM H(l2) 1 l(l2) 1~(12) 1 L(12) 1 M(l2) 1 Z(12),E(20),N(20) , P(20) 
70 DIM D(SOO),Q(400),Y(400) 
90 DIM W(3,3),A(3) 
110 DIM 8(S00)
111 DIM S(4,12),T(l2) 
120 RIADU, K 
122 PRINT •INPUT FUEL TYPE ta• · 
123 PRINT •1.CAS,2.0IL,3.ELECTRICITY.• 
124 INPUT 04 
12S PRINT •INPUT BUILDINC TYPE ti• 
12r. PRINT •1.NEW OFPICE,2.EXISTING orrICl,3. NEW RITAIL,4.IXISTING RETAIL.· 
127 INPUT OS 
lSO READ Tl,C3,Z1,P8,D,R3,N,R2,L,Pl,I,D2,M,U2,S8,T5,V2,V3,V4 
lSS LET V3•10000 
160 T5•.15 
151 D2•.25 
170 READ 08 
190 FOR J•l tO 12 
210 READ M(J),D(J) 
230 NEXT J 
250 FOR J•l TO K 
255 READ A$ 
260 NEXT J 
26~ FOR J•K+l TO lS 
267 READ Z$ 
2G8 NEXT J 
270 READl1,Yl,Y4,~4,S2,S3,Wl,W2,P4,T3,T2,T8,Z6,Z7,K7 
280 Y4•Yl+l5 
290 FOR Jl•l TO 12 
310 READll,H(Jl),K(Jl) 
330 NEXT Jl 
350 READl1,C(l),C(2),C(3),G(4) 
360 MAT READtl,S 
370 FOR J•l TO OS 
5SO R·EAD 8$,C$,M4,M5,U,I5,D6,H9,H8 
560 M4•18523 
561 M5•11. l 9 
S62 14•12266 
563 IS•l.67 
570 NEXT J 
S90 IP OS•4 THIN 730 
610 FOR Jl•J+l TO 4 
630 READ Z$,Y$ 
6SO FOR J2•1 TO 7 
670 MEAD W9 
690 NEXT J2 
710 NEXT Jl 
730 IF OS<•2 THIN 770 
7SO LET C3•.01S 
770 LET El•.6 
790 If' 04•2 THEN 910 
810 IF 04•3 THEN 990 
830 LET rs-•cAs• 
8SO LET 8•1000000 
370 LET W7•2 
890 GO TO 1090 
910 LET rs-·01L• 
930 LET 8•140000 
950 LET W7•1 
970 GO TO 1090 
990 LET F$••ELECTRICITY• 
1010 LET lt•3413 
1030 LET El•l 
lOSO LET W7•0 
~ 
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1070 GO TO llSO 
1090 IF 8$••EXISTING• THEii llSO 
1130 LET El•. 7S 
11.SO READ PS 
1170 FOR J•l TO PS 
1190 READ N(J) 
1210 NEXT J 
1230 MAT HEAOl l,A 
12SO P9•A(04)
1370 MAT MEADt l,w 
1390 FOR J•l TO PS 
1410 E(J)•~ (04,J) 
1430 NEXT J 
14SO Jl•(l/.S4)•(.72·~2-.18) 
1470 READll,"9 
1S90 LET 14•I4•A9 
1610 LET IS•IS•A9 
1630 LET N9•1 
16SO' LET Hl-G3 
1670 IFBt••EXISTING• THEN 17SO 
1710 LET I•. 092S 
1810 PRIN'f ·TH£ FOLLOWING ANALYSIS IS FOR A(N) •e$,cs• IN ·A~ 
1830 PRINT 
18SO PRIN'f • LATITUDE,DEGREES•••••••••••••••••• • •••••• •y1
1870 PRINT. HOT WATER TEMP.,F•••••••••••••••••••••••••Tl 
1890 PRINT• AVERAGE ANNUAL SUPPLY TEMP.,F••••• • •••••• •G4 
1910 PRINT• CALLON/MINUTE USE••••••••••••••••••••••···G3 
19 30 PRIN'f 
19SO PRIN'f 
1970 PRINT • PIXED l'tATERIAL COST,$•••••••••.••••••••••• •!'14 
1990 PRINT • VARIABLE MTERl·AL COST/SQ/FT/COLL•••••••• •MS 
2010 PRINT• PIXED LABOR COST,$ •••••••••••••••••••••••• I4 
2030 PRINT• VARIABLE LABOR COST/SQ/FT/COLL••• • ••••••• •Is 
20SO PRINT• SALES TAX ON MATERIAL,t• • •••••••••••••••••s2*lOO 
2070 PRINT• SALES TAX ON LABOR,\•••••• • •••••••••••···•s3•100 
2090 PRINT 
2110 PRINT • FUEL TYPE IS •f$ 
2130 PRINT • CONVENTIONAL EQUIP.EPP. •••••••••••••••···El*lOO .,. 
21SO PRINT• BTU CONTENT OF FUEL•• •• •• • •••• • •••••••• • ••e 
2170 PRINT• CURRENT(l978)PRICE PER UNIT,$ •••• • ••••• ,.•p9 
2190 PRINT• SALES TAX ON PUEL,t•••••••••••••••••••• • • •w1*lOO 
2210 PRINT• SPECI AL FUEL TAX1 \, •••••••••••••••••••••• •w2*100 
22 30 PRINT " NUMBER OF rUEL'llCALATIOll PERIODS. , ••••••• •ps 
22SO PRINT " ..CALATION RATIS(NOMI•AL)•tlMCTI OF PERIODS• . 
2270 FOR J•l TO PS 
2290 PRINT• •£(J),N(J) 
2310 NEXT J 
2330 PRh ."T 
23SO PRINT• DISCOUNT RATE (NOfllINAL),t•••••••••••••••• "D*lOO 
2370 PRINT • GENERAL RATE OF INFLATION,t•• • •• • •••••••• "P8*100 
2390 If Fl•O THEN 2470 
2410 PRINT• LOAN INTEREST RATE,t ••••••••••••••••••••• "I*lOO 
2430 PMINT • l>OllWNPAYMINT1 \. , , ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •D2*100 
24SO PHINT • YEARS rINANCED••••••••• • ••• ••• ••• • •• • •• • ••"M 
2470 If D6•1 THEN 2SSO 
2490 PRINT • DEPRECIATION METHOD-----------DECLINING BALANCE• 
2Sl0 PRINT • DECLINING ~ALANCE RATE,••••••••••••••••••"R3*100 
2S30 GO TO 2S70 
2SSO PRINT " DEPRECIATION METHOD-----------STRAICHT LINE• 
2S70 PRINT " NUMBER OF DEPRECIATIOM YEARS,., •••• , •.• , ••• •N 
2S90 PRINT• RECUMRING COST RATE,\ OF CONTRACT COST•••• •R2*100 
2610 PRINT• PMOPERTY TAX RATE,, OF CONTRACT COST., •• , . •p4•100 
2630 It T3•1 THEN 2670 
26SO PRINT" PROPERTY TAX EXEMPT UNTIL YEAR •••••••••••• •TJ 
2670 PRINT. SALVAGE VALUE,, or CONTRACT COST •••••••••• •s9•100 
2690 PRINT 
2710 PRINT• COMBINED FEDERAL/STATE TAX RTE,t . ,, • •• • • • •T2*100 
2730 PAIN'r • FEDERAL 't'AX RATE,\ •••••••••••••••••••••••• •u2•100 
2740 PRIN'r • EFFECTIVE CAPITAL CAINS TAX RATE,\, ...... ,•Jl*lOO 
2750 PRINT • FEDERAL TAX CREDIT,\•••• ~•••••••••••••··~··TS*lO-O 
2770 PRINT. EFFECTIVE STATE TAX CREDIT,t•••••••••••••-·T8*100 
2790 PRINT. I or YEARS STATE CREDIT APPLIES • • • •••••••• •zr, 
2810 II' Z7• 0 TllEN 2850 
2830 PRIHT • STATE CREDIT IH LIEU OF DEPRECIATION" 
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CXWUTA l'IOGUlf LimlO - (CClftlllUID) 
2850 R!lt****************************************************************; 
2870 REM CALCULATE HOT WATER LOADS ' SOLAR RADtATt ON ON TILTED SURFACE 
2890 LET Ql•O 
2910 LET L2•0 
2930 LET Q•.017453293 
2970 PUR J•l TO 12 
2980 U5•1NT((J+2)/3) ­
3150 T(J)•03*60 6 H9*H8*(D(J)/7)*8.34*(Tl-G(U5)) 
3155 L(J)•T(J)+S(05,J)*l0•6 
3170 LET ~(J)•L(J) 
3190 LET L2•L(J)+L2 
321'1 LET Y2•23.45*SlN (':)*3fi0/3fi5* (284+M(J))) 
3230 •.ET W3•ATN (:iUR u- (-TAN <O*Y i >*1'AN <O*Y2l >·2i / <-'rl\N <O*Y1>*TAM ('J*Y2l > > /O
3235 lf "'l>•O THEN 3250 
3240 \r.]o"'J+l80 
3250 IF Yl< >Y4 THEN J310 
3270 LET Y•90 
3290 GO '1'0 3390 
3310 LCT Y3•-TAN(Q*(Yl-Y4))*TAN(Q*Y2) 
J))O LE'l' Y•ATN (SQR(l-Y3.2)/Y3)/Q 
33511 it' Y>O 'fHEN 3390 
3370 L~T 'l•Y+l80 
3390 09•0*~1N(Y,W3) 
3430 Y5•COS(Q*(Yl-Y4))*COS(Q*Y2)*SIN(09)+09*SIN(Q*(Yl-Y4))*SIN(Q*Y2) 
3450 LET Y6•Y5/(COS(Q*Yl)*COS(Q*Y2)*SIN(Q*W3)+Q*W3*SIN(Q*Yl)*SIN(Q*Y2)) 
3470 LET Y5•1.39-4.027*K(J)+5.53l*K(J)•2-3.108*K(J)•3 
34~0 LET Y(J)•(l-Y5)*Y6+Y5*(l+COS(Q6 Y4))/2+K7*(1-COS(Q*Y4))/2 
3510 LET I(J)•Y(J) 6 U(J)*D(J)
3530 NEX'f J 
35~0 llEM•••••••-********************************************************** 
3570 R~ ~CONOfllIC PARAMETERS INDEPENDENT OF COLLECTOR AREA 
3590 L~T Pl•((l+D)·M-1)/(D*(l+D).M) 
3610 LET P2•(l+P8)/(D-P8)*((l+D)·L-(l+PR).L)/(l+D)•L 
3630 LET ~5•I/12* ( l+I/12).(12*M)/((l+I/12).(12*M)-l) 
3650 M2•(l+l/l2).12*(l+D)·M-(l+I/l2)•(12*M+l2) 
)~70 M2•M2/((1+0).M*(l+D-(l+I/12)•1 2)) 
3fi90 Ml•T2*(1-D2)*(12*R6*Pl+(l-12/l*Rfi)*(l-l/( l +l/12)•12)*M2) 
3710 LET X•L*(l-S8.(1/L)/(l+P8)) 
3730 PG•(l-((L-X)•(l+P8)/(L*(l+D))).(L+l-T3))*L*(l+D)/(X+X*PR-P8*L+D*L) 
]750 LET P6•P4*(1-T2)*((L-X)*(l+P8)/(L*(l+D))).~3*P6 
3770 IF or.•l THEN 3850 
3771 0(300)•S8/(l+P8)•L 
3773 0(30l)•l/(l- R3/N) 
3 174 D(302)•N-N/R3+1 
3775 J2•INT(N+2-N/R3)
3777 IF (J2-N/R3*0(300)*D(301).(J2-l))>•D(302) THEN 3780 
3778 J2•J2+1 
3779 GO TO 3777 





3800 N3•N3* (N2·.121. (l-N2· (N+l-J2)) I ( l-N2) 
3810 Dl•T2*(Dl+N3) 
3830 ( 1 TO 3890 
3850 LET Dl•T2/N*((l+D)•N-l)/(D*(l+D).N) 
3870 Dl•Dl*(l-S8/(l+P8).L) 





3930 RE~ PVFFOR PS FUEL ESCALATlON PERIOOG IN L 
3950 LET 02•1 
3970 L.ET P3•0 
3!90 FOR J•l TO PS 
4010 lF E(J)•O THEN 4070 
4030 LET P(J)•Q2*(l+E(J))/(O-E(J))*((l+D).N(J)-(l+E(J)).N(J))/(l+D).N(J) 
4050 GO TO '1090 
4070 P(J)•Q2*N(J) 
4090 LET P3•r(J)+P3 
4110 LET Q2•Q2*((l+E(J))/(l+D)) HN(J) 
17cr BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE 

ClllPO!D PIOGUll Limle - (COITllUID) 
4130 NEXT J 
41SO LET Xl•P3*P9*(l+Wl)*(l+W2)/(El*B) 
4170 REM ************************************************************************ 
4190 REM SELECT PERFORMANCE ·PARAMETERS 
'11 <11 LET Al•.318 
4192 LET A2•1.132 
4193 LET AJ•.SOIJ 
4194 Go ·ro 4910 
4210 ON Zl GO TO 4250,4710,4830 
4230 REM DIFF. TEMr. FOR 2 GLAZINGS,NONSECTIVE 
42SO ON (Tl-110)/20+1 CO TO 4290,4390,44Q0,4590 
4270 Ht:M TEMP 110•' • 
4290 LET Al•.5GO 
4 310 L!.:T A2•1.153 
4330 L.t:T Al•. 9 J 3 
43SO GO TO 4910 
4370 REM TEMP l JOt' 
4390 LET Al•.09 
44111 LET A2•l.08 
4430 LET l\3•.729 
44SCI CO TO 4910 
4470 REM 'fEl'IP l SOF 
44911 Ll::T Al•. 44 
IJSlO LET /\2•.978 - .- ~ 
4S30 LET 1\3•. SU 
4SSO GO TO 4910 
4S70 Rt:foi TEMP•l 'IOF 
4S90 LET Al•.343 
4610 LET A?.•.S6~ 
4<i30 LET l\J•.31;5 
46SO co ·ro 4910 
'1<;70 REM DIFF. COLLECTOR TYPr.S FOR TE~P•llOF . 
4690 REM ONE CL/\ZING,SELECTIVE 
4710 L!.:T Al•. 5tl8 
4730 LET A2•1.lfi5 
47SO LET AJ•.945 
4770 GO TO 4910 
4790 REM T'lvO GLAZINC,NONSELECTIVE:SEE TEMP•llOF 
4810 Ri.:M ONE CLAZING,NONSELECTIVE 
4830 LET Al•.509 
4RSO LET Ai•l.061 
4870 LET AJ•.748 
4690 HEM********************************************************************** 





S7GO CALL ZOPTl 
li430 PRINT 
84SO If t4•1 THEN 0~30 
'J470 PHINT •----------------------THEttMAL ANALYSI5----------------------------• 
84QO PRINT 
8Sl0 l'RINT 
8S30 MON'rtl llOR.INSOL. CORR. MO. INSOL. ~PACE HEAT. FRACTION 
tlSSO AV.DAILY FACTOR TILT•L+lS +llOT WAT. LOAD MET BY 
es7o BTU/F'f2 (H-BAR) BTU/FT2 BTU/10•6 SOLAR 
asgo ..1t1N·r U~ l1iG 85 30, 
Sf. I 0 PR WT U!lJNG 8550, 
ll!i30 PRINT usrnc P.570, 
36SO PHIN'f 
£570:1111 11111111.1 1.111···· 111111111.1 1111.1111 1.1111···· 
8690 FOil J•l TO 12 
8710 ~klWT USINC 8<;70, J,H(J),Y(J),l(J),L(J)~l0•6,Z(J) 
8730 NEXT J 
0750: AN:~u.u LOAD u.111111···· 
8770:LOAD Mt:T bY SOLAR 11.11n11···· 
d790 PRINT USING 07SO,L2 




_L&o BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE 

OCliPOtU PllOGUlf LIITmG - (CllftIIUID) 
·9010 PRINT •------------------·--ECONOMIC OPTIMIZATION----------------------- -• 
9030 PRINT 
9050 PRINT 
9070 PRINT •OPTIMAL COLLECTOR AREA,SQ.FT.---------------------•A 
9090 PRINT •oPTIMAL SOLAR FRACTION------------------- -------- -•F 
9110 PRINT •STORAGE VOLUME,CALLONS----------------------------•A•l.8 
9130 PRINT 
9150 PRINT •coNTRACT COST,INCL.SALES TAX----------------------·c3 
9170 PRINT 
9190 PRI~T •pv CAPITAL COST-----------------------------------·c5+S4 
9210 PRINT •sALES TAX DEDUCTION-------------------------------•54 
9230 PRINT •TAX CREDIT----------------------------------------•T4 
9250 PRINT •MORTGAGE INTEREST DEDUCTION-----------------------•M9 
9270 PRI;<T •RECURRING COST------------------------------------•R 
9290 PRINT •PROPERTY TAX--------------------------------------•p 
9310 PRINT •DEPRECIATION DEDUCTION------------ ----------------•D3 
9330 PRINT •sALVACE VALUE--------- ---------------- ------ ------•s5 
9340 PRINT •cAPITAL CAINS TAX---------------------------------•a1 
9350 PRINT •ENERGY COST WITH SOLAR----------------------------•K2 
9370 PRINT• NOTE:BEPORE TAX FUEL SAVINCS•••••••••K2/(l-F)/(l-T2)*F 
9390 PRINT• TAX DEDUCT.LOSSES•••••••••••••• •K2*T2*F/(l-F)/(l-T2) 
9410 PRINT• APTER TAX FUEL SAVINCS••••••••••K2*F/(l-F) 
9430 PRINT •TOTAL LCC WITH SOLAR------------------------------•T 
9450 PRifolT 
9470 PRINT ·•TOTAL LCC WITHOUT SOLAR---------------------------•K2/(l-F) 
9490 PRINT •TOTAL LCS DUE TO SOLAR----------------------------•T9 
9510 PRINT •py SYSTEM COST••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••···T-K2 
9550 RESTORE 
9o00 PRINT 
9620 IF T9>•0 THEN 9700 
9630 PRINT •cuMULATIVE SAVINGS F7~l 
9640 PRINT •&£YONO SYSTEM LIFE• 
9650 CO TO 9750 
9700 PRINT •sy~TEM RECOVERS case· 
9710 CALL ZPBKSl 




97130 CALL ZOPTl 
9810 IP T9>•0 THEN 9850 
9820 D(l7l)•T9 
9830 D(l5l)•D(l50) 
9840 CO TO 9770 
9850 D(l52)•D(l50) 
9B70 D(l 72)•T9 




9960 IF ABS(T9)<1 THEN 10090 
EQUALS COST:• 
9970 D(l50)•((D(l72)+l)*D(l51)-(D(l71)-l)*D(l52))/(D(l75)+2)
9990 CALL ZOPTl . . 
10030 IF T9<0 THEN 9910 
10050 CO TO 9850 
10090 PRINT 
10210 PRINT •uREAKEVEN FUEL PRICE:•,D(l50)/Xl*P9 
10220 rRIN'r •oPTIMAL COLLEC1'0R AREA,SQ. FT.----------------·A 
10225 PRINT •OPTIMAL SOLAR FRACT!ON------------------------•F 






10310 CALL ZSVEl 
10330 IF D(230)>•C(200) THEN 
10350 D(22l)•D(220) 
103~0 
.. l~I BEST DOCUMENT AVAUll.E 
OllMl'iA PIOGUll LIITl9G - (COftillJID) 
10360 0(261)•0(230) 
10370 GO TO 10290 
10390 0(222)•D(220) 
10410 D(262)•D(23C) 




10480 CALL ZSVEl 
10490 IF D(230)>RD(200) THEN 10390 
10510 0(22l)•D(220) 
10530 D(26l)•D(230) 
10550 GO TO 10430 
11010 PRINT •&REAKEVEN FUEL ESCALATION RATE:• 
11030 PRINT D(220) • 0l'IMES PROJECTED RATES• 
11032 FOR li9•1 TO PS 
11034 PRINT •ESCALATION RATE FOR INTERVAL•a9• •••••• •D(250+89) 
11036 NEXT l:t9 
11100 PRINT 
11200 PRINT •aREAKEVEN SYSTEM FACTOR:•xl/D(l50) 
12360 STOP 
12370 MEM********************************DATA************************************ 
12390 REM CITY l,FUEL TYPE,BLDG. TYPE 
12430 REM DATA COl'tMON TO ALL CITIES 
12450 DATA 130,.5,1,.06,.13,1.5,15,.0l,20,l,.105,0,5,.46,.l,.l,l,3500,l 
12470 l>ATA 2.5 
12490 REM DAY OP YEAR FOR MONTH ' I OF DAYS IN MONTH 
12510 DATA 17,31,47,28,75,31,105,30,135,31,162,30,198,31,228,31,258,30 
12530 DATA 288,31,318,30,344,31 
12550 MEM CITY DATA 
12610 DATA BOSTON 
12620 DATA WASHINGTON 
i2630 DATA NASHVILLE 
12640 DATA CHARLESTON 
12650 DATA MIAMI 
12~60 DATA APALACHICOLA 
12670 DATA MADISON 
12680 DATA bISMARK 
12690 DATA OMAHA 
12700 DATA FORTWORTH 
12710 DATA PHOENIX 
12720 DATA SEATTLE 
12730 DATA LOS-ANGELES 
12740 DATA EREHWON 
13500 DATA IOP 
13610 DATA NEW,OFFICl,37045,22.37,24532,3.33,0 
13630 DATA 10,5 
13650 DA'l'A EXISTING,OFFICE, 40824, 25.13, 28951, 10. 25, l 
13670 DATA 10,5 
13690 DATA NEW,RETAIL,37045,22.37,24532,3.33,0 
13710 DATA 12,6 
13730 DATA EXISTING,RETAIL,40824,25.13,28951,10.25,1 
13750 DATA l <:. ,6 
13770 REM t OP FUEL ESCALATION PERIODS ' LENGTH OP EACH PERIOD 
13790 DATA 3 
13810 DATA 5,5,10 
14170 END 















5787 IF 8(295)<25 THIN 7000 

5790 A•8(300) 
5800 CALL ZSHl 
5810 B(200)•T 
5820 A•8(301) 
5830 CALL ZS8£1 
5840 B(20l)•T 
. 1 	 5900 IP 8(200)>1(201) 
5910 8(299)•8(301)
5920 GO TO 5777 
6100 6(298)•8(300)
6110 CO TO 5777 
7000 A•l(298)
7010 CALL ZS8£1 
7020 11(250)•T 
THEN 6100 
7050 FOR 89•8(298) TO 8(299) 
70fi0 A•89+1 
7070 CALL ZS8£1 
7080 IF 8(250)<•T THEN 
7090 b(250)•T 
7100 NEXT 89 
7150 A•B9 





30 FOR 69•1 TO 1 
10 D(300+1S9)•0








350 FOR 89•1 TO PS 
390 Q2•Q2•((l+E(B9))/(l+D)).N(B9) 
430 NUT 89 
470 oc301>•c1-T2>•reoc301>•02 





710 CO TO 750 
750 D(305)•-(l-T2)*C3*R2•((l+P8)/(l+D))•L
780 IP T3>D(399) THIN 830 
790 D(306)•-(1-T2)*P4*C3•S8/(l+D)•L
830 IP N<L THIN 870 
870 FOR 89•1 TO 7 
910 0(400)•0(400)-0(300+89) 
950 NEXT B9 
990 0(401)•0(400) 
1030 If M<D(399) TH£N 1190 
1070 ~(40l)•((l+I/12).(12•L-17)*(1-R6*12/I)+R6*12/I) 
1110 D(40l)•(l-D2)•D(401)/(l+D)•(L-l)
1150 0(40l)•D(400)-D(40J )*C3 
1190 IF 0(401)<0 THEN 11000 
1230 FOR B9•1 TO (L-1) 
1270 J(399)•D(l99)-l 
1310 (1(300)•3 
1350 IF 0(399)>•N(l)+N(2) THEN 1510 
1390 Q(l00)•2 
1430 IF 0(399)>• N(l) THIN 1510 
1470 Q(300)•1 
., .... 
l gs-2> BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE 

WiU PIOaUll LllTUG - (QlftlMllD) 
1510 D(30l)•D(30l)*(l+D)/(l+E(0(300))) 
1~50 IF D(399)>M THEN 1750 
15~0 D(302)•-(l-D2)*12*R6*C3/(l+D).D(399) 
163~ D(303)•(l+I/12).( 12*D(399))-(l+I/12)•(12*D(399)-12) 
1670 D(303)•(D(303)*(1-R6*12/I)+12*R6)/(l+D)•D(399) 
1710 D(303)•T2*D(303)*(1-D2)*C3 . 
1750 IF D(~99)>1 THEN 1870 
1790 D(400)•D(400)-S4 
1830 IF ••13 THEN 2070 
1870 IF D(399)>Z6 THEN 2110 
1910 D(304) • T8*C3/(l+D).D(399) 
1950 IF D(399)>1 THEN 2110 
1990 D(304)•D(304)+T5*C3/(l+D) 
2030 GO TO 2110 
2070 D(304)•T4 
2110 D(305)•D(305)*(( l +D)/(l+P8)) 
2150 IF T3>D(399) THEN 2230 
2190 0(306)•0(306)*(1+0)/88.(l/L) 
2210 GO TO 2250 
2230 ::> ( 306)•0 
2250 IF D( 399)>N THEN 2790 
2270 D(307)•M3/(l+S2}+I3/(l+S3) 
2290 D(330)•S8/(l+P8)•L 
2310 IF D6•1 THEM 2630 
2350 IF J2>D(399) THEN 2510 
2390 D(307)•0(307) * (1-R3/N).(J2-l) 
2430 0(307)•0(307)*(l-D(330))/(N+l- J2)*(l+D)•(-0(399)) 
2470 GO TO 2670 
2510 l>(307)•0(307)*R3/N*(l-R3/N).(D(399)-l)
2550 0(307)•0(307)/(l+D).0(399) 
2590 GO TO 2670 
2630 D(307)•D(307)*(1-D(330))/N*(l+D)•(-0(399)) 
2670 0(307)•T2*D(307) 
2710 IF Z7•0 THEN 2790 
2750 D(307)•D(307)/T2*U2 
2790 t'OR 88•1 TO 7 
2830 D(400)•D( 400) - D(300+B8) 
2870 NEXT 88 
2910 0(401)•0(400) 
2950 If M<D(399) THEN 3110 
2990 D(40l)•((l+I/12) . (12*D(399)-12)*(1-R~*l'-/I)+R6*12/I)
3030 D(401)•(1-D2)*0(401)/(l+O).(D(399)-1)
3070 0(401)•0(400)-D(401)*C3 
l llO IF 0(401)<0 THEN 11000 
3150 PRINT ·NET LCS IN YEAR.0(399)•ts : s•oc4ol)

3190 NEXT B9 

10980 PRINT •NET LCS NOW:$•D(401)

10990 GO TO 12350 

11000 PRINT •oISCOUNTEO PAYBACK YEAR:•D(399)





f &-'fBEST DOCUMENT AVAILABlE 

WWWUEA PllOGUll LllTDG - (CXMIW) 
1 REl'l***ZSBEl*** 
5850 LET Sl•O 
5870 FOR J•l TO 12 
5890 LET Ll•A*I(J)/L(J) 
5910 IF Ll<O THEN 5030 
5920 IF Ll>lOO THEN 5980 
5930 IF Ll>•l.2 THEN 5990 
5950 LET Z(J)•Al*Ll
5970 GO TO 6090 
5980 Ll•lOO 
5990 LET Z(J)•l-A2/£XP(A3*Ll) 
6010 GO TO 6090 
~030 PRINT •coLL. AREA*INSOLATION/LOAD<O POR MONTH •J 
6050 PkINT •CHECK INPUT• 
G070 STOP 
G090 LET Sl•Z(J)*L(J)+Sl
r.110 NEXT J 
~130 LET F•Sl/L2 
Gl50 REI'! SOLAR CONTRACT COSTzINCtUDIHG SALES TAX 
6170 M3•(0(304)+D(305)*A)*(l+S2) 
61~0 I3•(D(314)+0(315)*A)*(l+S3)
6210 R&~ SALES TAX DEDUCTION 
6230 LET S4•T2*(M3/(l+S2)*S2+I3/(l+S3)*S3) 
6250 LET S4•S4/(l+D) 
6270 LET C3•M3+I3 
6290 MEM PV CAPITAL COST NET or SALES TAX DEDUCT 
6310 LET C5•C3*X2-S4 
6330 IF Fl•O THEN 5410 
6350 REM l'IORTGAGE IHT. DEDUCTION 
G370 LET M9..,,.l*C3 
6390 Hl:l't TAX CREDIT USING STATE TAX CRIDlTS lilT RIM or nDIRAL UICOl'll TAX DBD 
6410 IF T5+T8•0 THEN 6770 
6430 lF K<>l3 THEN 6~30 
r,450 lF C3>•12000 THEN 6570 
6470 IF C3>•5454.54 THIN 6530 
6490 LET T4•.45*C3*(1-T2) 
6510 GO TO 6590 
6530 LET T4•(3000-.l*C3)*(1-T2) 
6550 GO TO 6590 
5570 LET T4•.15*(1-T2)*C3 
6590 LET T4•(T4+T5*C3)/(l+D) 
fi'ilO GO TO 6770 
5630 LET T4•(T5+T8)*C3/(l+D) 
6650 IF T8•0 THEN 6770 
5670 lF Z6•1 THEN 6770 
~590 FOR J•2 TO Zf'i 
6710 LET T4•T4+T8*C3/(l+D)•J 
Ci730 fllEXT J 
6750 REl'I RECURRING COST 
6770 LET R•(l-T2)*R2*C3*P2 
6790 RDI PROPERTY TAX 
6810 LET P•C3*P6 
G830 REM DEPRECIATION CALC ON PULL CONTRACT COST LESS SALVAGE AND SALES TAX 
'1850 LET D3•Dl*(M3/(l+S2)+I3/(l+S3)) 
5855 ~J•S8*(1-l/ ( l+P0).L)*(M3/(l+S2)+13/(l+S3)) 
6855 Bl•Jl*83/(l+O)•L 
6870 IF Z7•0 THE~ 6930 
6890 L~T D3•03/T2*U2
i.900 81•.21*83/(l+D)•L 
G910 REM SALVAGE VALUE 
5930 LET S5•S8*CJ/(l+D)•L 
6950 KEM CONVENTIONAL ENERGY COST 
6970 K2•(1-T2)*(1-P)*L2*D(l50)
6990 REl'I TOTAL COST 





.. I!_~ BEST DOCUIEIT AVAUU 
CllilHitia noGIMI LllTim - (COftDIUID) 
l REM***ZSVEl*** 
10 FOR 89•1 TO PS 
30 D(2S0+89)•D(220)*E(89)
SO NEXT 89 
110 Q2•l 
130 0(230)•0 
lSO FOR 89•1 TO PS 
170 D(24,)•(l+D(2S0+89))/(l+D) 
190 IF J>.<2•Q)•l THEN 2SO 
210 D(21f~8f)•Q1,D(240)*(1-D(240)•N(89))/(l-D(240)) 









TMle 1-1 City Deta rue for ...toa 
90 1 
100 42.4 47.4 49 .os 0 
110 0 0 • l2fi 11 .513 
120 .051 1 1 .2 
130 505.5 .41 
140 738 . 426 
150 1057.1 . 445 
1'i0 1355 .438 
170 17S9 .49!) 
180 1864 .495 
190 lM0.5 .507 
200 1570.l .48 
210 1267.5 .477 
220 8!1S.7 .453 
230 615.8 .372 
240 442.8 .4 
250 41 41 58 54 
260 13~. 8 118 95.3 29.S ln.s 
270 3.4 S.2 3 e. i; . 27.2 
2&0 '> 3.4 112. 7 
290 601.9 539 539. 3 385.7 330.2 
300 177 .9 180.4 160 260.'i 376 
310 462.3 575.1 
320 so . 3 44 39.8 17.7 6.6 
330 1.7 2 .8 4.4 14.4 
340 20 44.4 







46 60.4 10.g 
400 4.12 .9'i3 .089 
410 .079 .101 .083 
420 .096 .091 .103 
430 .OliO .058 .022 
500 1.04 
BEST DOCUIEIT AVAILABl.E 

· T8ble 1-2 ...,l• Prosr• Pr1Dtout 
TM Pollowt,Da Output itl for a llev Office 1D Waabiqtoa 
Lftl I TUI£, DE~ES. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 33.4 
t-(.)T L-.ATE.R TEf'P. , F'. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 138 
AUERAGE 	 Flft.R. Sl.f'PL Y TEf'P. ' F. • • • • • • • • • • • 7e 
~Cli"'1ltflJT'E lSE. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
FIXED t'ATE~IFL COST,$. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 37045 
VARIABLE MATERIAL COST/'SQ."f"T/Ca..L. • • • • • • • 22.37 
FIXED L.AJIOR COST;f. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 24532 
VARIABLE LAJICR COST/SQ/fl/COLL••••••••••• 3.33 
SALES TAX Ctl MATERJAL.,%•• •••••••••••••••• e 
SALES TAX ctl LAICRt%••••••••••••••••••••• 5. 
Fla T'Y'PE IS OIL 
COtfJENTICtlfL EQUIP.Ef'F" •••••••••••••••••• ~ % 
BTU ~.r:E Fl.EL•••••••••••••••••••••• 14e998 
~T(l9IO) PRICE PER UNIT,f••••••••••••• 908 
Sftl..ES T~X Ctl F\£L•~•••••••••••••••••••••• 5. 
SPEC IftL. FlJEL. TFC<'~. • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... • • • • • • • • 0 
Nl.IMBER OF FUl ECPUITIOi PERIODS••••••••• 3 




DISCQ..'tfl' P.ATE <N011Hf~J,%• • •••••••••••••• 13. 
GEt£RfL P.ATE OF INFl..ffTIOi, %. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6. 
LOFl'i ItfTEREST RATE•%••••••••••••••••••••• 9.~ 
~Tt%•••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• 25 
'r'E:MS F"'ItWtC:ED. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 29 
DEPRECIATIOi 1'1ETHJD . I£Cl.IHIHC llfUICE 
1£CLINll'IC llAlJfCE RATE,~••••••••••••••••• l~ 
NUt'llER OF IEPRECIATIClt YEARS......... . .... 15 
REctRHHC COST RAT£,% OF COiTRACT COST•••• l. 
PRCFERTY TFO< RATE.,% OF COITRACT COST.. • • • • 0 
SP.lJJAGE 'AlE'% OF CCltTRKT COST.. • • • • • • • • 18. 
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